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ABSTRACT 
In today world, people are getting more and more aware of the important toward 
a healthy living. There is a need to cater this people with the knowledge of nutrition they 
want. As today, the number of nutritionists and dieticians are still n t very encouraging. 
So to fill in the vacancies, a nutritionist advisory system should be developed to improve 
the current lacking. To accomplish this task, case-based reasoning seem to be a better 
approach. 
Rule-based systems need a good definition of the y tern and are n t a le t learn 
very well from the user choices. What is m re, it is not able to handle mi sing 
information or unexpected value . n the other hand, a nutritional advi ry 'Y tern uild 
with a case-based reasoning system should be able t solve the c pr blem . 
ln order to how the benefits of a ca c-based reasoning sy tern f r a nutriti nal 
advisory system, the system will follow all the guidelines and recornmendati n r m 
World ealth Organization (WHO) and U R A. The y tern in I c a full a ·- ed 
reasoning cycle and will focus very much in the adaptati n part f the c cl . It ill th sn 
be used to demonstrate the flexibility and adaptability of thi ind f y tern. 
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CHAPTERl 
INTRODUCTION 
This introductory chapter gives a brief description or purpose of the project and 
problems to be solved. The significance and rationale of the project will be discussed 
here. Furthermore, the system functions, limitations and its assumptions will also be 
dwelt into later in this chapter. 
1.1 Project Definition 
Not many people know about the truth about health =specifically about the roles of diet 
and nutrition in our per onality, behavior and sense of well-being. Nutrient provide the 
foundation for a global look at the social sciences that shape the dietary patterns of 
people throughout the world. Most of the people will ju t treat the mpt m f their 
illness but not the reasons for the symptoms [I]. f course, we till nee a practiti ner 
and his diagnostic skills, but his therapy usually is limited to a c rtain tend f 
aH the 
dint. k . 
t m that 
relieving the pain and falls short of the mark. Until the medical pro e 
answers, the patients still need to take ome responsibility in his r h r 
But for the time being, the technology we have now i adequate t 
enable the patient to accc s to the information the patient n d ma 
particular illness usin 1 alternative medicine. Thi in lud th· nutriti n n upplem nts 
the patient needs tor icovcr from the illnes after tr atm int fr m m di al practitioner. 
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This project will focus mainly on giving nutritional advises to patient but also have the 
ability to give advises to healthy people. The whole project is mainly concentrated on 
case-based reasoning techniques. uring the process the system will try to simulate as 
close as possible to a nutritionist in giving advises to their patients. 
1.2 Objective 
There are some reasons or objectives which this system has been proposed 
J) As a11 alternative way to get advises ill term of nutrition and diet 
Most of the people in Malaysia is still uncomfortable of getting advises from 
nutritionist or dietician aft.er they get treatment from medical practiti ner. In th 
recuperating period, most of the people will ju t buy the vitamin of the hel e 
in supermarkets or pharmacie without con id ring the side-effect of the 
supplements with the medicine they were given by the d ct r. me ext ind 
this may cost 
2) Applying AI techniques and Utilizing Case-Based Reasoning in A-t di al s tor 
Jn this project the main objective is to develop a system that i intelligent en u zh 
to output result that is reliable to the medical w rid. N t nly the s t m i · 
intelligent in giving out re ult but also mu t able t r n . hi m 1. that 
whenever the user input any illnc s and their ba i parti ul r th 
able to generate more question· t a quire knov led , s fr m the 
user. This is important to generate a r liable r · ult that i nutritional ad ice in 
this matt r. Jn th· proc ·ss of 1 mcratin th· r ult th ·t m v ill rel mainly on 
·11: ·-bu.· ·d r ·mmni11 '· 
2 
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3) Preventive measurement of major illness 
As for example, an inflamed appendix is a ymptom of a low-roughage diet. It is 
too late at this stage for a nutritional approach, but this must be initiated 
postsurgicaJJy to avoid future difficulties with hemorrhoids, fissures, 
diverticulitis and possible bowel cancer, all related to nutrition and diet. 
4) To make nutritional advices accessible to all 
Not many people in Malaysia know where to find a nutrition consultant and 
dietician. It is very troublesome to seek advice from a nutritionist as in the 
country on have about 500 of them. This statistic only includes those who 
register under the NutritionaJ Association of Malaysia. hrough thi system, 
people can access to nutritional advice more easily. 
1.3 Project Scope 
For the time being the system will only be a template for the real ystem. And thi 
system will function mainly on a set on past cases and a database that act a a di ti nr 
for all the supplements and all the food that are related to the upplcm nt, he , pe th t 
been covered are those people with a specific illne s and tho ~ 
~ here will be a sub function to monitor the re ult and to st re the nev pr bl 
in the databa e. The ca scs will be input by the mcdi al ' rt h u thi tern and 
the medical expert will initialize all the requirement . Thi tern ' ill als generate 
precaution for the user re >arding the medi inc the u · ·r t k and the fo that is 
r •co1111n ·nd ·d by the . y. l ·rn. E 11111pl · s »nc m .dicme 11 e alcrtri I cann t e taken 
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with vitamin 0 or magnesium and must avoid high phosphorous foods. If taken it will 
cause anorexia. 
1.4 System Limitation 
The main idea is to have a system that can gen rate any result if the procedure is been 
followed properly. But some major illness stilt cannot be prevented or cure using proper 
food and supplement because some of these illnesses are cause by bacteria infection and 
virus attack e.g. dengue, meningitis, encephalitis and etc. This kind of diseases is mainly 
non-related to nutritional and diet. 
This system also is not build for medical diagnosis. The system can not figure out what 
kind of illness does the patient suffering by analyzing the symptoms. It is ju t for the 
user to enter the name of illness and the sy tern wi II g nerate a Ii t f recommended 
nutrition and supplement list. 
1.5 Report Layout 
The purpose of the report i to document es entiaJ information gathered durin thi 
system development and implementation tage. his r port i di id ed int r 
chapters. 
Chapter 1: Introduction 
This chapter introduces the project in a general view and th rari nale f th 
made an overview on the, definition, project bjecti c , 
and the projc t 'Chcdule. 
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followed properly. But some major illness still cannot be prevented or cure using proper 
food and supplement because some of these illnesses are cause by bacteria infection and 
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made an overview on the, definition, project bjoctiv , pr jcct 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
For this chapter, it discusses the researches that are carried out during the analysis and 
design phase at the project. This includes techniques and idea u ed in the building of 
the system. 
Chapter 3: Methodology 
For this chapter is mostly about the information and techniques that will b used in the 
process of making this system. Types of software and prototyping will al o be discussed 
in details here. 
Chapter 4: System Design 
This chapter describes the design considerations including processing de ign, the user 
interface design and also the databa e design of this project. 
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CHAPTER2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Most of my researches were done during this period of time. My major source of 
information comes from the internet and the acuity of Medicine s ibrary. Other 
sources like books and journals also have been used in my research. Discussion with my 
supervisor and my expert domain also helped me to gain more knowledge in this area. 
This part of the project is the most demanding and must be done with caution -not to 
cause unwanted errors and failure in the coming phase of the project. To reduce this 
unwanted errors and failure, T take in consideration of what the user of the system wants 
and the normal practice of a nutritionist in giving advice as one of my criteria in 
designing the system. 
2.1 Introduction to Case Based Reasoning(CBR) 
ver the last few years, case-based reasoning (CBR) has grown from a rather pecific 
and isolated research area to a field of wide pread int rest. Activitie are rapidly gr win 
- as seen by the increased rate of research papers, availability commercial pr due and 
also reports on applications in regular use. 
Case-based reasoning ts a problem solving paradigm that in many re pe t 
fundamentally different from other major AI approaches. Instead of relying s lely n 
general knowledge of a problem domain, or making association along gencrali 
relationships betw en problem descriptor and conclu ions, BR is able t utilize the 
specific knowledge of previously experienced, concrete problem itu ti n . A 
new problem is solved by finding a irnilar pa t case, and reu ing it in the n w pr 
iituation. A second important difference i that BR al o i an appr a h t in rc-m ntal, 
su tained learnin , since a new experience i retained ca h time a pr I m h n 
olved, making il immediately available for future problem '.[21 
7 
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So what is case-based reasoning anyway? Basically: To solve a new problem by 
remembering a previous similar situation and by reusing information and knowledge of 
that situation. Let me illustrate this by looking at some typical problem olving situations: 
- A physician - after having examined a particular patient in his office - gets a reminding 
to a patient that he treated two weeks ago. Assuming that the reminding was caused by 
a similarity of important symptoms (and not the patient's hair-color, say), the physician 
uses the diagnosis and treatment of the previous patient to determine the disease 
and treatment for the patient in front of him. 
- A drilling engineer, who have experienced two dramatic blow out situations, is quickly 
reminded of one of these situations (or both) when the combination of critical 
measurements matches those of a blow out case. In particular, he may get a reminding 
to a mistake he made during a previous blow-out, and use this to avoid repeating the 
error once again. 
- A financial consultant working on a difficult credit decision task, use a reminding to a 
previous case, which involved a company in similar trouble as the current one, to 
recommend that the loan application hould be refused. 
According to David B.Leake in [4], the CBR approach is ba ed on two tenet about the 
nature of the world. The first tenet is that the world is regular· similar prior pr tern arc 
useful starting point for a new problem solving. The second tenet is the type of pr lern 
an agent encounters tend to recur. Consequently, future problems are likely to b similar 
to current problem. When the two tenets hold, it is worthwhile to remem r and r 'U e 
current reasoning: case based reasoning is effective reasoning trategy. 
Since the appearance of BR, it has been applied in a wide range f domain su h [4]: 
l) Diagnosis 
2) Help esk 
3) Assessment 
4) ecision Support 
) esiun 
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2.1.1 Case-based problem solving. 
As the above examples indicate, reasoning by reusing past cases is a powerful and 
frequently applied way to solve problems for humans. This claim is also supported by 
results from cognitive psychological research. Part of the foundation for the case-based 
approach, is its psychological plausibility. Several studie have given empirical evidence 
for the dominating role of specific, previously experienced situations (what we call cases) 
in human problem solving. Schank [2] developed a theory of learning and reminding 
based on retaining of experience in a dynamic, evolving memory structure. Case-based 
reasoning and analogy are sometimes used as synonyms. Case-based reasoning can be 
considered a form of intra-domain analogy. In CBR terminology, a case usually denotes a 
problem situation. A previously experienced situation, which has been captured and 
learned in such way that it can be reused in the solving of future problems, is referred to 
as a past case, previous case, stored case, or retained case. Correspondingly, a new case 
or unsolv d case is the description of a new problem to be olved. Case-ba ed rea oning 
is - in effect - a cyclic and integrated process of solving a problem, learning from this 
exp rience, solving a new problem, etc. Note that the term problem olving i used here 
in a wide sense, coherent with common practice within the area f knowledge-ha ed 
systems in general. This means that problem solving is not necessarily the finding fa 
concrete solution to an application problem, it may be any problem put forth by the u er. 
For example, to justify or criticize a solution proposed by the user, t interpret a r .I m 
situation, to generate a set of possible solutions, or generate expectation in observable 
data are also problem solving situations. 
2.1.2 Learning in Case-based Reasonin . 
A very important feature of case-based reasoning i its coupling t learnin . The dri in 
force behind case-ba cd method has to a lar re extent come fr rn the m hine learning 
c mm unity, and case-ba sed ma onin is als regarded as a subfield f ma hin learning. 
Thus, the notion or case-bu 'Cd rea ionin ' docs not only den te a particular rea ning 
method, irresp · .tivc or how the cases urc u quired, it ulsc d ·n t •. u machine learning 
paradi 1111 that enables usluin ·d I •a111in' by updalin' the .asc I · · • after a pr blem h 
been solv 'U. L iarninu in 131 l curs as u natural b ·1 rodu I of pr bl ·ins J in 1• When a 
( 
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problem is successfully solved, the experience is retained in order to solve similar 
problems in the future. When an attempt to solve a problem fails the reason for the 
failure is identified and remembered in order to avoid the same mistake in the future. 
Case-based reasoning favors learning from experience, since it is usually easier to learn 
by retaining a concrete problem solving experience than to generalize from it. Still, 
effective learning in CBR requires a wen worked out set of methods in order to extract 
relevant knowledge from the experience, integrate a case into an existing knowledge 
structure, and index the case for later matching with similar cases. 
2.1.3 Combining cases with other knowledge. 
By examining theoretical and experimental results from cognitive psychology, it seems 
clear that human problem solving and learning in general are processes that involve the 
representation and utilization of several types of knowledge, and the combination f 
several reasoning methods. If cognitive plausibility is a guiding principle, architecture for 
intelligence where the reuse of cases is at the centre, should al inc rporate other and 
more general types of knowledge in one form or another. 
2.2 Case-Based Reasoning Techniques 
Central tasks that all case-based reasoning methods have t deal with are t identi the 
current problem situation, find a past case imilar to the n w one, and u c th t a e t 
suggest a solution to the current problem, evaluate the prop ed s luti n and update tl1 
system by learning from this experience. How thi is done, what part f th 
focused, what type of pr blern drives the methods, etc. varic on id ra ly, h we r. 
elow is an attempt to classify l meth ds into types with r ughl similar pr perti 
in this respect. 
I ( 
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2.2.1 Main types of CBR methods 
The CBR paradigm covers a range of different methods for organizing, retrieving, 
utilizing and indexing the knowledge retained in pa t cases. ases may be kept as 
concrete experiences, or a set of similar cases may form a generalized case. Cases may be 
stored as separate knowledge units or split up into subunis and di tributed within the 
knowledge structure. Cases may be indexed by a prefixed oropen vocabulary, and within 
a flat or hierarchical index structure. The solution from a previous case may be directly 
applied to the present problem, or modified according to differences between the two 
cases. The matching of cases, adaptation of solutions, and learning from an experience 
may be guided and supported by a deep model of general domain knowledge, by more 
shallow and compiled knowledge, or be based on an apparent, syntactic similarity only. 
CBR methods may be purely self-contained and automatic, or they may interact heavily 
with the user for support and guidance of its choices. Some CBR method assume a rather 
larg amount of widely distributed cases in its case base, while others are based on a 
more limited set of typical ones. Past cases may be retrieved and evaluated sequentially 
or in parallel. 
Actually "case-based reasoning" is just one of a set of terms used to refer to systems of 
this kind. This has lead to some confusions, particularly since case-based rea oning i a 
term used both as a generic term for several types of more specific appr aches as well a 
for one such approach. To some extent, this can also be said for analogy reasoning. An 
attempt of a clarification, although not resolving the confusion , of the terms related t 
case-based reasoning are given below. 
"'l:.:Xemp/ar-based r asoning. 
The term is derived fr ma cla · sificution of different view' to concept definiti n int "the 
etas ical view", "the probabilistic view", and "the exemplar view". In the rnplar vie , 
a concept i defined t: t tnstonally, as the set of its c. cmplars. BR mcth that ddr 
the I arnin or .on ·cpl cl •finitions (i, •. the probl im add iss ·d b most of the re. .arch in 
machine I iaruin •), nr · som .tim ·s t •l'·rrcd lo as · cmplar-ba red. I~ amples arc early 
papers b Kibl r und Ahn, and l3u1 ·is1-111nd Port r. Jn this apprn11 .h, olvm 1 u pr blern 1 
11 
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a classification task, i.e. finding the right class for the unclassified exemplar. The class of 
the most similar past case becomes the solution to the classification problem. The set of 
classes constitutes the set of possible solutions. Modification of a solution found is 
therefore outside the scope of this method. 
=Lnstance-based reasoning. 
This is a specialization of exemplar-based reasoning into a highly syntactic CBR- 
approach. To compensate for lack of guidance from general background knowledge, a 
relatively large number of instances are needed in order to close in on a concept 
definition. The representation of the instances are usually simple (e.g. feature vectors), 
since a major focus is to study automated learning with no user in the loop. Instance- 
based reasoning labels recent work by Kibler and Aha and colleagues, and serves to 
distinguish their methods from more knowledge-intensive exemplar-based approaches 
(e.g. Protos' methods). Basically, this is a non-generalization approach to the concept 
learning problem addressed by classical, inductive machine learning methods. 
* Memory-based reasoning. 
This approach emphasizes a collection of cases as a far e memory and rea oning a 
process of accessing and searching in this memory. Memory organization and access is a 
focus of the case-based methods. The utilization of parallel processing techniques is a 
characteristic of these methods, and distinguishes this approach from the others. Th 
access and storage methods may rely on purely syntactic criteria, as in the MBR- al 
system, or they may attempt to utilize general domain knowledge, as in P ARAD 
and the work done in Japan on massive parallel memories. 
* .. crs -bas d reasoning. 
Although ca .e-based reasoning is u red a' a g mcric le rn in this paper the I pica! a e- 
based rca .oninu methods have some characteristics thut dist in iuish them rorn th th r 
appro iches Ii ued here. First 11 rypi d ·u 'C iN usually a .. um ·d t > hu ca cru in degree 
richn sss of information contain id in it, and a · ·rt~tin ·ompl -: 11 with re· ct t it 
12 
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class is not what we would call a typical case description. What we refer to as typical 
case-based methods also has another characteristic property: They are able to modify, or 
adapt, a retrieved solution when applied in a diff rent problem solving context. 
Paradigmatic case-based methods also utilizes general back round knowledge - although 
its richness, degree of explicit representation, and role within the CBR processes varies. 
Core methods of typical CBR systems borrow a lot from cognitive psychology theories. 
* Analogy-based reasoning. 
This term is sometimes used, as a synonym to case-based reasoning, to describe the 
typical case-based approach just described. However, it is also often used to characterize 
methods that solve new problems based on past cases from a different domain, while 
typical case-based methods focus on indexing and matching strategies for single-domain 
cases. Research on analogy reasoning is therefore a subfield concerned with mechanism 
for identification and utilization of cross-domain analogies. The major focus of study ha 
been on the reuse of a past case, what is called the mapping problem: Finding a way to 
transfer, or map, the solution of an identified analogue (called source r ba e) t the 
present problem (called target). 
Throughout the· paper we will continue to use the term case-based rea oning in the 
generic sense, although our exampJes, elaborations, and discussions will lean tov ard 
CBR in the more typical sense. The fact that a system is described as an c ample f mt: 
other approach, does not exclude it from being a typical R sy tern a well. the 
degree that more special examples of, e.g. instance-ba ed, memory- d r anal 
based methods will be di cussed, this will be lated explicitly. 
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2.2.2 The CBR Cycle 
The processes involved in CBR can be represented by a schematic cycle [2]. CBR 
typically described as a cyclical process comprising th four Rlis: 
• RETRIEVE the most similar case(s); 
• REUSE the case(s) to attempt to solve the problem· 
• REVISE the proposed solution if necessary, and 
• RETAIN the new solution as a part of a new case. 
Problem 
l 
N~UI 
Can ;!~;~~~!> 
----- ... 
. . . . . . . . . . . > > eenaar · · · :- 
: : : : ~n.o.w!E;d.9~::: ........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Figure 2.1: 
Su99esteo 
Solution 
BR ycle 
Contitmec 
Solution 
A new problem is matched against cases in the ca e base and imilar cas s 
arc retrlev d. A solution su •gcstcd by the matchinu as ·s is then reus cl and tc t d f r 
success. nless the retrieved ca ·c is u close match the elution will pr abl ha c t be 
r ivis d produoin > u 11 ·w 'asc th l · 11 b · ret 1/1wtl. 
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This cycle currently rarely occurs without human intervention. For example many CBR 
tools act primarily as case retrieval and reuse systems. Case revision (i.e., adaptation) 
often being undertaken by managers of the case base. However it should not be viewed 
as weakness of CBR that it encourages human collaboration in decision support. The 
following sections will outline how each process in the cycle can be handled. 
Case Representation 
A case is a contextualized piece of knowledge representing an experience. It contains the 
past lesson that is the content of the case and the context in which the lesson can be 
used . Typically a case comprises: 
• 
the problem that describes the state of the world when the case occurred, 
the solution which states the derived solution to that problem, and/ r 
the outcome which describes the state of the world after the case occurred . 
• 
• 
Cases which comprise problems and their solutions can be used to derive olutions to 
new problems, as in CASEY. Whereas ca es comprising problems and outcome can be 
used to evaluate new situations. If, in addition, such cases contain olutions they can be 
used to evaluate the outcome of proposed solutions and prevent potential pr blem a m 
MEDIA TOR. Cases can be represented in a variety of forms using the full range f Al 
representational formalisms including frames, objects, predicates, emantic n t and rule 
- the frame/object representation currently being used by the majority of R oftware. 
There is a Jack of con .ensu within the BR community a to cxa tly v h t inf rm tj n 
should be in a case. I Iowever, two pragmatic measure can be tak in into a unt in 
deciding what should be represented in cases: the functionality and th f acquisition 
of the information represented in the ca .c, 
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Indexing 
Case indexing involves assigning indices to cases to facilitate their retrieval. Several 
guidelines on indexing have been proposed by BR researchers. Indices hould: 
• be predictive, 
• address the purposes the case will be used for, 
• be abstract enough to allow for widening the future use of the case-base, and 
• be concrete enough to be recognized in future 
Both manual and automated methods have been used to select indices. Choosing indices 
manually involves deciding a case's purpose with respect to the aims of the reasoner and 
deciding under what circumstances the case will be useful. 
There are an ever increasing number of automated indexing methods including: 
• Indexing cases by features and dimensions that tend to be predictive across the 
entir domain i.e., descriptors of th case which arc r ponsible ti r olving it r 
which influence its outcome. In this method the domain is analyzed and the 
dimensions that tend to be important are computed. hese are put in a checkli t 
and all cases are indexed by their values along these dimen ions. For example, 
MEDIATOR uses this method by indexing on type and function of di put d 
objects and relationship of disputants, whilst C F indexes on texture and taste. 
This kind of technique is caJled checklist-based indexing. 
• Difference-based indexing selects indices that differentiate a c e r m th r 
cases as in CYRUS. During this process the system discover which f arur a 
case differentiate it from other irnilar case , cho sing a indices th e featur 
that differentiate case best. 
• imilarity and explanation-based generalization method • which pr duce an 
appropriate set of indices for abstract cas ._, .reutcd from ·n e th t shar m 
common s t of Icntures whilst th unshared f atur ·s ar · us .d a · indi es t the 
ori iinal cu '-'S. 
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• Inductive learning methods, which identify predictive features that are then used 
as indices. These techniques are widely used (e.g. in Cognitive system s ReMind) 
and commonly use variants of the TD3 algorithm u ed for rule induction. 
• Explanation-based techniques, which determine r levant features for each case. 
This method analyses each case to find which of their featur s predictive ones are. 
Cases are then indexed by those features. 
• However, despite the success of many automated methods, Janet Kolodner 
believes that people tend to do better at choosing indices than algorithms, and 
therefore for practical applications indices should be chosen by hand. 
Storage 
Case storage is an important aspect in designing efficient CBR systems in that, it should 
reflect the conceptual view of what is represented in the case and take into account the 
indices that characterize the case. The case-base should be organized into a manageable 
structure that supports efficient search and retrieval methods. A balance has to be found 
between storing methods that pre erve the semantic richness of case and their indice 
and methods that simplify the access and retrieval of relevant cases. The e meth are 
usually referred to as case memory models. The two most influential case mem ry 
models are the dynamic memory model of Schank and Kolodner, and the at ry- 
e.xemplar model of Porter and Bareiss. 
The dynamic memory mod l 
The case memory model in this method i comprised f m mor organizati n p A 
M Ps. M Ps are a form of frame and arc the basic unit in dynamic mcm ry. Th an 
be u ed to r pre, nt know led about clas es of events u ing tw kind f M Ps: 
• instan · s rcpres nun z ca 'es events or objects, and 
• 1hSI/' I 'l/O!IS r spres ntinn ll •ruliz' JV 1fSi01lS ( f i11, IUOC 'S r f Other 
abstruction '. 
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The case memory, in a dynamic memory model, is a hierarchical structure of episodic 
memory organization packets (E-MOPs), also referred to as gen raliz d episode (GEs) 
developed from Shank's more general MOP theory 
The basic idea is to organize specific cases which hare similar properties under a more 
general structure (i.e., a generalized episode). A contains three different types of 
objects: norms, cases and indices. Norms are features common to all cases indexed under 
a GE. Indices are features which discriminate between a GE's cases. An index may point 
to a more specific generalized episode or to a case and is composed of an index name 
and an index value. 
The case-memory is a discrimination network where nodes are either a G , an index 
name, index value or a case. Index name-value pairs point from a GE to another G or 
case. The primary role of a GE is as an indexing structure for storing, matching and 
retrieval of cases. During case storage when a feature (i.e., index nam and index value) 
of a new case matches a feature of an existing case a new is created. The two cases 
are then discriminated by indexing them under diff rent indice below the new 
(assuming the cases are not identical). Thus, the memory is dynamic in that similar p rt 
of two cases are dynamically generalized into a new 
the GE by their differences. 
, the case being index d under 
However, this process can lead to an explosive growth in the number of indices as case 
numbers increase. So for practical purposes most CBR ystems u ing thi meth d limit 
the number of permissible indices to a limited vocabulary. 
The category-ex mplar model 
This model organizes cases based on the view that the real w rid h uld d fin 
extensionally with cases being referred to as xemplars. The ca e mcm ry i 
structure or catcg rie ·, semantic relation», cases und indc p inter . ach e rs 
associated with a .atc cry, iffcrent ·11.·e fcutures ar · nssi m •d di ·r ·nt im rtanc in 
dcscribin I a .asc's membership lo u 'Ill ' 01 ' Th L.:(J I I ·s or indrccs arc pro id d, hich 
may point to u ·ns o n nt · 1ory: 
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• feature links that point from problem descriptors (features) to a cas or category, 
• case links that point from categories to its associated cases and 
• difference links pointing from categories to the neighboring cases that only differ 
in a small number of features. . ' 
A feature is described by a name-value pair. A category's exemplars are stored according 
to their degree of prototypically to the category. Within this memory organization, the 
categories are inter-linked within a semantic network containing the features and 
intermediate states referred to by other terms. This network represents a background of 
general domain knowledge that enables explanatory support to some CBR tasks. A new 
case is stored by searching for a matching case and by establishing the relevant feature 
indices. If a case is found with only minor differences to the new case, the new case may 
not be retained, or the two cases may be merged. 
Retrieval 
iven a description of a problem, a retrieval algorithm, using the indices in the case- 
memory, should retrieve the most similar cases to the current problem or ituati n. he 
retrieval algorithm relies on the indices and the organization of the memory to direct the 
search to potentially useful cases. 
The issue of choosing the best matching case has been addressed by research into anal gy. 
This approach involves using heuristics to constrain and direct the earch. e eral 
algorithms have been implemented to retrieve appropriate cases. for exam le: eri l 
search, hierarchical search and simulated parallel search. 
Case-based reasoning will be ready f r large scale problem nl wh n r tri al 
algorithms are efficient at handling thou ands of case . 
target a specific value in a record, retrieval of ca es from the casc-ba e mu t 
with heuristics that perform partial matches, since in general there i no • i ting c e that 
exactly mat .hcs th n ·w ·use. 
19 
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Among we11 known methods for case retrieval are: nearest neighbor, induction, 
knowledge guided induction and template retrieval. These methods can be used alone or 
combined into hybrid retrieval strategies. 
Nearest neighbor 
This approach involves the assessment of similarity between stored cases and the new 
input case, based on matching a weighted sum of features. The biggest problem here is to 
determine the weights of the features. The limitation of this approach includes problems 
in converging on the correct solution and retrieval times. Jn general the use of this 
method leads to the retrieval time increasing linearly with the number of cases. Therefore 
this approach is more effective when the case base is relatively small. Several CBR 
implementations have used this method to retrieve matching cases, for example: 
BROADWAY for selection of car models, the Compaq SMART System for a customer 
product support help desk, and ANON for situation assessment in plan failure. 
A typical algorithm for calculating nearest neighbor matching is the one used by 
Cognitive Systems ReMind software reported in Kolodner where w is th importance 
weighting of a feature (or slot), sim is the similarity function, and fl and JR are the values 
for feature i in the input and retrieved cases respectively. 
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Induction 
Induction algorithms (e.g. 103) determine which features do the best job in 
discriminating cases, and generate a decision tree type structure to organize the cases in 
memory. This approach is useful when a single case feature is required as a solution, and 
where that case feature is dependent upon others. 
Knowledge guided induction 
This method applies knowledge to the induction process by manually identifying case 
features that are known or thought to affect the primary case feature. This approach is 
frequently used in conjunction with other techniques, because the explanatory knowledge 
is not always readily available for large case bases. 
Template retrieval 
Similar to SQL-like queries, template retrieval returns all cases that fit within certain 
parameters. This technique is often u ed before other technique , uch a near t 
neighbor, to limit the search space to a relevant section of the case-base. 
Adaptation 
Once a matching case is retrieved a CBR system should adapt the solution stored in the 
retrieved case to the needs of the current case. Adaptation looks for prornin nt differen 
between the retrieved case and the current case and then applies formulae r rul that 
take those differenc into account when suggesting a solution. In general there are tv 
kinds of adaptation in CBR: 
• Stru uural adaptation, in which adaptation rules arc applied dir tly th 
solution stored in cases. his kind of adaptation is u ed in and H 
• J trivatlonal adaptation that reuses the algorithms, methods r rut· that 
iencratcd the ori rinal solution to produce a n w solution to th· urrcnt problem. 
In this method the f h11111i11•~·1u .ncc that constru itcd that ori rinal luti n must 
be stor d in memor alon 1 with lh · solution o. in MEI !AT R. ! eri ati nal 
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adaptation, sometimes referred to a reinstantiation can only be used for cases that 
are well understood. 
An idea] set of adaptation rules must be strong enough to generate complete solutions 
from scratch, and an efficient CBR system may need both structural adaptation rules to 
adapt poorly understood solutions and derivational mechanisms to adapt solutions of 
cases that are well understood. 
Several techniques, ranging from simple to complex, have been used m CBR for 
adaptation. These include: 
• Null adaptation, a direct simple technique that applies whatever solution is 
retrieved to the current problem without adapting it. Null adaptation is useful for 
problems involving complex reasoning but with a simple solution. For example, 
when someone applies for a bank loan, after answering numerous questions the 
final answer is very simple: grant the loan, reject the loan, or refer the application. 
• · aram ter adjustment, a structural adaptation technique that compares specified 
parameters of the retrieved and current case to modify the elution in an 
appropriate direction. This technique is used in JUDG , which recommend a 
shorter sentence for a criminal where the crime was le violent. 
• Abstraction and respecialisation, a general structural adaptation technique that i 
used in a basic way to achieve simple adaptations and in a complex way t 
generate novel, creative solutions. The PL XU planning y tern u e thi 
technique. 
• ritic-based adaptation, in which a critic looks for combinations f feature that 
can cause a problem in a solution. Importantly, the ritic i. aw re fr air f r 
these problems. P · R U/\ I~R is a ystern which uses all the tc hni uc 
adaptation di cus cd above. 
R iinstantiation is used to instantiate features of an old soluti 11 with new Icatur . • 
For example, I IEF cans rcinstantiute ·/11 ·k sn and snow p as in a hin ·s recipe 
with b1.>L'fa11<l bro· .alt lh • ·hy ·ulin •a 11·w1 .cip •. 
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• Derivational replay is the process of using the method of deriving an old solution 
or solution piece to derive a solution in the new situation. For example, BOGART 
which replays stored design, plans to solve problems. 
• Model-guided repair, uses a causal model to guide adaptation as in CELIA which 
is used for diagnosis and learning in auto mechanics and KRlTIK used in the 
design of physical devices. 
• Case-based substitution, uses cases to suggest solution adaptation as in ACBARR 
a system for robot navigation 
2.3 Problems in CBR 
1) How cases should be represented? 
2) How indices shouJd be chosen for organizing memory efficiency? 
3) How to structure relationship between cases and of different cases? 
4) How to handle large case-bases? 
5) How to develop general adaptation heuristic of analyzing pa t case or the 
solutions to fit the new cases. 
6) How many criteria should be use to match a case with a past cases and an 
the system handle variation of difference numbers of criteria. 
2.4 CBR and Other Reasoning Methods 
In the traditional perspective of reasoning, both in Artificial Intelligent and ogniti e 
psychology, is largely a process of remembering abstract operators and c m ing th m 
with each other. However, BR views reasoning in a much different wa Tt 
reasoning a a proccs of remembering one or small set of concrete instance r 
generate new solution based on the cornparis n or pa t asc with th urr nt h 
BR views imply 2 things» 
l ) BR emphasizes in the use of concrete instan c. over ab .tra l perat . It 
r • ard Jar zc chunks of .ompos d kn wled e as the startin int r rca nmg. 
The cuson is thut ceucret · in. tunce p ovidc 01 »utor m wlcd tc that guid 
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problem solving than abstract operator. Smaller and more abstract chunks of 
knowledge in memory are however secondary to CBR. 
2) CBR emphasizes on the manipulation of cases over composition decomposition 
and recomposition process 
Task 
Applicability 
Provide means to verify Provide cffcctiv 
Domain Applicable when a causal Applicable under the 
Applicability model exists. That is same conditions as 
when a domain is well MBR but also domain 
MBR CBR 
understood. that rs not well 
understood. The set of 
cases plays the role of 
the generalized model 
when a domain is not 
wel I understood. 
solutions but solutions solution generation and 
generated is unguided evolution that i based 
on the be t c e 
available. 
These methodologies are rather complementary becau e MBR alidati n and 
evaluation of solution is not pr vided in BR as a full. 
2.4. l Advanta J'CS of un 
every Artificial lntelli tencc ha · its advanta res and di advanta • .s, These ppr aches 
usually provide n ieprubl · sclulion: hut not th· 01 timul s lotions. [ ornain that require 
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optimal answers are probably not appropriate for heuristic methods at all- case based or 
other.[5] 
1) CBR allows reasoners to provide solution lo problem quickly avoiding the time 
needed to verify these problems from scratch. 
2) CBR allows reasoners to propose solution !hat are not completely understood by 
the reasoner. 
3) CBR provides the means of evaluation sohtions when no algorithmic method is 
available for a evaluation 
4) CBR is useful in warning potential problemthat have occurred in the past 
5) Cases in CBR help reasoners to focus on important parts of problems by pointing 
out what function of the problem are important. 
2.4.2 Disadvantages of CBR 
1) CBR might be tempted to use old cases blindly relying previou experience without 
validating it in the new problem situation. 
2) BR might aJlow case bias to the expert dornainin pr blem solving. 
3) Often people, especially novices are not reminded of the most appropriate set f ca c 
when they are reasoning. 
4) CBR does not fully explore its solution space, resulting some optimal solutions might 
not be found. 
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CHAPTER3 
METHODOLOGY & SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
The ideas and technologies of developing a nutritional system had been discussed in 
chapter 2. In this chapter, analysis on Case Based Reasoning will be done and how CBR 
can be implemented in Nutritional Advisory System. 
3.1 Methodology 
The software process that will be used to develop the system is waterfall model with 
prototyping. In term of a case base reasoning approach, there are not clear 
methodologies in implementing it. So in this application development, waterfall model 
with prototyping is chosen. Below is the figure showing the flow of waterfall model with 
prototyping [6]. 
Prototype 
Analysis 
I 
I L--...--------' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 
\ 
\ 
' \ 
' ' ' ...... _ 
Design 
Coding 
Testing 
Validate 
Figure 3. I: The Project Procc s M d ·I 
Conventional development and prototyping may be combined. he Waterfall Model 
with prototyping i chosen because the strengths o each can be achi eved on a single 
project. This mod ·I jg <>ri rinatcd from the Wut •rfoll model but some m di re ti n had 
been implemented to improve the flow of the . oftwarc devel 1 mcnt pr c . his m d l 
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wanted to change can move back one phase up at a time to make adjustment. Sometimes 
this type of model is called Waterfall Model with Iteration and Prototyping. Prototyping 
is sub process; prototype is a partially developed product that enabl s customers and 
developers to examine some aspect of the proposed system and decide if it suitable or 
appropriate for the finished product. Often the user interface is built and tested as a 
prototype, so the user understands what the new system will be like, and the designers 
get a better sense of how the users like to interact with the system. Thus, major kinks in 
the requirements are addressed and fixed well before the requirements are officially 
validated during the system testing; validating ensures that the systems have 
implemented all of the requirements in the specification. System testing also verifies the 
requirement; verification ensures that each function work correctly. (7] 
3.1.1 Prototyping solves the problems of traditional Waterfall Model 
The ability of Jetting developers to quickly create a prototype t verify the needs 
particular process has been one of the most powerful feature this m del ha . Thcrcf re, 
the revisions are made at the requirements stage rather than the more costly te ting stage, 
as we understand that a software development proces may involve a I t of iteration 
process. A good example is when the developers have to use the 'try and err r' m th d 
to get the best result; and if the result is not feasible or failed to hit the target, they will 
have to start all over from the beginning of the process again and again. hu the 
prototyping stage is used to examine some aspects of the propo ed sy tern f r the irst 
few stages. The model will organize a systematical way to manage the de lopmcnt 
process and beware of u ing an inappropriate method f r the sy tern de el pm nt. y 
validation of these stage , it will effectively reduce the i ility f re ating n 
process caused by the using of any inappropriate meth d . Thercf re, when th fh; are 
development process come to the system test in• sta re it will aut rnatic 11 lid I the 
requirement of tho system and also verily the ystcm design as planning in the arlier 
tn 1 'S. 
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Prototyping Model Waterfall Model 
Advantages 
and • It is easier for the explanation 
m to a customer who is not 
familiar with software 
development. This model will 
increase the confidence of a 
software developer during the 
developing process. 
• Reduce risk 
uncertainty 
development 
• Most of the latest models are 
built or modified according to 
this model. 
Disadvantages 
• Produce the product in • Not sh wing h w the asic 
limited time will ignore coding is designed or created. 
the quality for the 
software. Thus, more time • 
is needed to maintain the 
system. 
• evelopers may develop a 
system within un uitable • 
platforms or programs. 
2 
Do not have any reference to 
refer to when any disast r r 
changes is happening the 
product r ctivitie 
Failed l face the 
the problem 
which we notice that the 
waterfall m d 1 is actuall 
modifi d Ir m hard are 
devel p1 ·nt pr cc ·s. 
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The waterfall model with prototyping approach that will be adapted in the proposed 
project encompasses the activities at system analysis, system design, coding, testing and 
implementation. Each of the stage is discussed below. 
Analysis 
The goal to the system analysis is to understand the proposed system and to establish 
system requirements. The system analysis phase is concerned with data gathering and 
data analysis. Data will be gathered from the sources like written materials, internet, as 
well as observation and examination of others existing systems available. The iterative 
process of prototyping-revision will be Data Flow Diagram (DFD) is chosen to analyze 
the collected data because it enables the information domain and :functional domain to be 
modeled at the same time. It is to be used to graphically show the flow of the data 
through the system. The most important outcome from this phase will be an accurate 
system requirement specification. 
Design 
The system design phase is the phase in which requirements pr duced in the pre us 
phase are tran lated into a representation of the ystem. This pha e will be c ncemed 
with user interface design, database design and system design. The interactive pro es of 
prototyping-revision wi11 be used to revise the design of the u er interface. ntit - 
relational (E-R) modeling will be involved in the logical design of the Ms. Acee 
database. In system design, structure chart will be involved in structuring the st m 
modules and tlow chart might be used to depict the design f pr ce ural detail . 
oding 
This stage translates and implements the detail design representation the yst m int 
programming realization. ystem coding will be d ne in this phase to de elop v orking 
modules and classes. Java is used to develop the whole 1. stem; Mi r Acces ill 
be used to dcv 'lop the database, ystcm. 
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Testing 
Testing w111 be critical step in assuring the quality of the developed system and will 
represent the ultimate review of specification, design and coding. First, unit testing will 
be performed to verify each program module. Next, integration testing is performed. It is 
to integrate unit-tested program modules and conduct tests that uncover errors associated 
with the interfacing of those modules. Validating test succeeds when the system 
functions in the manner that is reasonably expected. 
Operation and Maintenance 
Maintenance process should be an ongoing activity in real development. Monitoring a 
necessary adjustment continue so that the system produces the expected results. 
However, system enhancements and maintenance will be carried out in the proposed 
project if time constraint allowed. 
3.2 Cased Based versus Rule Based Reasoning 
3.2.1 Advantages of Rule Based Reasoning 
• The ability to use directly experimental knowledge acquired fr m human e rpert . 
It is very easy to transform some knowledge into a set of rules 
• The modularity of rules cases construction and maintenance. ln rule-based 
reasoning, the link between the rules is weak. It is easy to change add r del ie a 
rule. 
• Good performances in a limited domain. If the domain is limited and v 11 
defined, it is easy to cover all the possibilities and Ii re ee all the po ibl 
situations. So, that is why a rule-based system can be very accurate and t in a 
limited domain. 
• ood explanation faciliues. As it is possible in a rulc-ba cd s tern t bt in the 
information that has led to a conclusion 
• Rules chaining are ca ·y to trace and debug 
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3.2.2 Disadvantages of Rule Based Reasoning 
• Often, rules from human expert are heuristic and lack a deeper knowledge of the 
domain. If the knowledge of the domain is not extremely precise there is always 
a chance that an unexpected case occurs and breaks the rule-based system. 
• Heuristic rules cannot handle missing information or unexpected data values. If a 
value is missing or a value is not expected, the rule-based system is not able to 
fire its rules. So, it can't give any result. 
• Rules are not able to adapt when there is a new problem 
• The knowledge is very task dependent. Often a set of rule is adapted to a 
particular problem and it is not possible to adapt it to another problem. 
3.2.3 Advantages of case-based reasoning 
• xtensive analysis of domain knowledge rs not required. In ca e-ba ed 
reasoning, the most important thing is to know how to compare two cases. Thi 
task in not directly dependant of the domain 
• It allows shortcuts in reasoning, ff an appropriate case is found, a luti n can be 
found very fast(faster than it would be to generate a solution from cratch) 
• It enables systems to avoid past errors and exploit past succes . In case-b e 
reasoning, the system keeps a record of each ituation that ccurrcd and u it 
for each new problem. That is why it 'learns'. 
3.2.4 Disadvantages of as '-bas d reasoning 
• There are no explanatory facilities. In case-ba ed reasoning, there is no \vay to 
explain why a .olution i · taken be ause il is ju ·t bccau e it i. ju t ba ed n its 
similarity with oth ·r .eses. A solution i not a lo 1i ·ol de i ion a in a rule-based 
sy stern, 
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• A large case can suffer problems of efficiency due to the toring and computing 
of the past cases. In case-based reasoning, a lot of cases need to be retrieved in 
order to compare them. That can be major drawback if there is a large number of 
cases in the database 
• It is difficult to get good criteria for indexing and matching cases. The 
vocabulary for the retrieving and similarity matching algorithm must be carefully 
hand crafted. This can offset many of the advantages case-based reasoning offers 
for knowledge acquisition. 
3.2.5 Conclusion 
Human experts are not systems of rules, they are libraries of experiences 
Riesbeck and Schank (1989) 
Ruled-based systems are often brittle because they can't learn from experience and they 
collapse dramatically when faced with a problem beyond their plateau of expertise. On 
the other hand, case-based reasoning can deal with such situations by acquiring new 
cases. The Nutritional Advisory System needs to adapt itself to the user's behavior but 
because we don't know his behavior in advance, it is not po ibl t create a et of rule 
adapted each case. A case-based reasoning system does not need to know as much ab ut 
the domain as does a rule-based reasoning one. 
Rule-based reasoning has some explanatory facilities that case-based rea oning d e n t 
have. Nevertheless in the Nutritional Advisory System context, this is counter react by 
having another method of explanatory through past case. The main characteri tic it 
should have is its adaptation to the u er. And this can nly be rovide by a a e- d 
reason mg. 
ft seems that the advantages of rule-based rea oning arc not very u ful fi r an ad ry 
system like Nutritional Advisory ystcm. What is more, it dr w n k ar t rm rtant 
to be overcome in this situation. finally, the e t soluti n f r the Nutriti nal Ad isory 
ystern i a case-based reasoning. 
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3.3 Analysis of the implementation of CBR in Nutritional 
Advisory System 
Case Based Reasoning is based on two tenets about the nature of the world; similar 
problems have similar solutions and same problems tend to occurs. The problems are 
then stored so that it can be used in future of the same situation or similar situation 
occur. CBR tasks are divided into two main categories that are interpretive CBR and 
problem solving CBR. And for Nutritional Advisory System, it is a problem solving 
CBR. This is due to the nature of the system as a solution provider. Problem solving 
CBR involves situation assessment, case retrieval, and similarity assessment/evaluation. 
To get to the solution for a problem involved two spaces, the problem description space 
and the solution space. The problem descriptions space contains the entire problem's 
description. As for Nutritional Advisory System, the user's per onal data ickne 
symptoms and type of sickness are in the problem descriptions space. he solution space 
for Nutritional Advisory System will be type of meals, supplement, do and d n't in daily 
meals and medicine precaution. When a new case is inputted, the sy tern will compare 
the case with the previous case that had been soJved. For the matched feature , the 
solution will be retrieved from the storage. The new solution will be generated and will 
be stored in the storage. 
Leaming is important in Case-Based Reasoning. There are two type f learning pr 
in Case Based Reasoning: success-driven learning and failure-driven teaming. The 
Nutritional Advisory System will be using the both sy tern as a h brid. All th 
successful case and solution will be retained in the system databa e r futur u 
•ach approach implemented must have it advantages and di ad antag 
Herc arc orne of the advantages and disadvantages found during the anal i pha 
Advantages of BR in Nutritional Advisory ystcrn 
Mo 'l of' the time u diu mostic syslcm will scorch throu zh the whole d' ta se using 
breath first s arch or <J ·1 th first s arch lo mable th· syst im tog ·t t the · Iun n This 
st m. 
method is v ·1y tim · ·onswnin' nnd the question und an. wer .ession will t: ery I ng 
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winded and sometimes irrelevant. But for Case Based Reasoning, derivation of solution 
does not realJy start from scratch and this wilJ actually save some computation time and 
memory compare with the expert system ways. 
1. Even tough the Nutritional Advisory System cannot completely elicit 
information from user, it can still generate a solution to the problem using 
past cases as reference 
2. Cases is used to focus its reasoning on important parts of the problem by 
pointing out what features of a problem are the important ones. In this case, 
only the symptoms, type of sickness and personal particular. 
Disadvantages of CBR in Nutritional Advisory System 
1. Case-Based reasoning in Nutritional Advisory System might be tempted to 
use old case blindly, relying on previous experience and generate unsuitable 
solution for a problem. 
2. Case-Based reasoning might allow cases to bias a specific person too much 
in solving a new problem. 
3. Some optimal solution might not be found as Case-Based Reasoning in 
nutritional advisory does not fully explore it solution pace. 
The CBR can be dividing in to five types: exemplar-based reasoning, instance-based 
reasoning, memory-based reasoning, case-based reasoning and analogy-based rea oning 
g. All CBR methods include identify the current problem situation and find a past case 
similar to the new one for solution. But still each method has different approach in 
solving a problem. 
The case-based reasoning method among the five methods will be use in the 
development of the Nutritional Advisory ystem. A typical ca e in thi meth 
usually assumed to have a certain degree of richness of inf rrnation c ntained in it, and a 
certain complexity with the respect to it internal rganization. This m th d i able to 
modify adapt a retrieved solution when applied in a differ int pr lcm l ing come t 
ln the Nutritional advisory a typical case will contain th ba ic inf rmati n r a disease 
and p r 011ul purticular; th '8 two om] oncnls a c the bu 'lC · impencnt f r a cas . 
I • ide that symptoms and m ·di .lne p ·A ·1 ii ed b m di al practiti ner ' ill el · be ub- 
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features in the case. If a match is found for a new problem, the solution will be applied 
to the new problem, but most of the time it will not be identical then modification will 
be done to generate the nearest solution to the problem. 
3.3.1 Case Representation and Indexing in Nutritional Advisory System 
A case is usual.ly composed of three parts; problem/situation description, solution and 
outcome. A wel1 design case will definitely improve the quality and the outcome of the 
system. 
3.3.1.1 The Contents of Problem Representation 
There are three major components of a problem representation: 
1. Goals to be achieved in solving a problem 
2. Constraints on the goals 
3. Features of the problem situation and relationship between its part 
The goals of this system are simple; generate the most appropriate nutrition for the us r. 
For example, the user is down with diabetic and is on the pr cc s of recuperating o the 
system will generate the appropriate meals, supplements and do & don't of foods during 
the recuperating period. 
Constraints are conditions put on goals. For this system, the constraint will be the type f 
disease the user have and the personal particular. While generating the elution the 
system will take into consideration these two constraints. This is to narr w own th 
scope of the diseases and for the personal particular, this is for calculating the a and 
the health status of the user. 
Features of the problem situation are the catchall that h Id any th r d cripti 
information about the .ituation relevant to achieving the ituati n g al. In this syst m, 
a user symptoms and discs res must be le ued by a mcdi al pra titioncr fir t. ampl 
a u .or with hi ih blood pr 'S urn 1 u 1l be cxu111i11 xl by a 111 .dical 1 ructiti ncr th· t the 
user are qualitauvc prov ·11 lo huv ·hi th 1 Iood p ·s. urc. 
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3.3.1.2 The Content of Solutions 
There are two components in the solution of a case· the complete result and the nearest 
result. The complete result will contains all the meals and supplements and do and don't 
in food and medicine precaution. The nearest result will be an adaptation from the 
previous result and it is acceptable in the sense it is still providing the appropriate result. 
Example when a diabetic user is using the system and when the system examines 
whether the result of an old solution will bold in the new situation. If the past cases is a 
user with diabetic and high blood pressure than the system will try to serve meal that are 
low in salt and low in sugar in the meal but in the new situation the user just have 
diabetic. So the system will have to justify the situation on whether to serve the identical 
meal or try to looks for alternative meals. 
3.3.1.3 Methods for Index Selection in Nutritional Advisory y tern 
There are three type of indexing in Case Based Reasoning; checklist-based indexing, 
difference-based indexing and explanation-based indexing. Th method of indexing the 
system use is checklist-based indexing. Checklist-based indexing is a well defined 
indexing method that is suitable for Nutritional Advisory ystem. Thi is duet the fact 
that checklist-based indexing is well defined and fix in its dimension. When u ing a 
checklist, process of indexing will be much easier. 
For Nutritional Advisory System, user particular, disease and medicine pre ri d b 
medical practitioner. All of these components will be used in indexing a case. With the c 
well defined checklists retrieving and matching will e m re accur te and efinitel 
faster. 
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3.3.2 Case Retrieval in Nutritional Advisory System 
Jn the Nutritional Advisory System, retrieving tasks start with a problem description: the 
input of the user and the best matching found in the previous cases. Three major tasks 
are involved in the process of retrieval Jts subtasks are referred to as identify Features, 
Initially match, and Select in that order. 
3.3.2.1 Identify Features 
As for Nutritional Advisory System, the inputs of the user are the features that used to 
identify a problem. 
3.3.2.2 Initially Match 
The identify features are use as an index to find a match in the Nutritional Advisory 
System's Case Library. Case that matches all input features is good for matching and the 
match case will be used as the solution for the new problem. 
Usually in Nutritional Advisory System a I 00% match is not always found. he s tern 
will try to find a similar match among the cases store in the library. How is this done? 
The system will look into a causal model for reference towards the identify features f r a 
similar disease e.g. asthma; the system will search for it in the causal m del and try to 
locate the nearest neighbor and something like breathing complication or respiratory 
disease will be use as a substitute to the unmatched feature. The third task in case 
retrieval wi1l be use to select the best case. 
3.3.2.1 elect 
If only one case is found in the process of initially match then there are n nc d f the 
process of select. The found case will be used in solving the problem. ut sometim s 
similar ca .es will be found but the system will take in consid ·rati n ca h ature in the 
case as criteria in selection. 'I hose problem hould not be major pr lem t the st m 
a the system only stored ·a, ·s tl1•1t huvc a vu iali in in the id ·ntify feature· a' a di erent 
ase. And i r 110 match was found th sn onl ih ·cu usu I mod ·I same in icw t replace the 
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unmatched feature and this will let the system continue to match the others features. The 
replacement is only for the disease feature and all the other features are not replaced 
After the second matching, some adaptation will be made to the solution so that it will 
be in the optimum solution for the user. 
3.3.3 Case Reuse in Nutritional Advisory System 
The system will retrieve the case when there is a match. The case retrieved may not be a 
100% match so the system will make adaptation and modification before it can be use in 
the new case. But if the case is a perfect match then there wilJ not be any adaptation and 
modification process and the case will nol be stored as a new case. But some sort of 
remarks will be made to the retrieved case. 
3.3.4 Case Retainment in N utritional Advisory System 
Case Retainment in Nutritional Advisory System is to store the newly derived case in 
problem solving. The stored case can be used in future problem's solving. The new case 
will be indexed before it is stored in the case library. This proce s will ease the search 
for the case in the future. After the solution is being displayed to the u r, the u er can 
choose to accept/reject or make some surface adaptation to the case. If the solution is 
accepted by the user, the case will be retained in the case library. If the case is rejected 
totally by the user, there will not be any adaptation. For the surface adaptation it i 
actually a kind of negotiable changes towards the solution provided. Example, when the 
system generated a meal for the user with milk as a drink, the user can ugge t for 
changes to the meal as maybe the user alleged to milk and so the y tern will try t m ke 
some changes towards the meal like suggesling soya bean milk a a replac m nt. 
Integrated is the final step of updating the knowledge base with new kn v led e in 
Nutritional Advisory ystern. y modifying the indexing f exi ting a the s 1 m 
learns to become a better similarity assessor. Index strength r importan e r a 
particular case or solution an; adju tcd lo improve the rclinbilit future rob I cm 
solving. In thi' way, the index structur · has a 1 ilc of tuning and adapting the ca e 
m imory to its usu. 
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3.4 Development Environment 
Development environment is very important in providing a stable environment for the 
system to be tested and run. Some of the criteria for selecting a development 
environment are stability, platform dependence and timeliness. 
3.4.1 Operating System 
Windows 2000 Professional 
Windows 2000 Professional is the Windows operating system for business desktop and 
laptop systems. It is used to run software applications, connect to Internet and intranet 
sites, and access files, printers, and network resources. 
Windows 2000 Professional is built on Windows NT technology and the easy-to-use, 
familiar Windows 98 user interface. It gives business users increased flexibility. 
Microsoft had take full advantage of the new technologies in Windows 2000, deliv ring 
products that are more manageable and reliable, thereby reducing the cost of computing. 
Working in partnership with hundreds of Independent Software Vendors, (ISVs) 
Microsoft has developed a directory of Window 2000 compatible applications. Thi 
directory lists products that have been tested on the Windows 2000 platf rm and are 
ready for deployment [IO]. 
Advantages of Windows 2000 Professional 
a) P s stand up and running 
Windows 2000 includes a built-in safeguard called Windows File Protecti n. 
This feature helps prevent critical operating system files r m b ing I t d r 
altered by users or applications. 
If a system file should be changed or deleted, Windows File Pr te lion can 
detect the chan re retrieve a c rrcct version of the {ii" from a ca h • and restore 
it to the system file folder. The end user never kn ws the r pair ha c b en made 
l ' Huse Windows 2 00 ju t kc .ps rn1111i11g. 
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b) Protects Against User Error 
Microsoft provides "self healing applications" to repair the mistake made by user 
by incorrect1y installed or removed an application, or accidentally changed one 
of the application files, which could cause a system failure. 
c) Fewer Reboots 
Performing routine maintenance on your system requires significantly fewer 
reboots, therefore less downtime, with Windows 2000. ln addition with its 
support for Plug and Play, Windows 2000 automatically recognizes and adapts to 
hardware changes. 
Windows 2000 Professional is up to JO percent foster and, according to Microsoft and Independent Hardware and Software 
Testing (NTSL) test, 13 times more reliable than Windows 98. In short, Windows 2000 Professional is them l reliable 
Windows over. 
l) ii() 
W.:d: 
0 10 
Figure 3-3: Windows 2000 mean time to failure greatly c c 
Windows NT Workstation 4.0 and Windows 98. 
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Figure 3-4: Windows 2000 Professional simply did not fail during the 90 
it was tested by ZD Labs. 
d) ommunicate, share information, and use the Internet quickly and easily 
With integrated support for Internet-enabled applications, bu iness software 
developers incorporate the new ways to create and share information made 
possible by the Internet. 
e) Improved, Familiar Interface 
Windows 2000 Professional improves the familiar Windows interface by am n 
other things, simplifying the Start menu and reducing desktop clutter, m kin it 
the easiest Windows to use, ever. Personalized Menus, a new" m rt" f ature th t 
adapts the Start menu to the way you work, only display the appli ti n u 
use most oft.en. 
42 
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j) Most Secure Windows 
Windows 2000 Professional incorporates the security system that is a part of 
every Windows NT operating system. It allows users and administrators to select 
the appropriate level of protection for their information and applications. 
3.4.2 Case Based Reasoning Shell and Programming Language 
ART* Enterprise 
ART*Enterprise is the latest incarnation of Inference Corporation's flagship 
development product. In the 1980's ART and then ART-IM were marketed as AI 
development tools. Inference have dropped the AI label and now market 
ART*Enterprise as "an integrated, object-oriented applications development tool. 
Designed for MIS developers". AR.T*Enterprise offers a variety of representational 
paradigms including: 
• objects supporting multiple inheritance, encapsulation and polym rphism; 
• rules; and 
• cases. 
This is all packaged with a GU[ builder, version control facilities, and the ability to link 
to data repositories in most proprietary DBMS format for developing cli nt- erver 
applications. Moreover, ART"'Enterprise offers cross-platform upport for m t 
operating systems windowing systems and hardware platform . 
The BR component in ART"' Ent irprise is cs entially the arnc as that in R-. xpress 
(or rather vice-versa since BR-Express uses code from ART to r ide its CBR 
functionality). Thu', /\R~J "'h·nt rpris ~ off srs n ·ur ·st nci hb r mat hing and the 
irnpres iivc text handlln • mention above. I lowcv ·r, the BR functi nality of 
/\RT"'h'nt 'I'/ rise is 1110 • .ontrollnbl · th 11 i11 Bl ~h 1 r .ss. M r ·o er, the integrati n 
with other kuowl ·d ie r 'pr· '<;ntotionnl parudi uns Ill ·ans Iii I thi' offer an excellent 
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environment to integrate CBR with other techniques and to use MBR techniques for case 
adaptation. However, although the package as a whole is very powerful the CBR 
functionality of ART*Enterprise is less powerfuJ than a tool such as ReMind. 
ART*Enterprise is currently undergoing advanced beta-testing with selected sites and 
will be available commercially shortly. At the time of publication the authors did not 
have first hand experience of this product. This review is based on information supplied 
by contacts within Inference, attendance at product seminars, and contacts with beta- 
testers. [9] 
3.4.2.1 CBR engine 
The CBR engine provided by Art*Enterprise are as follows: 
• The CBR engines supports 32 bit addressing so that theoretically, it can support 
up to approximately 4 billion case 
• The CBR engine provided by ART* nterprise provides dir ct access to C++ and 
a plug-in to ART-Script 
• In Art-Script, case can be define as object in ART* nterprise or define directly 
in CBR engine 
• Cases in the CBR engine are accessed by name rather than by an assigned key- 
number. Thus this make ART*Enterprise only contain the relevant information 
• The types of matching provided by CBR engine is spell checker prepr ce ing. 
Beside this new kind of matching, this engine also provide two type of mat hin ); 
Recursive Object Matching and Taxonomic or bject Pr ximity Matching Un
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CHAPTER4 
SYSTEM DESIGN 
This chapter will discuss about the design of the system. Each stage in the process has 
been elaborated into a more details sub process. Data Flow Diagram (DFD) will be used 
to describe the facets in the proposed system where each of the modules in the system has 
been drawn out. The details represented in this chapter will serve as a reference and 
important guidance for the system development phase as well as the system 
implementation and maintenance phase. 
4.1 SYSTEM AND USER REQUIREMENTS 
The systems requirements need to be drawn out before develop a system. A requirement 
is a feature of the system or a description of the system is capable of doing in order to 
fulfill the system purpose [9]. There are two types ofrequirement, which is as followed: 
• Functional requirement 
• Non-functional requirement 
4.1.1 Functional Requirements 
A functional requirement describes an interaction between the sy tern and its 
environment. It also describes how the system should behave when giv n a certain 
stimuli. The functional requirements for this system are stated below: 
• Results generated by the system must be reliable and con ist nt- this i 
due to the fact that each type of disease will have the ame ympt rn an 
cause some similar rnalnourish problem. And the medicine the us rt king ·11 
also cause the same side-effect as other who t k the medicine. he ariarion 
f the re •ult will only be the amount f ~up lcrnents and mineral that a u. r 
needs and the type or food the user prefer. As a whole, the om nent of the 
nutrition will still be the sum ·. 
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• Able to provide alternative nutritional advice- the system must be able to 
provide advises even though the system do not have the exact matching. And 
the advice produce should not be mediocre to the exact matching case. 
• Able to provide explanation on the generated result- the system should be 
intelligent enough to have explanation accompany the main result. The 
explanation should be easy enough for the user to understand. 
• Have to guide user through the whole eliciting process- this is a type of 
help provided by the system to ease the user while the system elicit the user 
for information. 
• Nutritional Advise must follow the guideline provided by the World 
Health Organization (WHO) & United States Recommended Dietary 
Allowances (US RDA) - this is important because the amount of supplement 
and minerals intake per person is limited. Over dose of vitamins and minerals 
also will cause health problem. The system follows the US RDA standard 
because the standard they provided is r liable and up to date. Whereas the 
Malaysian RDA are very similar to the Australian RDA and British RDA. ut 
most of the RDA is the same. The health guideline pr vided by the World 
Health Organization should be followed o that no misleading and 
controversial advice are dispense. 
4.1.2 Non-functional Requirement 
A non-functional requirement is a description of other features, characteristi nd 
constraints that define a satisfactory system (91. Below are the non-fun ti 
requirement of the system: 
1. Maintainability 
Maintainability i the degree to which the sy tern can be c st-effectively mad to 
perf rm it, function' in a possibly chan rinn 01 cratinu nvir nmcnt. The tern ar 
easy to modify and test in u dating process to meet the new r ·qu . t, c rr cting 
errors, or move t u dil1 ·r 'Ill comput ·r. st ·111. R us 1bilit i · u] 'O one f the main 
points for maintainability. This is due to the lo t that fun •ti n thal i eusal le an 
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replaced easily as a11 the system just call the same place for the function. Example 
for output display template, whenever the system needs to display the result, it will 
call the template fi1e to retrieve the template. If any of template need amendment, 
the administrator just needs to change the template file. 
ii. Reliability 
The system operates in a user-acceptable and does not produce dangerous or costly 
failure when it is applied in a reasonable manner. 
iii. Response Time and Performance 
The time needed for matching the case should not be more than 2 minutes but most 
of the time is dependent on the amount of cases in the database that needed to be 
retrieve and match. 
av. User friendliness 
The graphic user interface should be simple and nice. The font size and color be 
proportioned to the size of the page. Pop-up list and drop-down Ii ti added to ca e 
user in filling the form. And additional help button is provided to facilitate the u er. 
v. Accurate and robust 
Should be able to wind stand any type of errors caused by user or computer. ff 
multiple case searching is execute by the system; it should not crash as a CBR 
engine could process more than 1 billion cases. For this, [assume the ptimum 
numbers of cases for the system would be around 400 mm ion case . 
vi. Security 
Although it is not very important for this system but it still have some kind f 
security functions like only the administrator <Jf the system can change th luti n 
in the case library and the feature weight. 
47 
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4.2 System Overview 
Nutritional Advisory System basically divided into seven main modules. Below are the 
modules in brief:- 
• Identify Module 
• Matching Module 
• Similarity Module 
• Adaptation Module 
• Display Module 
• Evaluation Module 
• Retain Module 
Identify Module 
This module is basically the input module for the user. This place is where the selected 
features are extract from the data inputted by the user. Beside this, when there are 
information needed for further confirmation there will be an extra window to let the u er 
to key in the relevant information. The identified features will be pas ed to the matching 
module. For the personal particular e.g. name, address will be passed to the output 
display for printing purpose. A proper indexing wiJJ be used to index a new case. The 
personal particular given by the user will have to check with the weight and height chart 
to calculate the status of the user as Overweight, Underweight and Normal. 
Matching Module 
The core of this module is to retrieve case from the ca e library and match the e m 
library with the new case. ff a match is found then the module will as the r suit t the 
display module. If no match was found then the new case will pas ed to the similarity 
module for further matching. The threshold for mat hinn L al ob ·ing de Jar d h re. 
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imilarity Module 
When no perfect matching is found the system will go to the causal model to retrieve 
some similar feature that matches the new case's features. For example when there is no 
match for asthma, the similarity module will search the causal model for similar category 
disease like bronchitis, tuberculosis, pneumonia and legionnaire. After replacing the 
feature, the system will try to match the similar case with the case in the library. All the 
similar cases will pass to the adaptation module for further modification and adaptation. 
Adaptation Module 
Cases found by the similarity module are the solution for other problem but are quite near 
to the present case. These cases need some adaptation to the present case before it can be 
use in the new situation. After the adaptation is done, the new case will be passed to the 
evaluation module. 
Evaluation Module 
After all the case are adapted to the new problem. A threshold is set to evaluate which 
case have the highest value will be fired and the second highe t value ca e will e the 
alternative case for the user. The best problem will be send to the user using the di play 
module. 
Display Module 
The display module is the interface for the Nutritional Advisory System. [t is us to 
output the result to the user and a decision point for whether the solution t the pr blem 
should retain in the case library 
Retain Module 
After the dcci ion to retain the new cu 'C the r rain module will ave th in the a 
library. cfore the ca 'e i · retained inside the case library, indexing will b mad f r th 
new case. 
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Data Flow Diagram for Nutritional Advisory System 
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4.3 Module Design 
Below is the design for each module using Data Flow Diagram Level One as diagram for 
explanation. 
4.3.1 Identify Module 
This module will basically receive the problem from the user. Then the system will 
extract the features that the system wanted. Some of the features cannot be obtained 
directly so the module needs to send the feature to be process in other module before it 
can proceed to the next module. 
This are the few features needed by the system:- 
• Health Status 
• Diseases 
• Disease particular 
• Medicine currently taking 
The main features for this system are diseases and health status. Even without the other 
features the system still can generate a solution. The system must at lea t have ne f the 
two main features. 
~ Identify Module 
Health Info Health 
Status 
... 
1.1 Health Statui.. 
In uttod Probtom 
S I cting Fe tur M tJlcln 
?1 rib 
Figure 4.2: I ata •low iagram of Identify Module 
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4.3.2 Matching Module 
In this module, the matching process will be executed here. The previous cases will be 
retrieved from the case library to match with the new case. Based on the weight and 
indexes given by the identify module, the matching module will search an identical match 
from the case library. If the case found is more than the threshold set in this module the 
case will passed to the display module. If there is no match or all the matches are below 
the threshold value than the new case will pass to the similarity module. 
NowC so 
Matching Module 
3.1 
C s R trlovlng 
Rotrlovod C sos 
3.2 3.3 
M tch Found - 
c e M tchlng Caeoa Comp r No M to.h (coe <>th" eholCI) 
FounCI .... 
Figure 4.3: Data Jow diagram of the matching m dule 
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4.3.3 Similarity Module 
Jn this mode), the system uses a causal model to deepen the search. The causal model 
works as a table for the system to search for similar feature. For example, a example for 
the causal model 
Main Category Disease A Disease B Disease C Disease D 
Respiratory Asthma Bronchitis Tuberculosis Pneumonia 
Cardiovascular Hypertension Strokes Congestive Heart Attack 
Heart Failure 
Liver Hepatitis Cirrhosis Liver Fatty Liver 
Transplant 
During the process the similarity module will get the similar diseases from the causal 
model to match with the case in the case library for the second time. This matching will 
most probably generate a solution for the problem. This i due to the fact that most f the 
diseases can be categories into a biological system. After the causal model matching, the 
system will have to match again with the case in the case library to retrieve similar cases. 
After all the similar cases are retrieved, all the cases will be passed to the adaptation 
model for further modification. 
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'"' Similarity ~odule ,I/ 
' . ,., ' 
- -- 
New Case I Causal Model 
4.1 
Causal Model Matching 
Cases 
-, 
4.2 
Similar Case Retrieving 
Similar Cases 
Figure 4.4: Data Flow diagram of the similarity module 
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4.3.4 Adaptation Module 
The adaptation module will receive all the similar cases for a problem from the similarity 
module. These cases are the solutions for other similar problem. To apply the solution to 
a new problem, the cases need to be adapted to the new problem situation. 
The adaptation module will try to equalize the solution so that the solution provided will 
be in the range of optimum result. 
- 
· ..... ~ .•:' Adaptation Module 
Similar Cases ___ ... Maplnfo 0 
~ Database 
5.1 
Adaptation 
Adapted 
Cases 
' -------IT 
Figure 4.5: Data Flow iagram of the adaptati nm dule 
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4.3.S Evaluation Module 
The eva]uation module is used to rank all the derived case from the adaptation module. 
The evaluation module will rate each case. The case with the highest global value will be 
rank first and so fourth. The first and second rank case will be send to the display 
module. 
Evaluation Module 
Adapted Cases 
7.1 
Calculating Case Value 
Calculated 
Cases 
7.2 
Case Rating 
Selected 
Cases_ .... 
Figure 4.6: Data Flow diagram of the evaluation module Un
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4.3.6 Display Module 
This module is used to display results. This module will get the solution from the 
evaluation module. Before the solution is been display the module will get the user 
particular from the identify module. This is to let the user feel more secure about the 
result. After the solution being display, the module wilt ask the user whether to accept the 
solution, if the user accept the solution then the solution will be send to the retain module. 
Display Module 
User i.- Solution Ou1put 
User Status 1----__;:...;..;.. 
Solution 
User 
Particular 
7.1 
Display 
Solution 
7.2 
Solution StalJJs 
Derived new 
solution f-~=- ... 
Figure 4.7: Data Flow diagram of the display modul 
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4.3. 7 Retain Module 
When the user accepted the solution the new solution will be send to this module. This 
modu1e wiJ1 store the newly derived case in the case library. This module wil1 index the 
new case for the ease of retrieval from the case I ibrary in the future. 
~ Display Module 
User 
Particular 
7.1 
Solution Cutout 
Solution 
User Display 
Sol~loni - 
7.2 
Derived new 
User Status - solution 
Solution Status 
Figure 4.8: Data Flow diagram of the retain module 
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4.4 Case Design 
All the cases in the system will be stored in a card format like the catalogue system. Each 
case wi11 have their own card with the features wanted pre-stated. This is very different 
from database as these cards are stored inside the system whereas no DBMS is needed for 
storing cases. But database is needed for my causal model as database is more rigid in 
term of data storing. 
The information stored inside my case library will be in card format and each card will 
represent a case. Each card will have exact]y the same features but with different values. 
Below will be some of the information that will be stored in the card: 
• User's particular 
• Diseases 
• Sub Disease 
• Medicine Prescribe 
• The Solution 
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CHAPTERS 
SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
5.1 Introduction 
In this phase, the system requirements and design model of a system will be 
converted into a workable product. System implementation includes coding, testing and 
documenting the system as well as training the end users and system administrators. 
5.2 Development Environment 
Development environment has certain impact on the development f a syst m. 
Using the suitable hardware and software not only help to speed up the system 
development but also determine the success of the project. The hardware and software 
tools used to develop the entire system are as below: 
5.2.1 Hardware Requirements 
The hardware specification of the machine for development in thi pr ~c t i : 
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• Running on Windows 98 or Windows 2000 Professional or Windows XP 
• Consist of 128 MB RAM 
• Alongside a Pentium processor 500 MHZ 
• Other standard PC component 
Table 5. 1: Workstation 
5.2.2 Software Tools I CBR Shell Requirements 
In the development of Nutritional Advisory System, the software basically 
consisted of CBR Shell and tools. The shell included aJJ the technology used to support 
the functionality of the system such as matching and adaptation. Wher as the tools 
applied are those development applications used to design and develop. 
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5.2.2.1 Description of Development Application I Tools 
Below is a listing of application I tools categories used for the Nutritional 
Advisory System project development: 
1. Application coding tools 
• ArtScript 3.0.1 
)> Create CBR Classes 
)> Define Type of Matching Score to use 
)> Create application function 
)> Create Object proximity class 
)> To generate result 
• ArtrEnterprise Studio 
)> Creates and refines all CBR classes and objects for the system. 
)> Debug Application 
)> Monitor ff any changes occur during the programming progress 
• Command Interpreters 
To run the application. 
2. Graphics I Interface Modeling Tools 
• An=Enserprtse 3.0.1 
)..- Ease the tu k or creating and editing the windows interfa c de ign. 
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5.3 System Implementation 
Implementation comprises of the system design structure to a computer readable system. 
The system wi11 be evolved from scratch design to a run able application. There are 
several implementations for this system. 
5.4 Interface 
Basically the system do not have a graphic interface because in ART*Enterprise the 
development of software comprises of three distinct levels that is the user interface level, 
the database integration level and application level. For my Nutritionist Advisory System 
it is in the application level. Due to this, all our output and input are pass though the 
Command Interpreter provided by Art*Enterprise. 
The ommand Interpreter is like a command based interface where the user have to key 
in the command as they are keying in a DOS based system. So to overcome the 
unfriendliness of the Command Interpreter, the NAS System was designed to 
accommodate the need of the user by providing guidelines and help along the pr cc f 
using the system. 
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The system can be divided into a few major steps, first the system needs to be setup by 
the expert domain, and then the system can be use by the end user to input their case. The 
system will then match the presented case with the stored cases. The top ten cases with be 
retrieved according to the matched values. Then the threshold will only allowed the those 
cases that fulfill the system requirement to be retrieved by the user. After the user have 
the final result, the system will save the result to a temporary case-base for the treatment 
period advised by the expert domain. After the treatment period, the expert domain will 
make the decision to save or not to save the case. If the expert domain wanted to save the 
case, he will retrieve the case from the temporary case-base and move it to the permanent 
case base. 
Install NAS 
CBR 
Setup Case 
Input. 
presented 
Case 
Result 
Sovoto 
I mnun :nl 'o c 
Fi rure 5.1 
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5.5.l Attributes Weighting Implementation 
The attribute score for a stored case is computed from a match contribution, mismatch 
penalty, or absence penalty specified for the attribute as follows: 
• If the attribute values in the stored and presented cases match, the match 
contribution is added to the score 
• If the attribute values in the stored and presented cases do not match, the 
mismatch penalty is subtracted from the score 
• If the attribute exists in the presented case but not in the stored case, the absence 
penalty is subtracted from the score 
The attributes in the system are defined as default by the system. The weight for each 
attributes is as follow'- 
Attributes Match Contribution Mismatch Penalty Absence Penalty 
Category 30 30 5 
Disease lOO 0 40 
Sub-disease 30 0 0 
Medication 10 0 0 
Meal 0 0 0 
Precaution 0 0 0 
Supplements 0 0 0 
Table 5.2 
f n thi system the weight can be changed according lo the u er requirement if the u er 
doe not change the values then the values as above will e used f r mat hing. The 
default weights arc tested with familiar cases to get the be t wci 1hting alue for all th 
attributes. The w ·i 1'1t cun be set ~s follow: 
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(define-attribute category slot);; l 
(cbr.define-attribute nas-case-base category cbr:word ·· 2 
.match-contnbution 30 .mismatch-penalty 30 .absence-penalty 5);; 3 
The attribute name can be define as in line l(shown in the box above) and 2"d line is to 
define the case base that the attribute is related to and what type of attribute type - for the 
example above it is word. The 3rd line is to define the weighting. 
For the first attribute there is additional function build in it. This attribute have a pyramid 
kind of tree built in it to facilitate the searching process like shown in table 5.3. This is 
due to the fact that the system searching is based on index heap sorting and the case is 
store in an object oriented programming way that each attribute are being linked to the 
other attribute in the object and other objects. When the first attribute are matched again t 
the stored attribute, the stored attribute that matched the pr sented value will be retrieved 
and eventually the whole object instance will also be retrieved together. To retrieve the 
second matching will also be easier as the next nearest case are next to the first matching 
because the case base records are stored in alphabetical order. 
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Disease 
Musculoskeletal 
and Joint 
Table 5.3: The Hierarchical Pyramid 
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Category Value 
Disease Value 
Sub-Disease Value 
Medication Value 
Meal Value 
Supplements Value 
Precaution Value 
Object Relation 
One Object to Other 
Attribute to Attribute relation 
Category Value . Category Value ..- 
Disease Value . Disease Value ..- 
Sub-Disease Value Sub-Disease Value ..- 
Medication Value . Medication Value . 
Meal Value . Meal Value ..- 
Supplements Value . Supplements Value ..- 
Precaution Value . Precaution Value . 
Table 5.4 Structure of Case Retrieval Net 
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5.5.2 Matching Implementation 
The matching algorithm for this system is score-with-stored-max and is a sub matching 
algorithm of K Nearest-neighbor matching and ranking. The system has to define the 
matching method before any new case can be presented to the system for matching. 
Below is the command to initialize the score-with-stored-max matching algorithm. 
(define-instance nas-case-base cbr:case-base 
( cbr:index-file "nutri.cbi") 
( cbr:scoring-function cbr:score-with-both-max) 
( cbr:match-threshold 40) 
(cbr.max-rnatches 5)) 
This algorithm can be changed to cbr:score-with-presented-max or cbr:score-with-stored- 
max to suite the situation. The matching threshold is set default to 40 /100 and the 
maximum numbers of matches are minimizing to 5. The threshold are set to 60% because 
the matching scores that dip below 60% are consider irrelevant to the presented case. The 
maximum numbers of matches are minimized to 5 was due to the fact that only the best 
and second best stored cases will be considered as finalize result so it is illogical to ha e 
redundant cases matched. 
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5.5.3 Adaptation Implementation 
The adaptation module is implemented with a causal model. This model is activated 
when there is no match being found so the system will look for the similar attributes 
values from the causal model. The causal model is place in the nutrifolder folder. This 
causal model only implies to the second attribute and third attribute only. The causal 
model is like the figure below:- 
#LID 1033 0 23 
I ;;;Cardiovlll!lcular Diselll!les 
Heart etteck:lrteriosclerosis:Hyperteneion:Conoeetive Heart Failure 
StroJce:Conoeetive Heart railure 
lngina:.lrterioecleroeie 
Heart Failure:Strolce 
SymptoMatic beart tailure:Conoeetive Heart Failure 
:::Reepitory D1eeaeee 
Lung Intection:Broncbitie:Pnewnonia:.letl\lna 
Couqb:.lethma 
11JG!ll!ltro1nteetinal 
Gaetric:Peptic Ulcer 
Beartburn:Indiqeetion 
Gaetro-oeeophaqeal retlux:Peptic Ulcer:Dyepepeia 
oaetroduodenal eroeione:Peptic Ulcer:Dyepepeia 
- . 
fllf ~' pres.t F) 
Figure 5.2 
The presented case will not be altered at the end of the matching but during the matching 
it may rcplaco the di iease attribute with the value in the causal mod ·I to find the m st 
uitablc case. 
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5.5.4 Display Module Implementation 
The display module is very simple because it is just a command interpreter to show the 
output and to input data. It is an interface for 1/0 stream between the user and the system. 
It can only display textual document and for graphic image a pop-up windows is needed. 
Below is the command interpreter example:- 
n'd nterptetef 
Figure 5.2 
The Display module will get the relevant object instance from the CBR file stored in the 
folder directly. And the system allows user to key in directly into the object instance. The 
relevant case can be displayed in the command interpreter. 
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l.· > 
~-~~ t~ ~ Oisoue CattigcNJ: =~~:~~o~ ~--t 111111 bplr ol S~if ...,J:. 
"ff'·~ 
~~ ~:~oiMediC~ -· .. 
~· JftMt Qt Match View 
1.Jli>\rieWlheBmC- 2. lo Shoft die top 5 cases wilh the sq>1e 
Figure 5.3 
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5.5.5 Function Implementation 
In this system, there are a few main functions that are essential for the whole system to 
behavior and execute properly. These functions actually powered the whole system as 
Artscript do not have a main function to run aJI the coding and compile them. 
5.5.5.1 Match Function 
The match function is to compare the presented case with the stored cases. The function 
will call out all the properties that have pre-defined by the expert domain. 
(define-function match-case () 
( cbr.match-case nas-case-base present-case) 
( cbr.matches-found nas-case-base) 
(menu)) 
I 
2 
3 
4 
The 151 line in the above function is the function name. In the above case is match-case. 
For the second line and third line is for calling the CBR matching code. For the 2nd line. 
the function will call the base class that is CBR to match the pre entcd a c with the 
stored case. The 3rd line list out all the matches found that matches the pre. ent d ca . 
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5.5.S.2 Result Display Function 
Jn this system, it has two kind of display function. The first one is to show the top cases 
that exit the system limit threshold and the second function is to display the system 
recommended case. 
(define-function print-matches (?case-base) 
(for ?m from 1 to (cbr.matches-found ?case-base) do 
(printout t "Match" ?m ":Case" (cbr.get-match-case ?case-base ?m) 
"matched with a score of" 
( cbr.get-match-score ?case-base ?m) t))) 
The above source code is for the top cases that match the presented case. 
(define-function print-recommendation (?case-base) 
(printout t "This is the meal and supplements the system recommended" t) 
(bind ?case ( cbr.get-match-case ?case-base I)) 
(bind ?attr ( cbr.first-case-attribute ?case-base ?case)) 
(while ?attr do 
(bind ?value ( cbr.first-attribute-value ?case-base ?case ?attr)) 
(while ?value do 
(printout t 11 11 ?attr 11: 11 ?value t) 
(bind ?value (cbr.next-attribute-value ?case-base ?case ?attr ?value)) 
) 
(bind ?attr ( cbr.next-case-attribute ?case-base ?case ?attr)) 
)) 
The above source code is for the system recommended ca e. 
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5.5.5.3 Menu Function 
The menu function is to facilitate user to navigate through the whole process of 
presenting the case till retrieving the result. Without this function retrieving will be more 
to using command and more trivial in presenting and obtaining the result. 
(define-function menu ( ) 
(printout t "Choose Type of Match View" t) 
(printout t "************************" t) 
(printout t "1.) To View the Best Case" t) 
(printout t "2.) To show the top 5 cases with the score" t) 
(bind ?m (read)) 
(if(= ?m I) then (print-recommendation nas-case-base) 
else 
(if(= ?m 2) then (print-matches nas-case-base) 
else 
(printout t" Invalid Insertion" t)))) 
The function above is to facilitate user in selecting which type of result display that the 
u er wanted. 
(define-function start-nas () 
(printout t "Welcome to Nutritional Advisory System" t) 
(printout t "--------------------------------------------------------" t) 
(printout t "Menu" t) 
(printout t "*******" t) 
(printout t "1) Setup" t) 
(printout t "2) Present Case" t) 
(printout t "3) xit System" t) 
(bind ?m (read)) 
(if (- ?m I) then (printout t '' till Under onstruction" t) 
else 
(if(= ?m 2) then (input-ca ·e)) 
else (exit))) 
The above i the startup menu for the system. The user needs only to key in th· clc lion 
number to iet throu th to the user de: unauon. 
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CHAPTER6 
SYSTEM TESTING 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
Software testing is one of the main phases in the Waterfall Life Cycle model. In this 
phase, the process of testing and debugging are done to detect defects and bugs of a 
system. These processes are usually done incrementally with system development. 
This phase is also often referred to as Verification and Validation (V & V). Verification 
refers to the set of activities that ensure the software correctly implements a specific 
function. Validation refers to a different set of activities that ensure the software has been 
built is traceable to user requirements. A successful test is one in which no errors are 
found. 
The objectives to test this system are: 
a) To reveal inaccuracy and error by the matching algorithm of the CBR 
system. 
b) To compare the expected outcome with the actual outcome. Eventually, 
debug it to enhance it functionality and capability. 
c) To ensure stability and performance at the best. 
The testing method used in this system is by [ 12]. 
CA E LIBRARY UB ET rs T METHODOLOGY 
This section describes the proposed validation technique for aBR system called th 
ase library Subset Test ( T) technique.The main concept underlying this alidation 
method is the selection of a subset of cases from the case library and u ing this u t as 
a test set to evaluate the effectiveness of the system's retrieval and adaptation feature . 
The comparison standards of the test set ure con .idercd to be correct because they arc 
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part of the case library. But first, the validation criteria has to be selected, as it affects the 
final correctness of the systems. This process is described below. 
Determination of Validation Criteria 
The first task is to develop a validation criteria. This consists of determining two basic 
parameters, the Result Acceptability Criteria (RA /. and the System Validity Criteria 
(SVC) The RAC serves to determine whether an individual test case has been solved 
correctly by the CaBR system. It mandates that the distance between the system solution 
to a test case, and the benchmark standard to which it is compared be calculated. If the 
solution is provided in numerical terms, then the Relative Error (RE) can be the percent 
difference between the two quantities. If, on the other hand, the output of the CaBR 
system is symbolic or Boolean, then optimal, acceptable and unacceptable solutions may 
be defined as the benchmark standard may allow. The SVC serves to determine whether ' 
in light of the executed and evaluated suite of test cases, the system can be considered 
valid. The SVC requires that upon completion of alJ testing, the percent of all acceptable 
test cases be greater than its value before the CaBR system can be considered valid. The 
RAC and the SVC a:re typically obtained from either experts or users, and it may be 
defined in the requirements specification. Upon selection of the above validation 
criteria, the CLST technique begins as described below. 
Description of the Case Library Subset Test 
These are described in more detail below. 
• CaBR Retrieval Test. 
Case indexing and case classification issues are intended to improve the 
effectiveness and efficiency of case retrieval and to reduce the c mplexity f 
similarity calculations. The correctness of the retrieval process is, therefore, one 
of major concerns in aBI systems. The aBR Retrieval Te t i de ign d t 
evaluate the correctness of the retrieval function. The indexing y t m us d, 
although not evaluated independently, is clearly part f 'the retrie al aluati n 
test, nnd deficiencies in indexin r will show up us poor retrieval performance. The 
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comparison function is also likewise validated. Briefly, the Retrieval Test requires 
that each historical case in the case library "spawn" a test case identical to itself in 
aJI ways. A pointer to the historical case is maintained for the purpose of 
comparison later. This process generates a set of test cases, not only for the 
retrieval test, but also for the adaptation test as will be seen later. As part of the 
retrieval test, each test case is, in tum, presented to the CaBR system as the 
current case. The CaBR system goes through the comparison and retrieval 
processes, arriving at an internal list of library cases ranked in decreasing order of 
similarity. fn order for any test case to be marked as successfully executed, the 
historical case which spawned the current test case should be found as the top- 
ranked historical case in this internal list, and the similarity distance should be the 
minimum allowed in the chosen measuring scheme (or very c1ose to it). 
• CaBR Adaptation Test 
The Retrieval Test ensures that the comparison and retrieval functions are correctly 
carried out. It is the purpose of this test to ensure that adaptations are properly made 
from valid retrieved cases. Therefore, the Adaptation Test should only be done after a 
successful Retrieval Test. The test case set used here is the same as that of the 
retrieval test (e.g., spawned from each historical case in the case library). The 
significant difference is that in the Adaptation Test, the historical case corresponding 
to the test case being presented to the CaBR system is removed from the case library. 
Thus, if a case library has N cases in it, the modified case library will only contain N- 
1 cases at all times. The outputs of this test include retrieved cases, the final solution, 
and its RE. Although the test case is not longer in the case library, the CaBR syst m 
retrieves the most similar case from the case library and adjusts the closest matching 
case(s) with the adaptation strategies to obtain the final solution to thi test 
Since the retrieval process has already been validated, this test isolates and evaluates 
the adaptation procc of the a R sy tern 
6.2 Algorithm Testine 
The al iorithm in the system needs some tc. ling before the real system can c u ed by the 
public. asically the tcstin 1 of al rorithm is in th· s .ur hing s .ctor. The s ·arching mcth cl 
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testing is based on [IO]. The testing of the speed of retrieval of relevant case from the 
stored database is basically divided into two main types. The first one is based on the 
simple heap sort technique that come with the ART*Enterprise CBR shell. The second 
technique is sti11 using heap sort technique retrieval but have some modification to the 
behaviors of the retrieving method. Firstly it has an added pyramid tree as mention in 
chapter 5. This tree helps the retrieval process by having the first attribute acts as a cue to 
what the system to know which stored cases to retrieve. 
The testing is done to test the accuracy of the retrieving process and secondly the speed. 
6.2.1 Testing the Accuracy of the Retrieval 
The testing is based on the most familiar case and sees if the retrieval is correct or not. 
This is done based on the result that we already know and try to input the problem into 
the system then we try to determine if the answer is correct or not. If the answer is 
incorrect then try to find out that the error is from the retrieving algorithm or the 
weighting differences (weighting testing will be discussed in details after this). 
There retrieving algorithm errors can be amended by correcting the path of the pyramid. 
And test the system again to see if the system behave as what we wanted it to be. 
6.3 Weighting Test 
The weighting test can be divided into two basic parts the testing of local weigh an the 
testing of global weight. The global weight is generally derived from the sum of the I cal 
weights. Since Nutritional Advisory System is based on K Nearest Neighbor model, the 
weight is in numerical from. But for every attribute the weighting i differ nt. T s t the 
optimum weighting, we need to first define the local weight ace rding to the ordering of 
important of each attribute. Aflor assigning value for each attribute resp cti I , we test 
the weighting by presenting to the system a known case. lf the ystem beha es as we 
wanted it to be then we can start fine tuninu ach w ·i zht. I the s stern don't eha ca 
what we wanted it to be then we hav · lo rcvi ·w lhc w ·i hrinu from the ·crnlch t· rting 
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from testing each local attribute's weight to the sum of global value. As a matter of fact 
we can mathematically calculate the weighting for each attribute and then calculate the 
sum as the global value before going into real time testing. 
6.4 Testing the Causal Model 
As we all know the system have a causal model to assist the matching of stored cases 
against the causal. To test the validity of the matching assisted by the causal model we 
have to present a case that the system do not have the prototype case stored in the 
database. Then we check the result to see if it is correct of not. If the result is in the range 
we want then no more amendment should be made to the causal model. If the result is 
way out of our expectation then we have to rectify the problem and try to correct it. 
6.5 Integration Test 
After performing all the testing above, the modules are integrated or combined into a 
working system. During the integration, the testing was carried out in order to identified 
the fault and failure caused by the integration. 
The integration testing includes structure tests and functional tests. Structure tests 
emphasis is on exercising all input and output parameters of each module, and exercising 
all modules and all calls, including calls to utility routines. For example, the code bl cks 
for menu bar on each module are integrated into only one procedure that can be called by 
al1 the modules. This will eliminate redundant codes and make the coding simpler. 
For functional tests, the goal is to demonstrate that all functions specified for the 
system in the requirements and specification documents are operational. 
During the integration, all the modules were combined and tested in ate ting 
environment. The testing environment was consi tent for all them dulcs in term f 
interface and function calling procedures. The program flow of them dulc wer 
reviewed and identified. Finally the program now for the entire program wcr r ic ed 
and t ·st ·d with iomc test ca ·cs. 
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CHAPTER 7 
SYSTEM EVALUATION & CONCLUSION 
7.1 Introduction 
System evaluation is implemented by more that simply comparing the information 
obtained with the information which is expected. It is also related to the user 
environment, attitudes, information principles and several other matters which must be 
given consideration before the actually efficacy can be concluded. 
At all phases of the system approaches, evaluation is a process that occurs 
continuously, drawing on a variety of sources and information. 
The role of this evaluation phase was to determine: 
~ The extent to which the expected outcomes have been realized, 
~ The prescriptive value of the process where extraneous factors were taken 
consideration. 
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7 .2 Problem Encountered and Solutions 
Although this project is completed on time, but within the development of the 
system, there are a few problems that had encountered and need to be solved to continue 
the progress. The problems and solutions for each problem are: 
);> Unfamiliar with the Development Environment 
This is the first time for me 10 create a system using ART*Enterprise Studio and 
using ArtScript 3.1 technology. Never encounter before this kind of programming 
that similar with LISP so familiarization and experiment with the ART*Enterprise 
Studio is time consuming. 
);> Lack experience Ill Programming Language 
l have not been using ARTScript technology before, so having a lot of glitches 
here and there throughout the entire development process. Referencing books i 
my main source of knowledge about the language. 
);> Unfamiliar with Case-Based Reasoning 
I never use case-based reasoning techniques before in my application 
development so it is very new to me. The problems come fr m what kind of 
matching technique to use and how to implement adaptation technique. T the 
technique I chosen suitable with the BR shell provided by rightware. I manag 
to go around it by reading a lot ofjournals paper provided by my sup rvisor and 
the Kolodner a ·c- ascd Reasoning's book. 
).- Limited Knowl '(lgc About NutriOonnl and Di~wnN 'N 
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The knowledge I have in the medical fields is very limited. I have to do a lot of 
reading and research in the medical field. 1 use the University of Malaya's 
medical library as my main resource of information. But from time to time I will 
talk to my expert domain, Mr F.E Chong to narrow down the scope of my 
searching and advised from him on the development of the system from the view 
of a nutritionist. 
~ No Graphic User Interface 
This is the biggest headache I faced during the entire development of the system 
as the CBR system is not linked to the GUI layer via variables setting like those in 
Visual Basic or Java 2. It has a standard GTK commands to link each form to the 
application level but not to the internal matching function of the CBR. So the GUI 
only can link to the application level of the system but not the CBR level as [ 
wanted it to be. I haven found the solution to the problem yet due to the lack of 
online support as the company- Brightware Inc had been bought over by Firepond 
Inc and the new company discontinued this product. 
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7 .3 System Strengths 
, Fast Retrieval of Cases from the Stored Case Base 
The system has a very comprehensive retrieving algorithm based on the 
pyramid/hierarchical model. The retrieval is faster than normal heap sort retrieval 
process. So the system able to manage large stored case base based on the 
retrieving ability. 
)> Comprehensive Attributes based on Real World 
The matching attributes that I use is based on the real world situation and the 
weighting percentage is being tested by the expert domain. The attributes are 
taken from the standard medical form of WHO. 
)> Realistic Matching 
All the matching is based on the AI-IP matching algorithm [ll]. It is a more 
precise match than normal K nearest neighbor match. All the attributes have 
different weighted that contribute different percentage to the matching. 
)> Causal Model Implementation 
This system have a causal model to refer to if no matches where f und t b 
matches more than the score of 60. The system will automatically refer t th 
cau 1al model for the relational of the disease. 
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7.4 System Limitations 
~ No Graphic User Interface 
The system does not have a proper end-user interface. Cannot bring out the user- 
friendliness of the system. 
~ No temporary storage system 
The system do not allowed a temporary storage of case that has not being certified 
by the general practitioner or nutritionist. This is because the integration of 
subsystem is not allowed in this development software. 
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7.5 Future Enhancement 
~ Integrate with .DBMS 
This system allowed to connect to most major database but is not feasible to do so 
now due to fact that the number of cases in the case-base storage is still 
manageable. 
~ Graphic User Interface 
The ability to have GUI is a major influent of the application to the end-user 
market. Some research needs to be done to enable the system to integrate with 
web languages 
~ Web-enable 
It can be web-enabled to a certain extent such as presenting cases through the web 
or setup the case through the web. 
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7 .6 Conclusion 
The project is considered a success in term of the implementation and 
research of the matching and searching algorithms but for a real application is still lacked 
in graphic user interface and help module. 
The system was implemented using a rare programming language called 
ARTScript. This programming language supports object oriented, rule-base and case base 
programming. ArtScript is a multipurpose scripting language that based on LISP. The 
major set back of this programming language is that they do not have on line support and 
any technical online communities to facilitate the usage of this software. Also the model 
of development of this programming language is totally different from the norm e.g. the 
GUI is totally separated from the repositories and deployment layer and don't support 
visual programming. Due to this, much of the time is spend on experimenting with the 
programming tools. 
The expert domain plays an important part in d velopment and growing of 
the system. The expert domain provides medical and nutrition information that are vital 
to the content of the software. They also played their part in testing and feedback of the 
system. 
The implementation of Case Based Reasoning in nutritional advisory 
system can be considered a stepping stone of the nutritional world into the Artificial 
Intelligence community. The attractions of CBR to the nutritionist are warmly supported 
but much research still ha to be done before major rollout of commercial BR m 
nutritional advisory. ome of the research areas pinpointed are (my point of viev s): 
I. atcgorization of supplement 
2. Reaction of drugs toward the effectivencs of nutrition abs rption 
3. The optimum type or matching algorithm in Nutritional Advi ry. 
4. lmplcm mtutiou of dynamic ca ·c base reason int in Nutriti nut ad isory. 
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To end my conclusion Nutritional Advisory System can be implemented in CBR and the 
prospect of the system is big. 
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Appendices 
Source Code 
The following code is to load the case base reasoning class to the application. The second 
line is to add the NutriSys as a sub system to the application, 
(rep:load "case-based-reasoning") 
(reptadd-subsystem "Nutriiiys" "case-based-reasoning") 
The variables are as below. The variables are global and the values are default as some- 
value. These variables are for the user to insert values into the system. 
(define-global ?*inputcategory* =some-value) 
(define-global ?*inputdisease* =some-value) 
(define-global ?*inputsubdisease* =some-value) 
(define-global ?*inputmedication* =some-value) 
The follows are the definition of the CBR instances with the name nas-case-base. The 
scoring function is pre-define as score-with-both-max. The threshold is being defined as 
40 upon 1000 and the maximum match is 5. 
(define-instance nas-case-base cbr.case-base 
(cbr.scoring-function cbr:score-with-both-max) 
(cbr:match-threshold 40) 
(cbr.max-matches 5)) 
Below are the individual attribute that contained in an object. Most of the attributes are 
from the word type for easy manipulation. 
(define-attribute category slot) 
(cbr.define-attribute nas-case-base cate ory cbr:word 
.match-conirtbutton 30 .mismaich-penalty 30 .absence-penalty 5) 
(define-attribute diseas slot) 
(cbr.define-attribute nas-case-base disease cbr:word 
.mat ·h- .ontribution 100 .mismat ih-penalty 0 .absen z-penalt ./0) 
(d. fin e-aurlbut sui dis ease slot) 
(c ibr.defin t-attribute nas-cas i-bas subdis ta« ·l r.word 
.mat ·h- iontribution 30 imismat .h-penatty 0 .absence-penalty 0) 
(d tfin i-ourtbut 111' II xu ion slot) 
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(cbr:define-attrihute nas-case-hase medication chr:word 
tmatch-contribution JO .mismatch-penalty 0 .absence-penalty 5) 
(define-auribute meal slot) 
(cbrtdefine-attribute nos-case-base meal cbr.word 
.match-contrtbutton 0 .mismatch-penalty 0 .absence-p nalty 0) 
(define-auribute supplement slot) 
(cbr.define-attribute nas-case-base supplement cbr:word 
.match-contribution 0 :mismatch-penalty 0 :absence-penalty 0) 
(define-attribute precaution slot) 
(cbr.define-attribute nas-case-base precaution cbr:word 
:match-contribution 0 .mismatch-penalty 0 :absence-penalty OJ 
The attributes above are put together to form an object or class. The class/object is a 
children node ofbc:core. 
(define-class nutricase bc:core 
(category) 
(disease) 
(subdisease) 
(medical ion) 
(meal) 
(supplement) 
(precaution)) 
The below coding is to add new cases to the case base system. 
(for ?c in-instances-of nutricase do 
(cbr:add-case nas-case-base ?c :ignore-undefined-attributes? t)) 
The below coding is use to let user to present case to the system. The global variable are 
use here to get data from the user for matching. 
(define-instance pr sent-case nutricase r ·at gory ? "inpul ·at gory*) 
(disease ?*inputdis ase") 
(subdis "OS, ? *inpulsubdis 'as *) 
(m "di .at ion ?*inputm di ia! ion*)) 
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The function below is to assist user to input the presented case. And the set-attribute- 
val ues is to set the user's input values to the attribute defined in the presented case. 
(define-function input-caset) 
(printout t "Please insert the type of Disease 'ategory:" t) 
(bind ?*inputcategory* (read)) 
(printout t "Please insert the type of Disease:" t) 
(bind ?*inputdisease* (read)) 
(printout t "Please insert the type of Sub-diseasetif any):" t) 
(bind ?*inputsubdisease* (read)) 
(printout t "Please insert the type of Medication:" t) 
(bind ?*inputmedication* (read)) 
(set-attribute-values present-case 
category ?*inputcategory* 
disease ? "inputdisease * 
subdisease ? *inputsubdisease * 
medication ? "input medication*) 
(match-case) 
) 
The case below is to test the system basic function. 
(defin -instance presented-case-Z maricase 
(category "Renal") 
(disease "Acute Renal Failure") 
(subdtsease "no") 
(medication "magnesium hydroxide'')) 
Below functions are used to assist user in terms of the navigation of the application. 
(define-function start-nos 0 
(printout t "Welcome to Nutritional Advisory .ystem "t) 
I . " "ffl (pr 1 nt out t -------------------------------------------------------- :1 
(printout t "Menu " t) 
(printout t "***"'**"'" t) 
(printout t "I) etup" t) 
(printout t "2) Ir zsen! 'as '7 " t) 
(printout t "3) H.xit System" t) 
(bind ?m (r ad)) 
(if ( Ym I) th n (printout I ·•Still Under Constru ulon" t) 
(tf'( ?111 ~ th 111 (input- •os 1) 
lse (e: 11)))) 
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Match Case Function 
(define-function match-case O 
(cbr.match-case nos-case-base present-case) 
(cbr: matches-found nas-case-base) 
(menu)) 
(define-function print-matches (?case-base) 
(for ?mfrom I to (cbr:matches-found Zcase-base) do 
(printout t "Match "?m "t Case "(cbr:get-match-case ?case-base ?m) 
"matched with a score of" 
(cbr:get-match-score ?case-base ?m) I}) 
(query-recommendation)) 
(print-matches nas-case-base) 
Display the best case 
(define-function print-recommendation (Zcase-base) 
(printout t "This is the meal and supplements the system recommended" t) 
(bind ?case (cbr:get-match-case ?case-base/)) 
(bind Zattr (cbr:first-case-attribute ?case-base ?case)) 
(while ?attr do 
(bind ?value (cbr:first-attribute-value ?case-base ?case ?atl!~) 
(while ?value do 
(printout I " "Yattr ": "?value t) 
(bind ?value (cbr:next-attribute-value ?case-base ?case ?attr ?value)) 
) 
(bind ?attr (cbr:next-case-attribute ?case-base ?case ?attr)) 
) 
(query-matchesl) 
(define-function print-recommendation2 (?case-base) 
(printout t "This is the meal and supplements the system recommended" t) 
(bind Zcase (cbr:get-match-case Zcase-base 2)) 
(bind ?allr (cbr:flrst-case-attribute ?case-base ?case)) 
(while ?attr do 
(bind ?value (cbr:first-attribute-value ?cas -base Zcase ?aur)) 
(while ?value do 
(printout I "" Zaur ": "Yvalu 1) 
(hind ?va/ze (cbrtne t-auribute-value '! .ase-bas ? .ase ?allr? alu V) 
) 
(bind (a/tr r .br.ne t- '(IS t-attrll. UI f '(IS 1•/JCIS' '/ '(I.\'' ?a/11~) 
) 
(q 11 tr -t' 1 iomm 'lldt1tio112)) 
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(define-function menu () 
(printout t "Choose Type <if Match View" t) 
(printout t "************************" t) 
(printout t "1.) To View the Best Case" t) 
(printout t "2.) To show the top cases with the score" I) 
(printout t "3.) To Vie.w the Second System R commendation" t) 
(bind ?m (read)) 
(if(= ?m 1) then (print-recommendation nas-case-base) 
else 
(if(= ?m 2) then (print-matches nas-case-base) 
else 
(print-recommendation2 nas-case-base)))) 
(define-function menul I ) 
(printout t "Choose Type of Match View" t) 
(printout t "************************" t) 
(printout t "I.) To View the Best Case" I) 
(printout t "2.) To show the top cases with the score" t) 
(printout t "3.) To View the Second System Recommendation" t) 
(printout t "4.) Return to Main Menu" t) 
(bind ?m (read)) 
(if(= ?m 1) then (print-recommendation nas-case-base) 
else 
(if(= ?rn 2) then (print-matches nas-case-base) 
else 
(if{= ?m 3) then (print-recommendation2 nas-case-base) 
else 
(start-nas))))) 
(define-function Query-recommendation t ) 
,, d (printout t "---=============-=-====-=========== t) 
(printout t "1.) Display the iystem Recommendation use" t) 
(printout t "2.) Display the System Second Recommendation" t) 
(printout t "3.) Return to Main Menu" t) 
(bind ?m (read)) 
(if(= ?m 1) then (print-recommendation nos-case-base) 
lse 
(if(= ?m 2) then (print-recommendations nas-cuse-base) 
Is 
(.,·tart-nas)))) 
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(define-function Query-matches I ) 
/. . t 11 " "ll 1pr1n ou ""==-, -- =-=========================== t1 
(printout t "L.) Display the top matches with the score" t) 
(printout t "2.) Display the Second System Recommendation" t) 
(printout I "3.) Return to Main Menu" t) 
(bind ?m (read)) 
(if(= ?m I) then (print-matches nos-case-base) 
else 
(if(= ?m 2) then (print-recommendations nos-case-base) 
else 
(start-nas)))) 
(define-function Query-recommendation2 () 
/, . " ,pnnm~t ===================-=~ 
(printout t "I.i Display the System Recommendation ase" t) 
(printout t "2.) Display top matches with the score" t) 
(printout t "3) Return to Main Menu" t) 
(bind ?m (read)) 
(if(= ?m 1) then (print-recommendation nas-case-base) 
else 
(if(= ?m 2) then (print-matches nas-case-base) 
lse 
(start-nas)))) 
== "t) 
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The be1ow are the source code for the hierarchica1 model. 
(define-class main-disease bc:core) 
(define-class cardiovascular main-disease 
( cbr:common-parent cardiovascularj) 
(define-class respiratory main-disease 
( cbr.common-parent respiratory)) 
(define-class gastrointestinal main-disease 
( cbr.common-parent gastrointestinal)) 
(define-class renal main-disease 
(cbr.common-parent renal)) 
(define-class infection main-disease 
(cbr.cornmon-parent infection)) 
(define-class gynaecology main-disease 
(cbr.common-parent gynaeco1ogy)) 
(define-class malignant main-disease 
(cbr:common-parent malignant)) 
(define-class NT main-disease 
( cbr:common-parent ENT)) 
(define-class endocrine main-disease 
(cbr:common-parent endocrine)) 
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The below source code are some of the part that being modified to suit my application. 
(define-instance cbr:word cbr.word-type 
(cbr:name "word'')) 
(define-instance cbr.direct-word cbrtword-typ 
(chr: name "direct_ word'') 
(cbr.generated-lexicon nil)) 
(define-class cbr.number-type cbr.attribute-type 
(cbr:name "range'') 
(cbrivalue-type float) 
(cbr.storage-type : integer) 
(cbr.raw-attribute-value-saved nil)) 
(define-instance cbr:range cbr.number-type) 
(define-class cbr:unscored-type cbr.attribute-type 
(cbr.raw-anribute-value-saved t)) 
(define-class cbr:unscored-jloat cbr.unscored-type 
(cbr.name "unscored _float'') 
(cbr.value-type .float) 
(cbr.storage-type :integer)) 
(d. ifine-class cbr:unscored-string cbrunscored-type 
(cbr:name "unscored string") 
(cbr.value-type :string) 
(cbrtstorage-type :string)) 
(define-class cbr:unscored-symboi cbr:unscored-type 
(cbr:name "unscored symbol") 
(cbr.value-type .string) 
(cbr.storage-type .stringj) 
(define-class cbr.us r-attribute-type cbr.attrtbute-type 
(cbr.name) 
(cbrtvalue-type .string) ; el lo determine type. 
(cbr.stora te-typ .string) ,· Set according to input. Must match. 
(cbr:raw-attribute-vaiue-saved t)) ; 'urrently must be ti -da. 
(define-method initializ -instance ((cbr:user-attribute-type ?self) (Zpairs :ke list)) 
0 .all-ne: t-m uliod ?s "'If $?pairs) 
(ff (not (g t-attribut z-volu '!s If -br.nam ')) th 11 
(.\' et-attribut v ; alue ?self .br.name 
(.,· 1111l ol-to-strlng (µ, •nl tmp (\' mbol-to-strtng Ys 'IJJ)))) 
0 .br.sdeftne-attrtbute-t ~J1 ?s •If) 
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(add-attribute-value cbr.case-base cbr.auribute-types ?selj) 
?self) 
; ; ; Default method will not work for floats! 
(define-method cbr.condition-feature ((cbr:us r-attribute-typ ?typ y Zcase- 
base ?case Zattribute ?value) 
?value) 
(define-method cbr.score-value ((chr:user-attrihute-type ?type) Zcase- 
base ?case ?attribute 
?value ?presented-value Zmatch Zmismatch) 
(if (eq ?value ?presented-value) 
then ?match 
else ?mismatch)) 
(define-class cbr.case-base bc:core 
(cbr: index nil) 
(cbr: index-file) 
(cbr:scoring-function cbr:score-with-presented-max) 
(cbr.naming-attribuie .object-name) 
(cbr.iinvert-name nil) 
(cbr.match-threshold 0) 
(cbr.max-matches JO) 
(cbr.attribute-types cbr.string cbr:word cbr:range) 
(cbr: raw-attribute-values-saved t) 
(cbr.ignored-attributes (is-a instance-ofll) 
(define-method initialize-instance ((cbr:case-base ?self) (Zpairs :keylist)) 
(ca/I-next-method ?self $?pairs) 
;;; Ideally this should cause make-instance to fail. 
(cbrt iopen-index ?self) 
?self) 
(define-method destroy-instance ((cbr:case-base ?self)) 
(cbr: .close-index ?self) 
(call-next-method ?s If)) 
(define-method cbr: is-dirty ((c ·br: as -bas ?self)) 
(cbr..is-dirty (get-allribute-value ?self chr:index))) 
(di fine-method -br.save ((chr: .as -base ? ias i-base) (!jile-nam, :k y)) 
(if ?Jib•-nam, th n 
(modify-» -hema-vatue ? as i-bas ibr: inde -ftle '/Ji! i-name 
(and (bind ?imli•x (g 1-s -hema-value ? ·aP-hCJS" -br.indexl) 
(h ·: is-r 'S 1(-S((I( 1-V t/U(' '! ('CIS 1-h(I.\', ibr: inde '!ind, ~ 
(c .br.isav i-Ind. x (K t-attrtbut «; alt«: '!cosc•-hos, -br.index) 
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(get-attribute-value Zcase-base cbr:index-file))) 
(define-method cbr:set-raw-attribute-values-saved (tcbr.case-base Zcase-base) ?value) 
(set-attribute-value Zcase-base cbr.raw-attribute-values-saved ?value) 
(cbr: .set-raw-attribute-values-saved (get-attribute-value Zcase-base cbr: index) Zvaluel) 
(define-method cbr.set-final-score-smoothed (tcbr.case-base Zcase-bose) ?value) 
(cbr.tset-final-score-smoothed (get-attribute-value Zcose-base cbr:index) ?value)) 
(define-method cbr.get-final-score-smoothed ((chr:case-hase ?case-base)) 
(cbr: :get-final-score-smoothed (get-attribute-value ?case-base cbr: index))) 
(define-method cbr.define-attribute ((cbr:case-base Zcase-base) 
?name ?type 
(?match-contribution 
:key (get-atlribute-value ?type chr:default-match-contrihution)) 
(?mismatch-penalty 
.key (get-attribute-value ?type cbr:default-mismatch-penalty)) 
(?absence-penalty 
:key (get-attribute-value ?type chr:default-absence-penalty)) 
(?lowest-a/tribute-value :key 0) 
(?highest-attribute-value :key 0) 
(Zmatch-imervai :key 0)) 
(if(eq ?match-contribution .perfect) then 
(bind ?match-contribution ? cbr: *perfect*)) 
(if (eq ?mismatch-penalty :perfect) then 
(bind ?mismatch-penalty ?cbr:*perfect*)) 
(cbr: .define-attribute (get-attribute-value ? case-base cbr: index) 
?name (get-attribute-value Ztype cbr:name) 
?match-contribution ?mismatch-penalty 
?absence-penalty ?lowest-attribute-value Zhighest-attribut -valu 
?mat ch-intervall) 
(define-method cbr:get-attribute-type ((cbr:case-base Zcase-base) ?name) 
(cbr.iget-aurtoute-type (get-attribute-value Zcase-base cbr:index) ?nam y) 
(define-method cbr:get-attribute-mat h-coruribution (tcbrcase-base Zcase-base) ?nam y 
(cbr.tget-attribut -mat ·h- .ontrtbution (get-attribute-value Zcas -bas 
cbr.index) ?name)) 
(defrn -m zthod ·br:g t-attrtbut -mismat -h-p malty ((d r: iase-has • ? .as -bas ~ ?nam ~ 
(cbri.get-attribut t-mismat .h-penolty (g u-uuribut i-value Zcase-bose cbr.ind. x) ?nam y) 
(define-m thod ·br:g t-attribut •-abs •nc.,-penalty ((c ·br:case-base ?ca.'I -bas y ?nam y 
(c·br::g.,t-attrihut -alNi"n ·•-p'nalty (g t-attrihul"-VC/lu ? ·ap-/:JCJ,\" ·br:ind'x) 'lnam ~) 
(defin"'-rnethod ·br:g"t-allribut ..,,-low".'lt-vaht., ((c ·br:ca.P-ha.P? ·a.P-bas '.,) ?nam ~ 
(c ·br::g t~attribul '-low •st-valu, (g '1-utlribut '-valu' '/ ·o.\'t..-has ·£ r:imJ,  ~ ?name)) 
(f.~ifln '-m ~1/zod ·br:J.I, t-attrlhut ·-high ;,vt- alu, (r ·I. r: · 1s ·-/mse ? ·us '·I. r1s ') ?name) 
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(cbr::get-attribute-highest-value (get-attribute-value ?case-base cbr:index) ?name)) 
(define-method cbr.get-auribute-match-interval ((cbr:case-base Zcase-base) ?name) 
(cbr: .get-auribute-match-interval (get-attribute-value ?case-base cbr: index) ?name)) 
(define-method cbrtundefine-attribute (tobr.case-base ?case-base) ?name) 
(cbr: tundefine-aurtbute (get-attribute-value ?case-base cbr:index) ?name)) 
; ; ; lam not sure how to this correctly. 
;;; I need to be able to invert the case-id for all <if the accessors. 
; ; ; This is linear with the number of case objects, assuming they all exist 
;;; in memory, which is not required. 
(define-method cbr:get-case-id ((cbr:case-base ?case-base) ?case) 
(bind ?name-attribute (get-attribute-value ?case-base cbr:naming-attribute)) 
(if (eq ?name-attribute :object-name) then 
?case else 
(get-attribute-value ?case ?name-attribute))) 
(define-method cbr:define-case ((cbr:case-base ?case-base) ?case-name) 
(cbr::define-case (get-attribute-value Zcase-base cbr:index) ?case-name)) 
(define-method cbr:undefine-case ((cbr:case-base ?case-base) ?case-name) 
(cbri tundefine-case (get-attribute-value ?case-base cbr:index) ?case-name)) 
(d. fine-method cbr.add-attribute-value ((cbr:case-base Zcase-base) 
?case ?attribute Zvalue 
(Zmcuch-contrtbution : key ? cbr: "default-wet th: *) 
(?mismatch-penalty .key ?cbr:*default-weight*)) 
(if (eq Zmatch-comribuuon :perfect) then 
(bind Zmatch-contribiuion ?cbr:*perfect*)) 
(if (eq ?mismatch-penalty :perfect) then 
(bind ?mismatch-penalty ?cbr:*perfect*)) 
(cbr: .add-attribute-value (get-attribute-value? case-base cbr: index) ?case 
?attribute Zvalue ?match-contribution ?mismatch-penalty)) 
(define-method cbr.remove-auribute-value (tcor.case-base ?ca .e-ba ie) 
?case ?auribute Zvatue) 
(cbr.sremove-aurtbute-value (g I-attribute-value ?case-base cbr.ind, x) ?cas 
?allribute ?value)) 
(define-method ·br:r?move-allrihut?-valu s (tcbr: .ase-base ? .ase-bos ~ 
? .ase ?attribut ') 
(cbr: .remov z-attribut t-valu s (g u-attribut z-value ?case-base cbr: ind x) 
? .ase ?attrihut ~) 
(defin -Ill ithod ·hr:mo<lif.' -attribut ·-vulu, ((i ibr: .as t-base ? ·os i-base) 
'!<XIS<''! 1/tr//1111. '!value 
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(?match-contribution :key ?cbr:*default-weight*) 
(Zmismaich-penalty :key ?cbr: *default-weight*)) 
(if (eq rmatch-comrtbuaon :perfect) then 
(bind ?match-contribution ?chr:*perfect*)) 
(if (eq ?mismatch-penalty :perfect) then 
(bind ?mismatch-penalty ?cbr: *perfect*)) 
(cbr::modifY-allrihute-value (get-aftribute-value Zcase-base cbr:inde.x) ?case 
?attribute ?value ?match-contribution ?mismatch-penalty)) 
(define-method cbr:add-case ((cbr:case-base Zcase-base) ?object 
(?ignore-undefined-attributes? :key nil)) 
(bind ?case (cbr:get-case-id ?case-base ?object)) 
(cbr.define-case ?case-base ?case) 
(if? ignore-undefined-attributes? then 
(for ?attr in-attributes-of ?object do 
(if (cbr:is-attribute ?case-base ?attr) then 
(for ?value in-attribute-values-of Zobject ?attr do 
(cbr:add-attribute-value Zcase-base ?case ?attr ?value)))) 
else 
(bind ?ignored (get-attribute-value ?case-base cbr:ignored-attributes)) 
(for ?attr in-attributes-of ?object do 
(if (not (member$ ?attr ?ignored)) then 
(for ?value in-attribute-values-of ?object ?attr do 
(cbr:add-attribute-value Zcase-base ?case ?attr ?value)))))) 
(define-method cbr:add-presented-attribut -value ((cbr:case-base Zcase-base) 
?attribute ?value 
(?match-contribution :key ?cbr:*default-weight*) 
(?mismatch-penalty :key ? cbr: *default-weight*)) 
(chr::add-presented-attribute-value (get-attribute-value ?ca e-base cbr:index) 
?attribute ?value ?match-contribution ?mismatch-penalty)) 
(define-method cbr:remove-presented-attribute-value ((cbr:case-base ?case-base) 
Zauribtue ?value) 
(cbr:: remove-presented-attribute-value (get-attribute-value ? case-base cbr: index) 
Zaurtbute ?value)) 
(define-method cbr:remove-presented-attribute-values ((cbr:case-base Zcase-bose) 
?attribute) 
(chr::remove-pr sent':Jd-attribute-values (get-attribute-value? ase-base br.ind. ~ 
?aUrihut ~) 
(defin -m thod ·hr:modijy-pr tsent id-auribut z-value (r br: ias -bas Zcas -bas ~ 
'!allrihut" '!valu 
(!rnat ·h- ·ontribution .key ? ·br:*difault-weight*) 
(Ymtsmat ·h-p snal! .k« '! ·hr: *rliifault-w •iglit*)) 
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(chr:: modify-presented-attribute-value (get-attribute-value ?case-base cbr: index) 
?attribute ?value Zmatch-contribution ?mismatch-penalty)) 
(define-method cbr:clear-presented-attribute-values ((cbr:case-base ?case-base)) 
(cbr: :clear-presented-attribute-values (get-attribute-value Zcase-bas cbr: index))) 
(define-method cbr:expand-quanta (tcbrcase-base ?case-base) ?value ?expanded) 
(cbr.texpand-quanta (get-attribute-value Zcase-base cbr:index) ?value ?expanded)) 
(define-method cbr:match ((cbr:case-base Zcase-base) 
(?threshold :key (get-allribute-value ?case-base cbr.match-thresholdj) 
(?max-matches :key (get-attribute-value Zcase-base cbr:max-matches))) 
(cbr::match (get-attribute-value ?case-base cbr:index) 
?threshold Zmax-matchest) 
(define-method cbr.match-case ((cbr:case-base ?case-base) ?case 
(?keys tkeylist) 
(?ignore-undefined-attributes? :key nil)) 
(cbr:clear-presented-attribute-values Zcase-base) 
(if? ignore-undefined-allributes? then 
(for ?attr in-attributes-of?case do 
(if (cbr: is-attribute Zcase-base ?attr) then 
(for ?value in-attribute-values-of ?case ?attr do 
(cbr:add-presented-attribute-value Zcase-base ?attr ?value)))) 
else 
(bind ?ignored-attributes (get-attribute-value Zcase-base cbr.ignored-attributesj) 
(for ?attr in-attributes-of ?case do 
(if (not (member$ ?attr ?ignored-attributes)) then 
(for ?value in-attribute-values-of ?case ?attr do 
(cbr:add-presented-attribute-value Zcase-base ?attr ?value))))) 
(cbr:match ?case-base $?key~~) 
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Abstruc! 
In this papc;r ' e I repose a case-bused decision su1 port 1001. designed lo help I hysiciuns in J:..l type diuhet :s 
therapy I ·visio11 lhrouglt the intelligent ·tri rvn l or d;ita I ·lated lo I a~I si111aliom. (or 'cases') similar lo the .urren: 
one. cusc is defined as a set or variable va luis (or real ures) colic ·tt..·d d111 iug a vi,it. \J e d ·med t1Pmno111 of' 
prototyp] ·111 patie11ls' xuulitious. or clusses, lo' hich i.:ad1 <.:a.· should h ·lo11g. 1"01 ·11<.:lt irq ut ·a,•. lhc ~ :.I ·111 1110"~ 
the ph)'sician Lo ll11d similar pasl cases. bolh l'roin 1hi.: same palicnl and from diffe1ent ones. We h ''c imp! ·nicnlcd 
a two-slc[ s pro<.: :tlurc: (I) ii finds lhc dasses lo whid1 Lhe inpul case i.:ould helo11g: (2) it list:. lhe mo:.l :.imil 1 'IL'·:. 
l'rom th ·st; d11ssi.:s. throug:h a nearest m:ightm 11.:d111iq11e. and provides :.omt: :.1a1isli<.:s useful for de ·i:.ion 111ki11g. I h • 
perrorr11an ·c or Lilt:: syslem has hL'Cl1 tcsli.:d 011 H dala-base or 147 real <.:asi.:s. collt: ·led lll the Polidinico ·. I 111 ·) 
l lospila l or Pavia. Th Lool is fully inlegraled i11 lhc wi.:h-lmscd archilc ·t ur ·of' I he 1 l'u ndcd fclcmali · m urngcme11l 
of Insulin DependenL Diabclcs Mcllilus (T-IDOM) proji.:<.:t. < 2000 Elsevii.:r Si.:ieni.:e Ireland Ltd 1\ll righh r ·. '1\ ·d 
I. lntrodnction 
/\ftcr th~ puhli •;Hi )l\ of lhe I ' 'T Slllcl)I ([I]), 
intensive insulin I hem py (ll f) ha A beet me 
mnndnl ry f r patienis sufferin~ from Isl type 
dinhct : mcllinrs I M ·I). I IT, ·onsislin in 1 hrcc 
lo four insulin inje lions per dn' or lh · 11se of 
insulin p11111ps. is n clnln nnd nowlccl 1 • inlttlHiVC 
process. since ii requires f1·eq111.·111 blood µ111 '< sc 
+ (\1111::.1'1\IHllllU .1l1tlt1ll I\ I. I ,,, II Iii II 11 
h' 111,11/ 11r/r/1, 11. 11 ·11111111111111•1 II (l( l11'1f11i/l) 
tion 
11wtio11 ted111ol µ1cs 
vnlunl II: SllJ p 11 I 
PIOl'L':'S I 11 
1111 . Ii I,, 1) '(di ' ( 1111 )II fl!I (11( 
fl I (I<) 't•ll WI 
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Nowadays, the data collection is highly facili- 
tated by the capability of commercial reflectome- 
tern of data storage and downloadiu . as well as 
by the increasing use of teternedicine syst ms [ 1- 
1 t can also help diabcrolo ism by proviciing th ·m 
with a collection of tools for improvin the qual- 
ity of patient's care [4], from data-bases to simula- 
tion and education packages, and finally to 
decision-support systems. Anyway, maua ing all 
the data piling in the physicians' electronic desk, 
and extracting from them reliable in format ion 
about the patients' status, often remains a prob- 
lem difficult to be satisfactorily solved. 
For these reasons, it is of interest to study 
methods that enable physicians in performing an 
intelligent consultation of the av~i~able da.tn- 
bases, either for supporting their tcc1s1ons during 
therapy revision, or for extracting useful in~orma- 
tion from the accumulated experience. 11 is also 
interesting to keep track of the 'problem/solution' 
patterns that occurred in the past, in order to 
manage and dis."eminate the exper.tise. of the dia- 
betologists. In the c urext of hrom.c d1.scases (and 
hence in particular in diabetes rn niioring), al~ the 
aspe ts related to the mane crncnt and rnauuc- 
nan c f kn wlc t e play a cru ial role, nl least ~or 
two different reasons: lirst, ii is necessary to mam- 
tnin the knowl id 'C about n specific patient er 
time, s that, even in presence of ch;.rn cs in tt:e 
physicians staff, the quality of the p~1.'c1~t's ci11:c is 
not de reusing due to the lack f iul nnat1.on: 
second, it is useful to maua e tl~e '?perat1ve 
knowledge of experts, in order to bnng.m ~urf~ c 
their expertise and t keep it in the 111st1tut1 n 
even when they move or retire. 
To cope with the ab ve mt:ntioned problems, 
we ha e designed , new tool for data-base re· 
trieval and knowled e maua erncnt, bnsed on the 
case-based reasoniu 1 ( 'BR) re hnolo Y l~. 7]. 
'BR is a problcm-s lvin pnradigm that ~hhzcs 
the specific Jmowtedge f 1 rcviously e · pcncnct:cl 
sitll'Hions called nses. Each case is 11s11nlly de· 
s ribcd by n set f vnrinblc nlucs, cnllec.t ~eaturcs, 
and it is assodntccl 1 a 1-1ol11tion (or le1.:~1u n) '.lll l 
• ·• II '{ \~1·s1s 111 n:tnev- 10 nn >111 ·0111 •. BR I ns1 11 1 "· · 
· · ·1 · 1 th· ·mr ·111 one mp. pnsl c<1:-1es 1hn1 i1 n: s11111 flJ o c . 
nnd in n:11:,in I '· if i1e1.· ':-\14itl' , rnl1q 1111 •) p;1s1 
. I . I ·1111'•'!11 "I~\.' '.11\ b. I'(' s\li.: 1.•ssl 11 sol1111011s: t 1' ~ • • 
tninecl nnd put int the ba. f <L • . 'BR can, 
hence. b viewed ns a methodology able to com- 
bine retrieval. r ClS nin0 and teaming steps and to 
tr duce s luti ns t pro I ms b t<lking into 
n unt past ex1 ri n . 
In current medical practice, CBR t chniques 
:.m be limited t pr vide diabetol gists with a 
tool t perr rm n intelli ent retrieval of the 
data-base of past ases, in rder to detect, during 
a periodi al ntr I isit, if the same metabolic 
behavior has already occurred to the same patient 
or to a similar one, and, in that case, in seeing 
what decision was taken in the past and what wru 
the re. ulting out ome. Supporting physicians in 
this a tivily may be parti ularly intere. tin , n- 
sidering that they may isil m r th. n I 00 p<l- 
tients every month. A crucial capability of the 
tool will be the possibility f analyzin the vernll 
history relCltcd with the retrieved , scs, sh \ in 
the sequence of de ision steps that pre edc and 
foll w lhc retri ved situati n. In ad liti n, it ' ill 
be possible t alcut, tc from the sele led sub-p p- 
ulati n some stntistics thnt 111<1y I c intcrcstin f r 
taking decisi ns ns ' ell as f r nsscssin the qunt- 
ity achie ed in th· treatment f the :rnb-p put. - 
Ii n <lt lrnncl l4l. 
fhc 'BR I 
scrvi e. ctn ils 
f und in [ 8, j. 
In I his paper, e ' ill d ·scri 
OlllpOlll.'lllS of lh • 
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2. The case-based reasoning paradigm 
'BR is a reasoning paradigm that instead of 
relying on general mies or models, utilizes the 
specific knowledge contained into alrcariy solved 
instances of problems [6,7]. ln the 'flR m <lei, 
problem-solving experience is explicitly taken into 
account by storing past solved problems and by 
suitably 'remembering' them when a new problem 
has to be tackled. A case is then a structured 
representation of past problems suitable for re- 
use. 
Generally, a case consists of the following three 
basic information, 
• the problem description, typically n set f 
(feature, value) pairs in terms f which the 
problem corresponding to the case may be 
characterized; 
• the case solution representing the solution 
adopted for solving the corresponding 
problem; 
• • the case utc me representing the outc me of 
the np1 lie I soluti n. 
or instau , in a medics l omaiu the problem 
descripti n may be the set of symptoms of the 
patient under examination, and of pathophysio- 
lo i al 111 iii s provid in a com pa t d >s ript i n of 
the clinical time course: th· solution may be the 
possible tr auucnt, and the outc me may be the 
result of the treatment. 
The use of 'BR plays a significant role in many 
relevant tasks like diagnostic problem solving [IOJ 
or planning [ l I], since it can mimic (at some 
extent) the capability f human experts in solving 
a ne case by 1 euie iug similar cases sol ed in the 
past and by suitably adaptin them to the situa- 
tion al hand. 
The suitability of 'BR lo solve c rnplex prob- 
lems has been widely discussed in th ln~t few 
years and two basic p ssibilitic» cmer cd: 
• Pre Lcknl 'UR, where prcvi us s lutions to 
cases similt r to th urreut one n re used as a 
justification for th· solution f th· urrcru .asc 
with almost u ndaptati n ( ·.g. legal 
rea son i ug). 
• ( ·• s ·-bilS ·d p1\>hh:111 solving, wh ·r · r ·tri .vcd 
solutions 10 previous similar ~;i.·c.: uecd tn he 
mlaplcd It if th· c11n1.•11l sit unti n '-'·.'· 1~1• n- 
11i11 .• desi 11, dill~ no.•is, l'h' ) 
:n 
··a. c-based I r bkm , lving i.. f course the 
most general a1 proat.:h and Lllll be, ummarized by 
the ~ II win cr ~ ur basic . tei h.11 ''-11 as the CB R 
1 le r the f i1r 'Res' [7]: 
f. R rR 1 v the m st . imilar ca. e(.) fr m the 
cnse librnry. 
R - s th , se kn \ led e l J ically the s lu- 
tion) to s I e the new pr blem. 
R vis the proposed new , lution. 
4. R IN the relevant part. of this experience 
(typically the current case) f. r future problem 
:mlving. 
The above 'BR cycle put<; emphasis on several 
aspects ead1 BR system has to deal ith namely 
h w lo represent cases, h to rganize the c, se 
library, which kind f l11gorilhm t us· f. r r - 
trievnl, hm\ t ndapt n retrieved soluti n and 
when lo add ne\\' ca.<;es r f. r et old nes. 
a single one 
current case is in s me sense ·c ere I' 
cases • !ready store I in the Ii r, ry. 
Moreover, very ften 'BR systems arc 
essenti<"llly as tools f. r lkxiblc rclri' nl, lea i111 t 
the user all the de ·isions c nccming ri I 1pt 111 n 
and re-use of rd rie c I s lu1 i 11s. In Ice I, even i 
11 capability f r , 11tom tc I adapt, ti n is pr • 
'ded by the 'BR sysh::m, in many a1 plk; ti ns 
om:erning le i. i n sup rt it i: very u. 'ful 1 
cxtrnct th nowlc lgc con crnin rd vn11t r nst 
cases for further analysis. 1 his is als< thc 'icw 
tnkcn by m st c mmcr inl 'OR t I. [ 1-l· r\: a 
consequence, devi. in an cOicicnt r t ri v, I 1 r cc:s 
is fundamenrril for dentin with I, r~c c;1s' li- 
brnrics, :is can ' the c;1s i11 ~' mc lic;ll .'cllin;' 
asc-ba.., d r tri ·val for O 1-1 11rn11:1 111 nr 
/\s pn.:vi ur;ly norit:cd, in 1hc c 111c t f ·1 
cli al visit, 'llR m, y hnv · an im1 
decision 111nkinµ, the 1ct 11c\•al r 
:; ltcmc:i n lo tc l in the 1 .1~;1, an l 
I< rs of the 011lt:< 11u.:s c I 1.um:d < 11 lh 
·1 11ld p C)\ 1d~· I 1i1' I "lt1tll'llll\.' Oil I '\ 11 v1 · 
\\ith till• l'Hlll'llt prohlt·111 Sittt1• \\l' .m i111 ·1- 
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ested in providing useful information to physi- 
cians, the data-base of past cases (called case 
memory) was structured by resorting to a taxon- 
omy of prototypical classes, that express typical 
problems that may occur to patients. The retrieval 
process implemented in our tool is, hence, com- 
posed by two steps, a classification step, that 
proposes to the physician the class of cases to 
which the current case could belong, and a re- 
trieval step, that effectively retrieves the 'closer' 
past cases. In the following, we will describe in 
detail the case memory structure and each one of 
the retrieval steps. 
3.1. The case memory 
3.J.l. Features 
As shown in Section 2, a case is generally 
defined as a collection of features summarizing 
, the problem, together with a solution and with the 
I outcome obtained by applying the solution itself. 
More formally, a case C can be viewed a a triple 
C== {(Ff),(S:s),(O:o)} 
where f being tbe vector of values for the set of 
descriptive features F, s the solution schemata 
elected from the solution pace and o the 
outcome of the solution selection in the pace f 
the possible outcomes 0. 
ln our application a case just coincides with a 
periodical visit, whose data, after having been 
collected and, when needed, discretized, represent 
the case features of et F. In more detail, we have 
defined 27 variables (see Table I), of which 21 are 
nominal (discrete) and six are linear (continuous), 
extracted from three sources of information: 
• General characterization, L J feature able to 
generically describe the patient, such as, ex, 
age, distance from diabete n el. 
• Mid-term information, 13 feature actually col- 
lected during the vi it , like weight and gly- 
cated hemoglobin (Hb/vlc) values. 
• Short term (day-by-day) information, three fea- 
ture collected during home rnonitorin activ- 
ity, i.e. the number r hyp ly ·mi ·pis de ' 
the mctab lie c ntrol and the physi al activity. 
Some features may · uut matically obtained 
a ab tracti II Of' the rHW data lie t •(I durin 
the visit. For example control trend and require- 
ment trend of Table l are calculated as the varia- 
tion of HbAlc and requirement, respectively, 
since the previou visit; metabolic control and 
hypoglycemia di cretize and summarize the in- 
formation coming from th ... day-by-day BGL data 
collection. By now, the day-by-day features of the 
cases stored in the data-base have been extracted 
fr m the patient • log-books, as we were \vorking 
on retrospective data. A routinely use of the 
T-IDDM service, permitting the telematic trans- 
mission of the monitoring data from the patient s 
house to the medical workstation, will enable an 
automatic collection and elaboration of the 
metabolic control and life style information. 
The elution s i represented by an array c n- 
taining insulin lype and dose , decided by the 
physician from an analysis of the data in the set 
F. The outcome o of the therapeutic deci ion i 
summarized by HbAlc and by the number of 
hypoglycemic event collected at the fi llowing 
visit. 
3. 1.2. Classes 
have in 
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The first three leaves are possible situations 
deriving from the patient's behavior, from prob- 
lems related with a non-reported change in life- 
style to other psychological problems related with 
young patients, like data falsification or lo s of 
Table I 
The features defining a case 
motivation in fl 11 wing lTI. The fourth class 
identifies the typical alterations experienced by 
diabetic patient in puberty. 
The prior knowledge a sociated to the inner 
node indicate a n rmal w ight and a metabolic 
Feature name Values Type 
Characterization 
Sex 
Height 
Age . 
Neuropathies 
Other chronic 
diseases 
Puberal stage 
Job 
Retinopathies 
Anti insulin 
antibodies 
Nephropathfos 
Distance from 
onset 
Mid-term features 
Wei•ht. 
Weight excess 
libAlc 
Other hormonal 
disorders 
Requirement 
trend 
Control trend 
Regular insulin 
NPH insulin 
Premixed insulin 
Premixed ratio 
Number of 
injections 
Diet 
Requirement 
Short-term featur '·' 
Metabolic 
control 
llyp0gly .cmln 
Physical a tivity 
Nominal 
Linear 
(continuous) 
Linear 
(continuous) 
Nominal 
Nominal 
Nominal 
Nominal 
Nominal 
Nominal 
Nominal 
Nominal 
Linear 
(continuou ) 
Nominal 
Linear 
(continuous) 
Nominal 
Nominal 
Nominal 
Nominal 
Nominal 
Nominal 
Nominal 
Linear 
(continu s) 
Norninul 
Linear 
(c ntinuou ) 
Nominal 
No111it111 
Nomlnul 
(Male, female! 
[Yes, no] 
[Unrelated, related to hyperglycemia, related to hypoglycemia. ab mt] 
[Infant, beginning puberal, puberal, adult) 
(Not-sedentary-worker, sedentary-worker, not-sedentary- tudent, edcntary- tudent] 
[Yes, no] 
[Yes, no] 
[Yes, no] 
(Short, long! 
!Overweight, underweight, normal! 
[Yes, n I 
(Increase, decrease, tationarity] 
[Increase, decrease, stationarity) 
[Regular, actrapid] 
( Monotard, protaphane, intermediate] 
[Isophace, actmphanc] 
[90/10, 80/20, 73. 0, 60/4-0, .50/501 
[Free, pre ribcd, nrrolled] 
I ood, hypo Iyecmln • hyper Iyccmi 1 , in tabl 
[N nc, so111e, 111011yl 
IN nc, intensive ntinuous, medium n1i11uou lirh1 
111 xlium · • 1 •io11nl, ll1Jhl • '' ionalj 
nunu u • tntc-n iv • 
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Fig. 1. Case memory organization. 
control characterized by hyperglycemia. Each of 
the leaves is a specialization of the inner node, 
where additional' feature values are specified. or 
example, for typical puberal problems, the feature 
puberal stage ha to be puberaJ or beginning 
puberal, while this condition is not mandatory for 
the other three etas es. 
Leav in the taxonomy are call d basic classes, 
each case in th l e m m ry i an instance of a 
las and can be retrieved through 
la se at the upper level are denoted 
a macr cla ( ee Fig. 1 ). 
f course. a revi ion f the taxonomy would be 
required for repre enting adult patients' problems, 
note for example, the presence of the puberal 
stage cla and the ab ence of cardiovascular com- 
plications, that are frequent in adults. 
.2. lassification 
Situation asse srnent and a e search are 
strongly influenced by the organizational true- 
Change Life Style 
Behavioural (. No Motivation Puberal Problems Falsifier 
Typical Pubcral Problems 
~ 
Celiac Di ease 
Hypoglycemia 
linic I Remission Problems 
Hormones 
Patient's 
problems 
Stnbi~lr.ed 
Metub<>lism 
Overweight 
problems 
Anon:illi 
Bulimia < Puberty with A ociated 
Diseases 
Fif. . Taxonomy of clii,• '\ or protntypi "" sill111tim1 lh I( Ill l:J h IJ)I 'll tflll lllf\ lllt)llllt rin' 111n I 1· I p •.111cn1 
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'fable 2 
Features chosen for the classification step 
211 
Sex Job Pubcral Other chronic Distance Weight Diet Control 
stage diseases from onset excess trend 
Required Metabolic Hypos Physical 
trend control activity 
tures on which the case memory is based on. In 
our application, the definition of a taxonomy of 
prototypical situations has allowed us to 
implement a method to make case retrieval more 
flexible. The first step of the method is 
classification, the search space for similar cases is 
limited by identifying what is the context in which 
the current case should be interpreted, i.e. by 
finding what are the classes in the hierarchical 
structure that better represent the case itself. 
Classification may be performed on the leaves of 
the taxonomy tree, to find the most probable 
classes to which the input case could belong; 
but when several features in the case are miss- 
ing, or when a less specific identification of the 
situation at hand is required, the classification 
step may be conducted just at the upper level 
of the tree, working on the more general 
macrocla ses. 
la ification i performed on a sub-set of the 
features, and in particular on the ones that 
physicians have considered more useful to 
discriminate the classes. Table 2 shows the 
features that have been chosen for this ta k. 
Although, a high number of approaches were 
available for coping with the classification ta k 
[13], we found that a Bayesian classification 
method was the more suitable for our purpose. 
In fact, we were operating on a reduced training 
data set (147 cases), and the Bayesian approach 
let us explicitly consider the available prior 
knowledge. More preci ely, we have implemented 
a Naive Bayes trategy (14], making the 
hypothesi of conditional independence among 
the feature given a certain cla . Although thi 
assumption is quite str ng, the meth d it i 
known to be r bust in a variety of ituations 
(14, 15), even ill pr' en f ondilionn I d •p 'II• 
tlencie among feature . S me recent interesting 
re ear h re sults n the Naive Buyes Ias ifler may 
be I' und in ll j. 
or applying Naive Baye we calculate the 
prob bility that a case belongs to class c; given 
that the set of its features f = {fi, ... , fM} is/, 
through the following formula. 
M 
P(e1lf =.!)ex: np(e1)p(Jj =hie,) 
J-1 
The method cla ifies a case a belonging to the 
class that maximizes P(e,V =.h. The conditional 
probabilities p(fj =.lie,) are obtained through the 
Bayesian update formula for discrete distributions 
(17, 18]; in particular, we use a re-parameterized 
version of the update formula known a 
m-estimate of probability [13], that modifie the 
prior knowledge with the information corning 
from the case of the case memory a foll w . 
( r _ i'I ) _ mft11 + R,, p J j - j j I - -"-"---___,;:. 
m Dt 
where Ny i the number f case in the ca ,. 
memory of cla s i who e feature Ji a ume the 
value j~, while D, is tbe total number f a in 
clas i. The medical knowledge i ynthe ized by 
the prior probability di tribution (ft ), wh 
reliability i expre sed by the impli it number f 
samples m. Io other word , the larger i m th 
larger is the confidence of the expert n th 
In our application, the pri r pr bility 
(p11) wa derived from expert' n th u 
technique de ri d in [l ). 
.. R ttrl sva! 
When 
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3.3. 1. Intra-class retrieval 
Looking into the portion of the case memory 
that store the most probable class, we can apply a 
nearest neighbor technique for retrieving cases, so 
that only the closest cases are shown to physi- 
cians. The distances of the cases from the current 
one is calculated by using a distance metric called 
Euclidean-overlap metric (HEOM) [20] 
HEOM = jI.dJ.x,y)2 
l 
where d.J(x,y) = I, if x or y are missing; d.t(x,y) = 
overlap (x,y ), if f is a symbolic feature, (i.e. 0 if 
x = y, 1 otherwise); Ix - yJ/raogel; if f is a numeric 
and continuous feature. 
3.3.2. Inter-class retrieval 
For inter-class retrieval, we have implemented 
another nearest neighbor technique, again able to 
cope with missing data, and to take into account 
both numeric and symbolic features. Such tech- 
nique is based on the heterogeneous value differ- 
ence metric (HVDM) (20]. 
HVDM = "[.l{,(x,y)2 
r 
where dj( ·,y) = l, if x or y is missing; d1( ·,y) = 
~onn,(x,y) if /is a ymboJic variable; lx-yl/4 x <111 
if I is a numeric and continuous variable. 
In more detail 
DOITn_t(x,y) =Le IN! c - Nfycl 
N,:. ~'y 
:-Vhere ~· c• is the number of cases in which f = x 
in class c, and N1~ is the number of cases in which 
f = x in all the considered classes; the same applie 
to value y. 
This nearest neighbor technique may be c mpu- 
lationally inefficient when working with large 
data-bases. In fact, U1e complexity f HVDM is 
known to be O(Fn ) (20), where Fi· the number 
of features, 11 the number f ca c and • is the 
number or cla e {proportional lo the number of 
case ). 
For thi reason, we have adapted also a non-ex- 
~1au live search pro edure, implem ·ntin a piv t- 
mg trutcgy (see l I j for detail'). 
The mechanism con ists in: 
• Finding the median case, i.e. the case with the 
minimum distance from all the other cases at 
band, and computing the distance between the 
median ca e and all the th r cases. 
• Computing the di tance between the median 
case and the input case 
• Estimating the distance between the input case 
and all the remaining cases by using triangle 
inequality, thus finding a lower and an upper 
bound for the distance value. 
• Applying an iterative procedure that progres- 
sively eliminates cases whose interval lower 
bound is higher than tbe minimum of all the 
upper bounds. 
At the end of the retrieval tep, all the cases 
belonging to the selected cla se are ordered on 
the basis of their distance from the current case. 
The interface shows the first ten cases in the Ii t, 
expected to be the most reliable; anyway the u er 
is allowed to inspect the remaining one , and to 
have a general view f the information t red in 
the classes he is working on. 
In the current irnplementati n it i al i- 
?le to retrieve all pa t patient' hi tory, o verify. 
mg the outcomes f the therapeutic ch ice n the 
metabolic c ntrol, in b th h rt ~U1d I 0 peri d . 
Jn fact, ea h ca c bclongin t a rtain patient i 
connected to the prcviou and t the ~ II wing 
one by two chain of pointer . An intra-patient, 
upper-level retrieval can lhu be perf rm in 
orde~ to le~~l trategie that, tarting f rn a 
certain condition, led the patient t a targ t tatu 
(for example tabilized meta Ii m) thr ugh a 
enes of class transition (St."'C ig. 3). If a imilar 
cllolcal 
remi si n 
an rexia 
t 
Rcrricved c 
Fi11. ). All • 1111111 ur p.1111:111' tu IUI wuh cfo Ir nsmon 
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background exists for the current patient, we may 
assume that therapeutic choices similar to the 
retrieved ones could lead to similar class transi- 
tions, and therefore to a similar conclusion after a 
certain time. 
After the retrieval step, our tool makes some 
statistics on the basic decisional feature of the 
retrieved cases; for example, it calculates the aver- 
age variations in the injection number, and the 
proportion of cases in which the requirement 
trend bas increased, limited to the cases with a 
Positive outcome (i.e. with a reduced number of 
hypoglycemic episodes, and with a decreasing 
trend of HbAlc). This infonnation is presented to 
the physician, who may then decide whether to 
rely on it, and to apply to the current protocol 
changes oriented in the average direction of the 
retrieved ones. 
4. Results 
Through the collaboration of the endocrinology 
unit of the Pediatric linic of Policlinico S. Mat- 
teo Hospital in Pavia, we collected 147 cases, 
coming from the clinical records of 29 pediatric 
'1't1blc 
ross-validation and validation error rates expressed in terms 
of ratio of incorrect classified cases and related percentages 
Clns Error rate 1rror rutc 
cross-validation validation on 
n real data generated data 
2/20 (HY'/o) 69/1014 (7%) 
0 0 
0 6 /1011 (6%) 
0 0 
4/ 18 (22'Yo) 147/1009 (14%) 
12/1 (8%) 89/1011 (9%) 
0 72/1014 (71:1.1) 
2/9 (22%) 0 
() 0 
o () 
0 29/ I()() (3%) 
0 98/ ioo (l(Y:l.1) 
Stabilized 
metabolism 
Insulin resistant 
Clinical remission 
No motivation 
Falsifier 
hangc life style 
cliac disease 
Hormone 
Uulimia 
Anorexia 
Puberty with 
ass ·iat xi 
di ·a~c 
Typicnl pubcrul 
pr blcrns - 
patients. On such data ' e ha e tested the system 
performances. We are aware that these results are 
very preliminary due to the relatively small num- 
ber of data collected; nevertheless, we believe it is 
intere ting to pre ent thi information, as a start 
point for a future validation on a larger data- 
ba e. 
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100 
........ -·- -·- .-·- -·~·-·-·-·-·- -·- ,_._ . .,..- 
11 10 11 2 3 ~ 5 II 7 II ,.,,,_.,,_ 
Fig. 4. The retrieval performances (in s) as a function of the 
number of classes. 
cases, to compare the Bayesian classifier sugges- 
tions with a physician's opinion. 
We tested the computational efficiency of the 
retrieval step on a Sun Spare 10 machin~;. the 
classification time was of the order of millisec- 
onds, while retrieval with the HEOM formula 
took 2 s in the 147 cases data-ba e, and up Lo 23 
s in the 1O000 cases data-base. 
Retrieval time with the HVDM algorithm 
ranged from 5 (on about 20 case ), to more than 
500 s on U1e whole 10 000 cases data-base. The 
computation time with the pivoting algorithm 
grew linearly with the number of ca es in the 
search space. In this situation retrieval time 
ranged from 3 (on about ten ca es) to 170 on the 
entire IO 000 cases data-base (see Fig. 4). Hence, 
by resorting to the most suitable algorithm, the 
system bas a good performance (with respect to 
the application requirements) even in the presence 
or large data-bases. 
S. Implementation 
5.I. Detalls and int'gratlon In th· T-JDDM 
architecture 
the T-IDDM project. fr m un implementation 
point of view, it is f u11y integrated in a distributed, 
web-based environment, managed by lispweb, an 
extended special-purpose ' eb erver, written in 
common Ii p, th t make it pos ible to create 
more 'int lligent' and ' ecure' applications while 
remaining in the context of v eb-based systems [9]. 
The component r the medical workstation 
application are: 
• a knowledge base, compo ed of a structured 
description of the ontology of the domain un- 
der consideration; 
• a relational data-base that collects all data as 
instances of the concepts defined at the ontolog- 
ical level; 
• a data analysi tool, able to extract the patients 
status from the collected data; 
• a set of decision support tools (among which 
the CBR tool), that work on the objects con- 
tained in the knowledge ba e and on the analy- 
sis made on the data re iding in the data- a e; 
• a u er interface, pr viding data vi ualizati n 
and knowledge acqui ition functionality; 
• a telecornmunicati n y tern, a le t c nne l 
the medical workstati n t the patient 'b us . 
In particular, the interacti n betw en the BR 
rea nin t I and the u r (d finiti n fa new 
ca c, eta if nti n an I r tri al) take 
through a et f HTM P• gc , ntainm 
ically generated informati n, uch a multi 
table and form . AJI the ca are t red in an 
Oracle™ data- a e wh e table tru tur rnirr 
the classc taxonomy; each leaf f the tax n my 
tree matche a table, wh lumn nd 
to the case features, and wh 
of the cla at band. 
The BR t Id 
ti 
5.2. Th' s .\"{(1111 <ii work: 011 (' \ 1111pl 
support 
The DR t 
bl. t 111 
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line demo of the system can be found at http:// 
aim.unipv.it/projects/tiddm). As a first step, the 
physician is allowed to get a summary of the 
previously stored patient's cases, to automatically 
generate a case from a periodical visit data set, or 
to edit a new case. 
As an example, let us suppose that the physi- 
cian decides to analyze a patient's vi it data col- 
lected on May 21 1998 (we are using dummy 
names, but real patients' data). The physician is 
allowed to complete missing data, and to verify 
the correctness of the overall information; then he 
can start the classification procedure. 
As shown in Fig. 5, as a first choice the system 
suggests Jane Doe to be a patient with some 
hormonal disorders (hypothyroidism); other prob- 
able alternatives are puberty with additional re- 
lated diseases and data falsification. 
By performing inter-class retrieval on the three 
most probable classes (hormones, puberty with 
1'. Ill 11 C • 
215 
associated diseases and falsifier), the system can 
rely on 30 cases. Nine of them are positive cases 
(due to the reduction of HbAlc at the following 
visit), and they are taken from the history of five 
different patient . Table 4 provides some statisti- 
cal analysis on such cases. 
If the physician concentrates only on the cases 
from the mo t probable class (i.e. hormones), be 
gets the list display d in Fig. 6. 
Table 5 shows the results of the statistical anal- 
ysis performed on these rune retrieved cases, be- 
longing to three different patients (patient 21, 
patient 40 and patient 44). Due to missing data 
about the outcome of cases number 6, 8 and 9, 
the system can just work on six cases, in three of 
which the selected therapy wa not effective, be- 
cause HbA le did not decrea e. 
Cases number 2, 4 and 5 show a positive out- 
come (decreasing value of HbAlc after the appli- 
cation of the solution therapy, without an increase 
,, 't 
11, 
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Table 4 
Statistical analysis on the positive cases retrieved from classes hormones, puberty with associated diseases. and falsifier 
Class Positive case Number of Required trend 
llbAI II pos Metabolic 
patients 
control 
Hormones 3 2 lnc . .l dee. 
In. me In table 
Puberty with I Inc. 
Inc, Lots instable 
A.O. 
Falsifier 5 3 Inc., I stnt., I 
I Inc .. 2 st I., I 4 me. I n ne 4 In tabel, I 
dee. dee. hyper 
.. ... t ... 
. . . ·~ 11 • rll \I 
I< I 
0 
II r1 }i 
I 11111 t•. l I 
Fig. 6. utput of the intrn-rctricvnl t .p. 
Table 5 
Detailed stuti tics on the cases r·1ricv1.-d from cla · h rm ncs 
Patient id x Age P sitivc outcome ISC 
21 1"·111111· IT 
40 Female I' () I 
44 F .rnnl • llJ () 0 
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in the number of hypoglycemias). Table 6 summa- 
ri?£s some statistics on the three cases' features. 
From them the physician can observe a progres- 
sive increase in the value of insulin requirement, 
and may examine the current case to decide if a. 
similar action could be suitable as well. 
6. Conclusions and future research directions 
In this paper, we proposed a case-based re- 
trieval tool, able to support physicians during the 
revision of DM-1 patients therapy, by retrieving 
past cases similar to the current one from the 
available data-base. This system is fully inte- 
grated.with the web-based hospital information 
system defined in the T-IDDM project. Rather 
interestingly, CBR can be viewed as a system for 
knowledge management and behavioral learning, 
that does not require etTorts to the health care 
providers other than collecting data during the 
periodical control visits. As a matter of fact, CBR 
is a 'lazy learning' paradigm, when new informa- 
tion (i.e. a new case) is collected, it is simply 
stored in the case memory, only at retrieval time 
learning takes place, as the system output is en- 
riched by the presence of additional examples. 
This kind of paradigm is perfectly suitable for our 
application, as the physician, when using the sys- 
tem, just has to store in the data-base the infor- 
mation collected during a visit (but this work i 
routinely done, with a different purpose, which is 
the one of saving the visit data into the hospital 
information system). Moreover, the progressive 
collection of cases will automatically store data 
and results on new therapeutic solutions (e.g. the 
use of new insulin types, such as lispro), thus 
enriching the health care organization expertise, 
Table 6 
Statistics on the reliable en cs in etas hormones" 
217 
without requiring an e plicit revision of the 
knowledge base. 
We expect to obtain the first results about the 
clinical utility of the above presented tool through 
the evaluati n tudie that are currently carried 
on within the T-fDDM project. In particular the 
T-IDDM verification pha e i taking place at the 
Policlinico S. Matteo, involving ten pediatric pa- 
tients and three phy icians, who will be using the 
system prototype during the next months. Patients 
and physicians from the other European medical 
centers of T-IDDM consortium will soon start 
with the demonstration phase as well, providing 
us with additional cases or patients. 
From a methodological point of view, the pro- 
posed CBR ystern i the re ult of the integration 
of different intelligent data analysi techniques for 
decision support. Classification, nearest neighbor 
retrieval, qualitative and temporal ab traction 
are merged for the purpose of coping with the 
complex problem of DM-1 patient management. 
We plan to extend the work herein presented in 
several research directions. We do not believe that 
a classical CBR adaptation technique will be uit- 
able in our application domain, automatically 
computing the in ulin dose for the patient at 
hand starting fr m the therapie a i ned t th r 
retrieved ubject d e n t take int a unt the 
patient's characteri tic and pe uliar ne d . ur 
tool currently calculate some tali tics n the 
basic decisional features of the retri v d p iti e 
ca es; as a future re arch di rec ti n, we plan t 
u e our t ol a a data mining t ol by extendin 
its tali tical analy is functionality, I king Ii r 
significant correlation among ati nt' tatu 
parameters (HbA le value and trend, hy 
glycemia , weight exce , meta Ii ntr I) and 
insulin therapy descriptors (num ·r f inj ti n , 
Patient I utc llbAlc llbAlc Required R .qulrcd Met. boli II trend trend contr I 
21 08/04/ 1991 8.2 lncrcnNC 1.0') 111 I 1blt 21 14/06/1998 7.7 111 •rtON I. I In t 1blt 2 21 15/10/1998 7.7 Increase 1.11 In table 2 
"Trends nrc 111 ulnt d with r · pc ·t to the rir vlou viliit. 
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requirement value and trend, single dose alue 
and dose distributions over the day). The results 
will be analyzed to discover if it is po sible to learn 
general strategies, typical of the difTerent macro- 
classes or basic classes. Ln thi ca e, cla ification 
would already pr vide an indicati n n the ther- 
apy adju tment dire tion to be applied in the 
current case . Moreover, additional trategies could 
be dynamically inferred from the retrieved case , 
even if they do n t belong to a single class. In this 
situation, instead of relying on precompiled indica- 
tions, we would exploit the imilarities between the 
current case and tile retrieved ones; the presence in 
the case memory of additional cases would en- 
hance tile reliability of the result provided at this 
step. Finally, the mo t ambitiou goal will be to 
integrate the BR tool with other existing deci ion 
support tools, and in particular with a rule-based 
system, already implemented in the T-IDDM med- 
ical workstation. The search for general trategies 
provided by the BR classification and retrieval 
would define a context in which the current pa- 
tient' data hould be interpreted, and would 
therefore reduce the search space of the rule-ba ed 
y tern through the definiti n f a t of c ntext- 
based meta-rule . The rule-ba ed y tern would 
then provide a proper luti n f r the 
hand, by generating a per nalized pr t 
stead f ju t Ii ting a eric f diff rent pr 
generically suitable for coping the atient 
lems, a it currently doe . 
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Risk Analysis for 
Electronic Co111111erce 
Using Case-Based 
Reasoning 
Changduk Jung, lngoo Han* and Bomil Suh 
Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology, Seoul, Korea 
ABSTRACT Electronic commerce (EQ appears to be essential for an organization's survival 
and growth. Then the security of the EC systems, which ensures authorized 
and correct transaction processing, becomes one of the most critical issues in 
implementing the systems. The analysis of risk that a system faces is the core 
part of security management since risk analysis can identify the principal assets, 
the threats and the vulnerabilities of those assets, and the risks confronting the 
assets. This study intends to develop a risk analysis system in an EC environ- 
ment using the case-based reasoning (CBR) technique. The process of the 
proposed system is composed of four steps: initial data collection. asset evalu- 
ation, threat and vulnerability evaluation, and result generation of risk analysis. 
This process follows the traditional risk analy is process. This system employ 
the casebase of past analyses and security accidents. Although some studies 
introduced several case-based systems for risk analysis of traditional infer- 
mation system, none of them is under an EC environment The prcpos d 
system is the first to apply the CBR technique for ri k analy i of an 
system. Copyright © 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. 
INTRODUCTION 
Electronic commerce (EC) appears to be es n- 
nal for an organization's survival and growth. 
In an EC environment, the int rnal systems 
and processes of an organization are no long r 
operated in isolation from one anoth r. inked 
together, the organization exchanges infer- 
rnation and transactions in such ways as unan- 
ticipated in the traditional nvironrncnt. A' a 
result, th security of EC y 't m ', which 
ensur that th sy 'tern, do not allow un uth 
rizcd tran a tion nd th. t tradin p rtners 
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However, the tasks of risk analysis for IT 
require 'deep knowledge' and include various 
decision problems. This is the reason that has 
caused risk analysis to be viewed negatively. 
The case-based reasoning (CBR) technique is 
good for the risk analysis process because it is 
useful for tasks that are experience-intensive, 
that lead to incon i t nt outcom , that hav 
incomplete rules to apply, and that are h rd to 
acquire domain experience. 
This study intends to develop a risk an lysi 
system in an EC environment using th CBR 
technique. The next section introduces the basic 
concepts of risk analysis in an EC nvironment 
and the following section describes the appli- 
cation of the CBR technique to risk analysis. 
The architecture and the implementation details 
of the proposed system are shown in the fourth 
and fifth sections. The final section explains 
the pros and cons of this study and further 
research directions. 
RISK ANALYSIS OF EC 
Risk Analysis 
Kailay and Jarratt (1995) stated that the risk is 
the potential for damag to a sy tern or as ocia- 
ted assets that exist' as the r esult of th ornbi- 
nation of a se urity thr t t , nd a vuln r biliry, 
The risk is the combination of threats, vulner- 
ability and asset value. Th risk mod J i 
presented in Figure 1. The term vuln rability is 
a weakness in the security system that mi ht 
be exploited to cause loss or harm (Pfleeg r, 
Security 
Threat 
Tl 
Attack 
T2 
T 
T4 
~ Lo 
exposure 
Vuln ·rability 
Flguro 1 nl k m 
opyrl 111 Jol111 Wll y & Son , I 1 
C JUNG f!AL. 
1989). Threats are defined as the sources or 
circumstances that have the potential to cause 
loss or harm (KaiJay and Jarratt, 1995; Pfleeger, 
1989). Risk analysis is a systematic process to 
examine the threats facing the IT assets and 
the vulnerabilities of these assets and to show 
the likelihood that these threats will be realized. 
Generally, the risk analysis process is composed 
of three st ps (Cerullo and Shelton, 1981; Loch 
et al., 1992; Rainer et al., 1991). 
Risk analysis begins with the identification 
of IT assets. However, not all the assets require 
protection, therefore the boundary of the 
r view should be established during asset 
identification. After the boundary is specified, 
the overall worth of the identified assets should 
be assessed. 
The next tep i t identify all po sible threats 
to the identified assets and t nob vulner- 
abilities. As with the IT ass ts, all the threats 
will not necessarily be realized for each ident- 
ified as et. Only those threats that are likely 
to occur in any giv n organization need be 
identified. The id tifi thr ats ar assessec 
as the likelih of occurrenc in accordance 
vuln rabiliti . Th final step 
is the analy sis f th ri k in th urrent IT. Th 
impact of the threats is analyzed in thi tep. 
Thi a c m nt houl tc k int unt th 
within th 
th i nti 1 thr an 
assessed imp. t I ads t 
Vari us ri k ru ly i 
riz 
i are, on the 
n th sumption that a 
, nn t be appropriately 
Im J Int II Sys Acc. Fin mt. B. 61 73 (1999) 
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expressed in dollar amounts or discrete events 
so precise information may be unobtainable. 
The qualitative methodologies, therefore, 
attempt to express the risk in terms of descrip- 
tive variables rather than in precise dollar 
terms. These methodologies include the Delphi 
technique, the scenario analysis method, the 
fuzzy metrics approa h, the omparis n ri k 
ranking method, and the qu tionnaire 
approach (Rainer et al., 1991). 
One set of methodologies stated abov an- 
not completely dominate the other. Table 1 
summarizes the advantages and the disadvan- 
tages of each set of methodologies. 
Risk Analysis In EC 
EC based mainly on Intern t t hnology is 
changing the way that people access and pur- 
chase information, communicate with each 
other, and acquire and pay for goods. Internet 
provides a new way to establish the computer- 
based resources that can be accessed by con- 
sumers as weU as business partners around 
the world. 
To facilitat and encourage EC, it will be 
Table 1 Advantages and disadvantages of two sets 
of methodologies (Suh and Han. 1997) 
Quantitative 
methodologies 
Ouallt tivo 
methodologies 
Advantages e Applicability 
to all assets 
• Mathematical 
foundation 
•Support to 
cost-benefit 
decision 
Disadvantages • Inappropri- 
ateness of 
monetary 
asset value 
• Inappropri- 
ateness or 
gon rol 
t ti Lies 
e Tim 
consuming 
• Slmple risk 
calculation 
• Usability to the 
irrelevant or 
unknowable 
asset value 
• Less time 
consuming 
• Coarse 
granularity 
• lnablllty of 
cost-ocncflt 
decision 
• Subjective 
r suit 
Copyrl Ill (0 I John Wll y & Son , l t • 
necessary to assure that the information on the 
network is safe and can be accessed only by 
an authorized recipient. To meet these needs, 
th Secure Electronic Transaction (SET) 
addresses seven major business requirements 
(Yang, 1996): 
• Provide confidentiality of payment infor- 
mation and enable confidentiality of order 
information that is transmitted along with 
the payment information 
• Ensure the integrity of all transmitted data 
• Provide authentication that a cardholder is a 
legitimat user of a branded payment card 
ace unt 
• Provide authentication that a merchant can 
accept branded payment card transactions 
through its relationship with an acquiring 
financial institution 
• Ensure the u e f the best security practi es 
and system design techniques to protect all 
legitimate parties in an EC transaction 
• Creat a protocol that neither depends n 
transport ecurity mechanisms n r prevents 
th ir us 
• Facilitate and 
among softwar 
Oil l I CI llONIC COMM[ flCl 
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a likely source of attack and more than 50% 
also consider corporate competitors a likely 
source. 
CASE-BASED REASONING (CBR) 
Basic Concepts of CBR 
A case is a prior experience and, therefore, 
is situation-specific and domain-dependent. A 
casebase is the oil tion of as s (Drown and 
Gupta, 1994). A casebase is to a CBR sy tern 
as a knowledge base is to a rule-based system. 
The CBR technique is one of the major artificial 
intelligence (An methodologies and is mostly 
applied to the problem-solving and learning 
area. 
The fundamental principle of the CBR tech- 
nique is similar to that of the human reasoning 
process. Humans use analogical reasoning in 
complex situations, which employs solutions 
to past problems to solve current ones. While 
humans use analogical reasoning, the limitation 
of the human brain do s not take all past cases 
into consideration. As the number of cases 
increases, human' se m to use as most 
recently ·olved or that seem most important. 
How ver, the BR system can overcome this 
limitation and u e all past cas s in its r 'a 'On- 
in , potentially making mor ff tivc d ision. 
It can use successful cases to solve current 
problems or foiled ca es to adjust solution 
to them. 
The CBR process is generally ornpos d of 
three stages: remembering, applying, and learn- 
ing (Brown and Gupta, 1994). Remembering is 
the case-retrieval process, which locates and 
retrieves relevant and useful pa t cases. Apply- 
ing is the process of asc usage. In this tagc, 
the CBR system appli ' the " ' that have 
been r •hi v id t find • n 'ff rive · luti n to 
the curr nt problem. L zarning i · th pro c s 
of cas •b se cnht nc mcnt, At th md of '< h 
probl m- olving ion, in orport tin 
and probl im- solving •xp ri n 
th ' a , b: s . Th • BR ro 'S , p Ii d le> ri k 
nnaly ·i · i hown in Fig r • 2. 
Wh m th , BR sy 't im i · 
n .w pm I 11T1, it ~•I • t • p: 1:1t ..i ' ' tilt t ar • rimi- 
Copyrl ht (D 1 Joh11 Wll y & Son , I Id. 
Jar to the current problem and proposes a sol- 
ution based on solutions to the selected past 
cases. Once the system solution is evaluated, 
the evaluation results are reported to the sys- 
tem. The system updates its casebase by captur- 
ing and storing important lessons learned dur- 
ing the problem-solving process. 
CBR Approach In Risk Analysis 
Despite the significance of performing risk 
analysis, there are several factors that cause 
this process to be viewed negatively. Most risk 
analysis processes use questionnaires for gath- 
ering asset, threat, and vulnerability data. These 
questionnaires are often very long and difficult 
to answer, making risk analysis time consum- 
ing and very c tly. Moreover, the traditional 
process of risk analysis is not able to handle 
the contingency of organization, such as organi- 
zational culture, characteristics of rs, and 
characteristics of organization. Generally, the 
tasks of risk analy is for an information syst m 
require 'deep kn wlcdge' n includ vari u 
difficult prob! ms. 
Risk analyz rs h ve been found t on y 
analogy u in ri r i n ' rt th r th, n y 
IF-11-IEN rules. This pr pensity f ri 'k an ly- 
the r a onin r f , · 
. Th BR · t m · I • n w 
Int J Inf II Acc. Fin ml 8, 61 73 (1999) 
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Remember 
Apply 
Learn 
Figure 2 CSR process applied to risk analysis 
on idcr- 
Copyrl lit ~ I Jolin Wll y & Son , ltd. 
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
Process of the System 
l i a hie ed, it may 
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Task Scheduler 
SICJ! I: lnillal data eollecuon 
- get data about the business and IT 
environment 
- determine the scope of annlysis 
i' 
Ste(! 2: A~scl cv11luntlon 
- CBR proccs 
- user fceclbnck 
'+ 
Sten J: Threat & vulnerabilil}'. 
evaluation 
- get dntn about the security control 
of the organization 
- C [) R process 
-· u~er feedback 
i' 
SteJ! 4: Risk 11nall:Sis result 
generation 
- generate initial risk level or each asset 
- user feedback 
CBR Process 
assign indi es indexing rules 
ast accident 
receive 
feedback 
repair 
the solution 
Figure 3 Process of the system 
use the same case to rea h the rem ining sub- 
goals. During this process, the syst m may • k 
additional questions about the environment of 
the organization. If a case of a past security 
accident is recalled, the system atf mpts to find 
out wh ther it is po ·sibl for the n ident to 
occur in th urr mt , 'C. Th .n th • y st m 
produces initial r sulrs from th re all and 
adaptation · 
Th n it iv ' f .dba k from ri sk analy 'i, 
'XP rt' and us rs. This f dba k t nds to 
hang• tJ1 ind x stru ture and to au rm nt 
knowl ·d • • r · nrding th' , u ' of th' ( ilur • 
and I, nr tion of wh ith 'T ~ nd how it 
• ·11 pt -v ·nt id. 
Copyrl h l CJ t John Wll y & Son , Id. 
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part Business part ~ Business . Case , environment process 
E has ~ ~ Industry . Supplier ·nvironmenl . 
~ Product i...-.+ Customer 
part 
~ Location ~ mpcuror 
~ Threat H g nerate 
cncmrc 
"" Security ~ , control 
,i, 
Risk 
~ • lue probability S.SCt 
I en IC 
i 
An ly i 
rcsuh 
h part 
E asset Impact 
has ~ Vulnerability i-- 
Figure 4 Internal structur or the casecase 
• tta h •d ro idurc · for 
tion. igur • 4 shows th 
th • frarn •s for pr iviou 
frc m of n 't ' ' urity 
th· Figur • 
Copyrlghl <O t 
rforming ' m fun - 
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11 Duvid La Macchia Indictment 
IS-A: accident CllSC 
industry: software 
process: product distribution 
thrc t-rype: (deliherite. lmckin 
thrcnt-source: (outsider. h ker) 
vulnernblll1y: 1' network control procedure 
lmpnct: (di. lo. ure of E n el, di¥tribution of cop righted fl" re ith ut payment) 
los : (los, of sales) 
...... )) 
Figure 5 An instance of the accident case 
zations. These indexing features are selected 
referencing the following ind x selecti n guid 
lines suggested by Kolodner (1993). 
• Predictiveness: the combination of fe turcs of 
a case that were responsible for olving the 
problem and tho e combinations that influ- 
enced its outcome. 
• Abstractness: although cases are sp cific, 
indexes to cases need to be chosen so that the 
case can be used in , ' broad a collection of 
situations as appropriates. This criterion indi- 
cates the range of applicability of the case and 
makes the case generally applicable. 
Copyrl ht e I John Wll y Son , l ld. 
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(Kolodner, 1993). For each feature in the input 
case, the system: 
• Finds the corresponding feature in the 
stored case 
• Compares the two values with ach other 
and ompu tes the d gr of me t h 
• Multiplies , coeff ient repr ntin th 
importance of the feature to the m t h. 
The system adopted the REMTND algorithm 
as follows: 
" 2: to, x sim(fi, ff) 
. 1 
where to, is the importance of feature i, sim is 
the similarity function for prirnitiv s. fi and ff 
are the values for feature {1 in the input and 
retrieved cases, respectively. 
In the REMIND system, b th th importance 
and the dimensional degree of match are rep- 
resented as numerical values betwe en 0 and 1. 
Clos r matches have values loser to 1: poorer 
matches closer to O. Similarly, an irnportanc 
ranking of 1 is higher than a I wer im ortt n 
rankin . Th aggr g t mat h , r im- 
puted by summing the products of the imper- 
Table 2 Method of computing degree or similarity 
Method eature 
Comparison based on 
placement in an 
abstraction hierarchy 
Computation of distance 
on a quantitative scale 
• Business process 
• Industry 
• Size of the IT 
organization 
• Type of H/W and srw 
asset 
• Sales rov nu 
• Numbor of customers 
Comput tion of di t nc 
on quo/It llv en! 
• L v I of curl\y 
control 
• D grce of competition 
tance of each field multiplied by the degree of 
match of values in the field. To normalize the 
scores, they are divided by the sum of the 
importance ranking. 
The proposed system adopted three different 
methods for computing the degree of similarity 
f two values based on the characteristics of 
ach featur . These methods ar represented 
in Table 2. These methods are represented in 
imilarity functions sim in the above formula. 
Finally, the best-match case is modified and 
adapted u ing past security accident cases and 
modification rules. As stated above, the degree 
f similarity for business process and industry 
type is computed with a partial matching pro- 
cess. This i the method of comparison based 
on placement in an abstraction hierarchy. The 
c mpari n f di ranee on a quantitative caJe 
is to compute the differenc between the quan- 
titi s and th n assign the diff renc to a simi- 
larity. The comparison of distance on a qualitat- 
ive s ale quantifies the features and then 
computes the diff r nee· betw n the quan- 
titi . 
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SYSTEM 
lnltlal Data Collectlon 
Int J Int II Sys Ace fin ml. 8, 61 73 ( 1999) 
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Figure 6 Initial data collection 
screen for the initial data collection is hown 
in Figure 6. 
Asset Evaluation 
The goal of thi ·t p to d t irmin th 
r ur e or a rs to b r . This t p 
identifies which data is critical, and thus which 
application and servers need prot tion an 
monitoring. This step en ble an r anization 
to focus their budget and re our · on th ' 
critical and sensitive prop rties f the organiza- 
tion and to establi h a priority and r quired 
level of protection. When the user completes 
entering the initial data, the system identifies 
a s t of similar cases, which contains the sirnil r 
values in the features inputted fr m th 'Y t m. 
Figure 7 shows • n in 'tan of th' r isult n r- 
~ t d by th yst em. Th us 'r < n m ify th 
value r examine th rnor d 'tailed pr f 
th r tri vt I. 
Threat and Vulnerability Evalu tlon 
Copyrl ht ID 1t John Wtl y & scno, l tc.J 
tions t 
thr ats 
frequ ncy f 
l v >l ain t 
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Figure 7 Evaluation of asset value 
• Monitoring measures: Monitoring measures 
are reactive, that is, 'the s urity am ra t cts 
an intruder'. Examples include audit trails, 
activity monitoring; and policy breach d t - 
tion. 
The security control frame in the aseb s • 
ontains slots for asking qu ti n on th 
ontrol m asur . An ample qu tion of th 
vt lid, tion me, sures is 'What's the primary 
m th d of encryption for the transmitted m ss- 
ages?' 
When the user finishes an w rin th 
tions, the system identifies a set of similar ascs 
which hav the same valu in th maj r attri- 
butes such as the industry, business process, 
asset type, network, NOS, file/DBMS, fr 
quency of th thre: t, vuln rability and curr nt 
control lev I. Ba sed on the prob, bility of th 
impa t f th vent on th ass t valu in th' 
mo 't similar a· •, the sy 't m zcn r t th 
pr b ility of the impa t on unav iln ility, 
destru tion, dis I iurc nd modi 1 c tion, whi h 
of thr •at to th • r- 
C ryrl Jht 
ability may b hi h r. An ample 
r triev r ult from th three t an 
ability nalysis · hown in Figur 8. 
f 
Generation of Risk Analysis Result 
CONCLUSION 
1111 J Inf Acc. Fm ml 8, 61-73 (1999) 
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develop a system that aids risk analysi · in an 
EC environment. 
Risk analysis for EC requires considerabl 
professional judgment and knowledg of IT. 
Nonetheless, the irnms turiry f ri sk : n, lysi · for 
an EC sy tern make it diffi ult to , ffor rt- 
ise • nd knowledge. Thi is why thi tudy tak 
advantage of the BR hniqu . Th ncfi 
of this tcchniqu or spend to th , b v 
characteristi s of risk an, lysis for E and c mp- 
lement its immaturity. As the major casebase 
of C13R, this syst m u · th asebas f past 
risk analyses and security accidents. 
TI1is study is the first to apply the CBR 
technique for risk analysis of an EC system. 
The proposed system in this tudy provid a 
fast and cost-effective analysis using the reas n- 
ing ability of CBR, which comes from analogi- 
cal reasoning of the past cases. Therefore it will 
become a us ful instrument of ri k ant ly is for 
novices in this area. In addition, the learnin 
ability to update the a eb · dyn mi c Uy 
makes the system valuable in the fa ·t- hangin 
environment. onsequently, th p r rm- 
ance f this ·y tern i expect to 
gradually as the casebase is updated. 
However, the sy m that is rop in thi • 
tudy is only c rototy . Thi· r toty ·ys- 
t m hr · not b ecn v Ji t , nor applied to ny 
organiz tion or assessed for its su ri riry t 
traditional risk • nalysis m tho . M rris (1 4) 
showed th riority f th BR t hniqu 
for risk analy is and thi study only ents 
the po sibility of BR application to risk an ly- 
sis in an EC nvir nment. As a prototype, th. 
system acts as a guiding light of risk analy i 
in an C envirorun nt. Jn futur , this t ty 
system will be advanc toward , ·y st m th t 
an be • p Ii to the r al world. 
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often difficult. It usually require at least 24 h to identify the pathogen that is responsible 
f r an infe ti n and at 1 a t anoth r 24 h to find out which antibiotics have therapeutic 
effects against the identified pathogen. In order not to endanger the patient, physicians 
som tirn h v t tart an nntirni bial therapy before the responsible pathogen and its 
sen itivities are d rennin d. Thi ort of antibiotic therapy is called "calculated", in 
contrast to a "selective" therapy, which is used when microbiological results are already 
available. For an adequate calculated antibiotic therapy, it is essential to access information 
about the expected pathogen spectrum and its expected susceptibility, existing contra- 
indications, and the side effects of antibiotics. 
To support medical deci ion making in the complex task of calculated antibiotic therapy 
in intensive care medicine, we have d veloped a computer-based therapy adviser, called 
ICONS. It uses a form of artificial intelligence called case-based reasoning (CBR). In CBR, 
previously documented case are used to solve a similar current problem. Fig. I shows the 
CBR cycle developed by Aamodt and Plaza [3). Medical experi ace in form of ca e i auto- 
matically retain d as the system i us in th daily routine of the inten ive care unit (1 
The main task of our adviser is to pr sent suitable calculated anti bi tic th rapy advice 
(Fi . ) for int n iv care pati nt wh hav aught a bact rial inf ti n a an additi nal 
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Furthermore. we have recently evaluated the CBR method within the ICONS system. 
H re w pres nt re ults concerning retrieval algorithms and the storage architecture, which 
g n rat s pr rotypi al case automatically. 
2. Mat erlals and methods 
2.1. Strategy for selecting recommended antibiotic therapies 
As ICONS is not a diagnostic system, we do not attempt to deduce evidence for 
diagnoses ba d on symptoms, fr quencie or probabilities, but instead pursue a strategy 
that can be characterised as follows: find all possible solutions, and subsequently reduce 
th m using the patient' contraindications and the r quirement to completely cover the 
calculated pathogen spectrum (establish-refine strategy). 
ir tly, we distinguish betw n different groups of patients (infection acquired in or 
outside the ward, respectively the ho pital; immuncompromised patient ). An initial list f 
antibiotics is n rat d by a u ptibility relation, which f r each roup f pathogen 
provid s all antibiotic that u ually hav therapeutic ff · . Thi Ji t c ntain all 
antibi tic that c ver at 1 a t a part f th t ntiaJ path n trum. W btuin a 
s ond list f antibiotics by r ducing the fir t ne thr ugh applyin tv c n tr ints: the 
patient's contraindicati n and tJ1 de ir d pher f a tivity. ing th 
this cond list, w try to find anti iotics that · r th wh I path 
individually. 
x pt f r s me rnrnuniry-n quir in ti 
with antibiotic that have ynergi tic r additive 
be found, we use combination rul 
combination mu t be tested for tl1 
2.2. Case-based reasoning 
In this application, the main argument 
proce s of finding ad unt th rapie . W 
selecting recommend antibi tic th , pi 
its sugg ted therapi s, and y ad 1 tin th 
of three rep . tly, \ e select the art of the case base in which 
\ lth th current patient the group of patients, 
nud th inf 1 id r 1 in sy. t m. 'I hi. m an a. I cuon of the appropriate prototype tree (see 
· tion 2.2. ). 'ub, qu ntly, ly tJ1 ·Lt -h h retrie al algorithm of Stottler et al. [4] 
for norninnl vnlu d entraindi 1ti n tU1 th· similr 1ly m sur of Tversky (5) for the few 
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d contraindications. Furthermore. we use an adaptability criterion, because 
n t v ry i nd prable f 6). The attributes used for the retrieval are the contra- 
indi ruions, ' hi h w rk a con traint on the set of possible antibiotics. It is, therefore. 
bviou: th t w h uld u nly former ca e whose contraindications are shared by the 
urr nt patient. Ti guarantee thi condition the adaptability criterion has to be checked 
during retrieval. TI1i can be considered as an example which supports the belief of Smyth 
and Kenn that the imilarity assumption alone is often inappropriate and that retrieval 
should also take adaptability into account (7). 
2.2.2. Adaptations 
In ICONS thr e differ nt sort of adaptations occur: a CBR adaptation to obtain sets of 
calculated advisable therapies for current patients (Fig. 3 shows the presentation of such a 
set), an adaptation of chosen therapies according to laboratory findings and a periodical 
update of laboratory information (resistance situation, frequently observed pathogens). 
2.2.2.1. Case-based reasoning adaptation. Each contraindication restricts the et f 
advisable therapies. uring th r trieval w require that the retrieved ca e doe not 
have any additional conrraindicati n be ide those of the curr nt cs th n i e th 
elution set for the current ca w uld b inadrni i ly r u y th 
contraindicr ti n fa pr vi u a 
B cau e of this criterion, the adaprati n fa previ u imilar ca e is rath r simpl . It i 
simply a matter f transf rring the s t of advisable th rapie fr du in 
this s t ac rdin t th additi nal ntrnindi nti n tJ1 
2.2.2.2. Adaptations of chos n th ra; i 
findings do not really b 1 ng t th BR paradi m. H w 
information. The goal of the main part f I 
the laboratory r ults are known. Wh n th se 
th rapy has to be adapted to them. 
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There nre tw sorts of findings. After about 24 h the pathogen that is responsible for the 
inf tion i id ntifi d. If the identified pathogen does not belong to the calculated pathogen 
sp rrurn nnd if thi pathogen is not sensitive to the initial therapy - according to the 
y t m s n itivity information, then new specific advisable therapies against this pathogen 
have to be computed. 
After about another 24 h the sensitivity test results (antibiogram) of this pathogen 
against the various antibiotics become available. If the laboratory sensitivity test results 
show that the identified pathogen is, in contrast to the system's sensitivity information, not 
sensitive to the initial therapy, it leads to the same task: new "selective" advisable 
therapies, which have therapeutic effects against the identified pathogen, have to be 
computed. 
When new cases arc incorporated into the system, their laboratory findings must be taken 
into account and consequently the sensitivity information has to be updated. Additionally, 
the expected pathogen spectra might change over time. For both laboratory information 
sources us d by the syst m ( ensitivity information, and expected pathogen spectra) we 
have implemented a periodical update. This can be seen as anoth r form f adaptation that 
is not based n single cas , but on stati tical evaluation of p cific inf rmation from a 
number of cas . 
2.2.2.3. 
ystem' 
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graphs how urses f resistance developments. The user can switch between the two 
pr s nration .. In the graphical menu. the physician can select the pathogen (only one for 
n h pr ntnrion). th time period to be considered. and the antibiotics. Up to eight 
antibiotic. nn b graphically pr sented simultaneously. 
2.2.3. Prototypes 
Since in an incrementally working system the number of cases increases continuously. 
storing each ens would slow down the retrieval time and exceed any space limitations. We, 
therefore, decided to structure the case base by prototypes and to store only those cases that 
differ significantly from their prototype. Though the general use of prototypes was 
introduced arly in th CBR field [8,9), it is still mainly applied in the medical domain 
(e.g. (10-13)). Our prototype architecture is chiefly based on experience with a diagnostic 
application [ 14), where we create prototypes that include the most frequent features of the 
corresponding cases. In other words, the features of a prototype are those shared by most of 
their cases. This id a is based on empirical research [ 15), which indicates that people 
consider cases to be more "typical" when the number of features shared between the 
presented cas and the "normal" cas increas s. 
In diagno tic application , prototypes corr p nd to typical di a . o, 
f r antibiotic therapie , pr t types are exp ct d t c rre p nd t typical antibiotic 
tr atrn nts a elated with typical linical featur f pati nt [ l ) . H ' 
artribut ar contraindication that are r p n ible not f r th 
re triction of the oluti n r, this i nly partly true. W hav in ti fa 
hi rar hical prot typ tructur built up fr 111 , rnnd mly rd r d , 
~ l ction of a prototype tr e. In I N the i n t ju t ne p 
~ es, which are all ind pend nt from ach ther. A p i ic 
. .l \f'I .• fa"' for ach affected organ syst m c mbin d with a h up f pnti nt . 
JAi"". -\ S(J' organ ystems and five patient groups there are nearly 100 p ibl 
(' J generate them dynamically only wh o required. am I 
acquired kidn y inf ctions" will beg ne t d ' n 
patient who has a kidney inf ction whi h he ha a ui d u 
Since all c e within th am pr t ry l n t th 
th same rgan system i aff ted, it f II w th. t th 
d due d fr m backg und knowl d hn t 
tree are nly dis riminat d fr m each 
again t pecific antibi tics, reduc 
( . . N dis as ), p i I I d dis 
I. cl t .rrmne how (relatively) often a contra- 
to be incorporated into the prototype. 
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2. The parameter "number of cases" determines the required number of cases that are 
n ssary to fill a prototype or to create an alternative prototype. The lower this 
thr shold the more prototypes are created and the fewer cases are stored. 
·irst, all cas are stored below the prototype they belong to. If the threshold "number of 
cases" is reached after storing a new case below a prototype, the prototype will be "filled". 
At this point, every contraindication that occurs in the prototype's cases at least as often as 
the "minimum frequency" threshold will be included into the prototype. Subsequently, the 
"filled" prototype can be treated like a case. The same holds for prototypes as for cases: 
each contraindication restricts the set of advisable therapies. The contraindications of a 
prototype are those that occur most often within its cases. So from the viewpoint of 
frequ ncy they are the typical ones. Those cases that have no additional contraindications 
in comparison with their prototypes are erased. 
When new cases are added later oo to an already filled prototype, the observed 
frequencies may change and consequently the contraindications of the prototype may 
have to be recomputed. If the contraindications of a prototype change, the suggested 
antibiotic therapies have to b r omputed, t . In addition, all ca e mu t in pect d 
again to det rmine wh th r they n ed to be stor d. 
We create an "alternative" pr totyp b low an already if f r the latter 
enough c xist (which m an the th h Id "number f a es" i rea hed) that h eat 
lea t one contraindication in common, which the al ady e i ting pr totype d e n t 
include. We g nerate the alternativ pr t typ using th e ca es that h, e at lea t 11' 
contraindication not included in th xistin pr t t . W pl thi new pr t typ in th 
hi rar hy dir tly low the air ndy i tin pr t ty . Alternnti p t l is di ·r m 
their superi r prototype by tJ1 ir ntraindi ation and th ref r , al by th ir ts f 
advisabl antibiotic therapi s. 
3. R ults 
3.1. Comparison of two inde ing r. tri vol a! orithms 
The ca attribute arc th p 
nancy). A tJ1 ore unord r d n minnl 
like BR retri v l nets I 17), whi h 
neighb r algorithms [ 18). which 
nlg rithms. 
ri inally, we applied the 
which i advanta ou f r lar 
by StottJer et al. [4], 
ll v mpare it with a simple 
to the question: which algorithm 
gi e details of the hardware and 
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• M mory ize: 64MB; 
• Virtual m mory ize: 74.8MB: 
• Pro ramming languag : Macinto h Common Lisp (MCL). Version 3.0: 
• M m ry . iz rv d f r M L .0: de ir d size, 4. !MB; minimal size: 3.6MB. 
3.1.J. Tree-hash retrieval 
The tree-hash r trieval algorithm was designed for the retrieval of cases whose attributes 
have qualitative values. In the following, we u e the terms of the authors of the tree-hash 
retrieval algorithm. From a rather spatial point of view, they see attributes as dimensions. 
In a pre-processing step, a tree is constructed. For each possible combination of 
dimensions a node is set up. For example, in the two-dimensional case with dimensions 
d l and d2, the pos ible dimension combinations are { d l , d2, d I d2}. The algorithm attempts 
a retrieval based on each of these combinations and computes a similarity measure. Io our 
example, a first retrieval is performed based on d 1, meaning that d 1 is the only dimension 
that must produce an exact match. The same is done for d2. Retrieval based on d 1 d2 
indicates that both dimensions must match the dimen ions of a case io th case base. 
stru rur 
• Root= d l 
• call tree (Ro t, 1) 
• function tre (t, n) 
• if n = then return t 
• else 
• leftson (t) = call tree (do 
• rightson (t) =call tr (dn 
n I l) 
t v ith ut it I :t lim n:i 11. 
T provide e ici nt lookup, a uniqu 
table 2° - l tirn . , nee f r r. 
di 
did? d 
I 
dl1I d did dJ 
I 8 
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This results inn large ha h table. which encompasses all cases, organised by every possible 
rd ring f dimeo ion . Wh n a node is visited. lhe case can be hashed using the 
dimensions repr nt d by the node. Retrieval simply consists of visiting the nodes of 
t11 tr e and perf rrning a ha h look-up based on the dimensions of the node. 
Instead of visiting very node in the tree, it is more efficient to search the tree in a 
specified order, because some nodes do not have to be visited. Traversal of the tree begins at 
the root. At each node, an attempt is made to hash retrieve a case based on the dimensions 
of that nod . If the retrieval is successful, it continues down the left branch. If unsuccessful, 
it continues down the right branch, because in the left branch no success is possible and it 
would be a waste of time to visit such a left branch. This process is continued until a leaf 
node is reached. At this point, the imilarity value of the node of the last successful retrieval 
is stored. Then the algorithm backtracks to the last successful node, and continues to its 
right son. This process is repeated until there are no successful nodes left to backtrack to. 
The stored similarity values are compared and the best one is select d. 
This pro ess can be shortened. uring t1l pr -pr cessing, t1l highe t possible core f 
each node is stored. Since the highest po ibl score at any nod is the ma imurn of the 
possible sc r s of its ubn d . nod and th ir u n de which hav a lov r high t 
pos ible score than the imilarity value air ady r ached d n t hav t b vi it d. 
blc I 
0.045 
0.046 
0.047 
0.047 
0.048 
lb () 0.048 
( 1 9.5 0.049 
100 0.049 
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dep nd on the number of stored case , both algorithms should have equal retrieval times 
wh n th bn ntains rough! about 3000 cases. However, this result depends on our 
on r t irnpl m ntntion in Macintosh ornmon Lisp (MCL 3.0). As Li p does not support 
p int rs, whi h n u fut f r p rati n on tree . graphs, etc. an implementation in oilier 
pr gramming lnnguag lik C or PASCAL might come up with better results for the tree- 
hash algorithm. 
onsequ nrly, the initial overhead for tree-hashing in comparison to simple indexing is 
outweighed by faster retrieval times for huge case bases. In our implementation, "huge" 
refers to case bases with a few thousands of items. 
3.2. Prototype g neration strategies 
The general idea of our con ept is to keep the prototypes always up to date. They should 
contain the typical features of their cases. We have tested two contrasting policies for 
deleting redundant cases and a trat gy of keeping all ca es. Our evaluation had two aim . 
First, we wished to find a strategy niar best fit the two contra ting aim of finding many 
find 
t a thir of its cases have this 
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blc 2 
Tc. t result ~ r strategy A 
Setting number 
of case - 2 
Setting numb r Setting number 
of cases = 4 of cases = 5 
Number of deleted c e 
Number of adaptntions 
en es 2.392 
9 
53 
22 
12 
2.390 
7 
57 
18 
26 
2.401 
8 
62 
13 
31 
2.402 
8 
63 
12 
31 
The results (fable 2) can be summarised a follows: the more cases nee ary to generate 
a prototype (this is achieved by increasing the value "number of cases") the higher the 
number of stored cases and the higher the number of retrieved adaptable cases. After a 
while there is only little robe gained hy increa ing thi threshold parameter any further (4th 
setting). A surprise is the big increase in the number of retrieved adaptable case in the 
s cond s ttin rnpar d with th fir t n . Thi cannot e imply plained by the f ur 
additionally tored ens s. but by the f llowing tw phenorn na, Fi tly, t11 ca that 
have no additional inforrnati n (contraindication ) in rnpari n t th ir pr t ty are 
d let d. This rn an that lhe d 1 ted a s would be mo lik ly t e adapta le t futur 
rot typ Int r and 
rtin ) m re ontraindications are 
h. itional contraindications 
are deleted. Furthermore, 
t about lhe same number of prototypes 
n letcd. Though those cases which 
I I 
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Parameter scuing 
rel live frequency = % 
Parameter selling 
relative frequency = 25% 
M mory iz.c (MD): fter 75 en e 
Number of generated prototypes 
Number of t red c e 
Number of d letcd en 
Number of adaptation 
2. 7 
9 
20 
55 
14 
2.368 
6 
25 
50 
14 
have a bigger chance t be adaptable remain in the case base, the number of retriev d 
adaptable en es slightly increase in compari on to the first setting of strategy A, but the 
number is not as high as in the other ettiogs of strategy A. 
So, the strar gy of k ping those cases that ar easily adaptable r ults in uch a small 
case base that only few adaptabl case cao b retriev d. 
3.2 .. r. 111ai11 in th ca bas 
s ar d let d at all. W ha 
pr totype i 
cuing number Setting number 
of cases= 4 of cases= 4 
2.421 2.419 
I 10 8 7 
15 15 75 75 
0 0 0 0 
2 32 52 51 
I 2 
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prototype. This means the prototypes themselves become more adaptable. However, when 
th numb r of g nerated prototypes decreases. there are fewer cases available to be used for 
udnptnti n ( th rring) . 
. 2.4. Summary of the valuation results for the prototype strategies 
Keeping all cases in the case base increases the memory requirement, but increases the 
number of retrieved adaptable cases dramatically. Considering the number of retrieved 
adaptable cases, strategy A provides results that are nearly as good as for strategy C, but the 
achieved reduction is rather small. Keeping more adaptable cases (strategy B) results in a 
small case base, but only few adaptable cases can be found. 
Too many prototypes should be avoided, because a complex hierarchy results in 
difficulties in finding the desir d case. This means the threshold parameter "number of 
cases" hould not be et too low. 
TI1e most pr ~ rable setting i the third one of strat gy C. Only if the memory 
limitations become a real problem should strategies that delete redundant cases be 
considered. 
4. Di ussion 
s re retained (strategy C) or cases without 
d lete . are those where for the threshold 
et sufficiently high. This results in more retrieved 
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VALIDATION TECHNIQUES FOR CASE-BASED 
REASONING SYSTEMS 
Abstract 
a c- a cd Rea ning ( a BR) y tern , by their nature, have a built-in set of test cases in 
their a e library. ffcctive u e of this unusual feature can facilitate the validation process by 
minimizing the involvement of domain experts in the process. This can reduce the cost of the 
validation proce , and liminate the subjective component introduced by experts. This article 
propose a validation technique which makes use of the case library to validate the CaBR system. 
Called the Case Library Subset Test Technique (CLST) it evaluates the correctness of the 
retrieval and adaptation function of the Ca BR engine with re pect to the domain as represented 
by th a c library. It i c rnpo eel f two pha I) the Retrieval Tc t, and 2) the Adaptation 
Tc t. A complete de ripti n f the technique as well as an application of the technique to 
validate an existing aBR system are di cus ed in thi paper. 
I .0 TNT ROD TTON 
Validation 
rit ·ri:i 
sysl ·m' 
·xp ·1ts. 
tluu the 
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Taking advantage of this feature of CaBR systems, Yi [ 1995] developed a set .of 
algorithms in her work to build and validate a case-based rca~oning. system to ~elp prcdls · 
software development co t. The retrieval and adjustment algonthms m the case library w re 
implemented to meet a specified Minimum Relative Error (MRE}. The MRE is the percentage 
difference of the sy t m e timation to real software cost. However, her work came short 0.f 
actually de eloping a full alidation technique for general use. 
The de clopcrs of Battle Planner (as discussed in [O'Leary, 1993]) also make use ef the 
c c \i\>mry a a pcl\tl e \>-y u ling ome of ilie cases for testing. We expand upon thi 
idea in our w rk. 
The gold tandard in mo t knowledge-based system validation efforts is considered to be 
the expert's knowledge. Some problems with this criteria, however, is that it is typically quite 
costly to involve experts due to their general unavailability and high salaries. The research 
presented in this paper, however, minimizes the need for intensive domain expert involvement in 
the validation process. The gold standard chosen for validation will be the case library itself, as it 
represents the explicit collection of historical results. The technique, called the Case Library 
Subset Test, (CLST) uses Yi's Relative Error (RE) as the compari on medium. It does, however 
u c experts to a mall degree in d tcrmining the validati n criteria t be employed. Howe er, a 
this is typically within the purview of the u er/purchaser, and not of the development team, we 
can safely state that expert involvement is not necessary for this procedure. Thi no el technique 
i evaluated in the re-validation of the Ca e-Based Appraiser ( BA) [ nzalez I 9 2 · aurean - 
Ortiz, 1990] a CaBR y tern u ed to apprai c real c tate pro crty. 
2.0 CA LfBRARY B TT T E H 0 
Thi ailed the 
The fir t ta k i t 
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2.2 Description of the Case Library Subset Test 
These are described in more detail below. 
2.2.1 CaBR Retrieval Test. 
Case indexing and case classification issues are intended to improve the effectiveness and 
efficiency of ca e rctrie al and to reduce the complexity of similarity calculations. The 
orrectn f the rerrie al pro e i therefore one of major concerns in CaBR systems. The 
aBR Rctric al t i design d to evaluate the correctness of the retrieval function. The 
indexing y tern u d although not evaluated independently, is clearly part of the retrieval 
cvaluati n tc t, and d f icn ie in indexing will show up as poor retrieval performance. The 
mpari n fun tion i al o likewi e validated. 
Briefly th Rctrie al Test requires that each historical case in the case library "spawn" a 
test case identical to itself in all way . A pointer to the historical case is maintained for the 
purp c of compari on later. Thi process generates a set of test cases, not only for the retrieval 
test, but also for the adaptation test as will be seen later. As part of the retrieval test each test 
ca e i , in tum, pre cntcd to the aBR system as the current case. The CaBR system goes 
through the ompari n and retrieval pr cc c arriving at an internal Ii t of library ca e ranked 
in decreasing rdcr of imilarity. In rdcr for any tc t ca e to be marked as succc sfully executed 
the hi torical ca c which pawned the current test case hould be found as the top-ranked 
hi torical ca e in thi internal Ii t and the imilarity di tancc h uld be the minimum all w d in 
the chosen mea uring chcmc (or very clo c to it). 
2.2.2 aBR Adaptation Test 
The Retrieval Tc t en urc that the c rnpari n and rctric al fun ti ns arc rrc tly 
carried ut. It i the purp c f thi tc t t n urc that adaptati n arc p perly made m alid 
retrieved a c . Ther f re, the Adaptati n Tc t h uld nly c d nc aft er a uc c ful Retri al 
Tc t. 
3.0 IMPL M NTATION A 0 B T 
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approach therefore was developed by Laureano-Ortiz [ 1990]. Several attributes in the cases are 
used to calculate the price of the prop rty. Some of the e arc the living area, number of 
bedroom numb r f bathr m as well a others. 
The BA y tern ' orks by determining the most similar ca es to the current property, 
adjusting the c ca s to ac ount for any remaining similarities, and then obtaining tho apprai ~cl 
value u in f h widely ace pted method in prop rty apprai al. Refer to [Laureano-Ortiz 
01 and t [ nzal , I 2]for more detail on this sy tern. 
3.2 Determination of Validation Criteria 
The ta k f det rmining the validation criteria was the first undertaken. A questionnaire 
wa ent to individuals knowledgeable in the field of appraisal with the following questions: 
Que tion I: "What is the maximum acceptable Relative Error of a CBA system?" The 
maximum acceptable error range refers to the percent difference between appraised price and the 
actual real old price. Thi corre ponds to the Result Acceptability Criteria (RAC) defined in 
Section 2 above 
Que tion 2: "What percentage f the c rrcct apprai d ca c in a BA sy tern is 
con idered rca onablc"? Thi que ti n a k for the orr ctn Ratio R) in all apprai ed ca e . 
Thi criteria corr pond to the y tern Validity riteria (SV ) e n in ection 2 above 
In regards to the R the majority of the re ponders felt that 2 % wa appr priate ba d 
n the limited ct f attribute con idercd. Human bargaining the ell r' cc n mic ituari n and 
the variou marketing fact rs arc n t c n idercd in the BA analy i . Y t th actual rice i 
trongly affe ted by th e fact . Therefi re, it wa d icidcd that 20% would e t the 
RA (the thre h Id between ace ptable and unacc pta le re ult fr m the A). 
ikewi e, the t ta! R wa det rmincd t e a minimum f % V f r a 
Thal i , 80% f the ubje t pr perti l apprai ed w re alu d at a pri e I 
different than the a tual al pric . It i n e ary t n le here, h v ' ir, that th' 
m time di pie y a dummy "-1" a th r sult h m th· u ~' t ;, ·' I " n t hn · 
a e in the a e Ii rary . . littl irnil rity bctwc in th' m ·t similar hi ·t 
current ca c). Thi can b quite a n rm I urrcnc n R st .rns 
pr pertie hould n t be n id red wh n d terrninin R. 
4.0 EVALUATION FR J LIBR R U TT'T 
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I 00% of the test cases the case in the case library corresponding to the test case was chosen a 
the closest match. This indicates that retrieval was done properly. Furthermore, the a cragc ~~ 
for the Rctrie al Tc t wa .239%. The reader should note that the appraisal value is computed 
by averaging the e eral mo t imilar cases in the library rather than exclusively using the rnese 
irnilar one c en if it i identical. Thus the RE for this test with the appraisal testbed should net 
be exp t d to 0%. 
4.2 Adaptation Test 
In the Adaptation tc t the retrie al technique is also inherently e aluated, as the RE is 
al al ulat d. H we er, the emphasis here is on the adaptation aspect. The average RE for the 
Adaptation t t wa computed to be 13.2057%. A higher RE than for the Retrieval Test is to be 
expected, a the a c ba e i somewhat less similar to the te t cases by virtue of removing the 
ca c c rrc ponding to the tc t case. 
4.3 Original, Expert-based Validation of CBA 
Laurcan Ortiz [ t 990] evaluat d hi original BA ystcm according to the traditional 
meth d f mparing the BA' output to the d main exp rt' apprai al r ult f r the ame ct 
of te t ca e . In hi validation exercise, sev nty (70) tc t ca es were pre ented to the domain 
expert , and their apprai ed value for tho c te t case were r corded. The arne te t case were 
pre cnt d t the riginal BA and it r ult were rec rdcd. U ing the riginal data the ti r 
each of the 70 tc t case was c mputed part f the pre nt in e tigati n. 
The relative err r (R ) wa c mput d ti r the re ult taincd in the riginal A 
validation. We found that 11.4% f the tc t e had a mputcd R f rn re than 2 %. 
indi atcd a c. We al cal ulatc th 
t t t, nd 
al t, and l .2o/c 
t i m r • imil r t th rigin l t t run by 
which we compared the 
that the Adaptation Test 
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n I that th CL T technique is an effective way of 
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In thi in e tigation, a n w method called Case Library Subset Test i presented for the 
purpose of alidating Ca -Based Reasoning Sy terns without the need for in olving a domain 
expert. A pr totyp t m ' hi h arrics out the CLST tc ting technique automatically wa 
de ign d built and u fully demon trated on a testbed CaBR ystem, the Case-Basecl 
Apprai er ( BA) for apprai ing ingle family residential property. 
Th imp! m ntation f a e Library Subset Test techniques presented here is a realization 
f a new alidati n id 'a. We b lie c that the methodology pre ented h re is not only applicable 
t mall a BR y tern like the BA but also to validation of more complex systems. 
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